PRESIDENT’S
m e s s a g e

On behalf of members of the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Association, I would like to express our sincere
thanks to all the individual and corporate supporters for your continued contributions to our annual fundraising
efforts, used directly and indirectly to benefit the community and our organization.
This 14th Annual Community Guide theme is “Children’s Internet Safety” assisting both parents and youth in our
community in educating themselves about the dangers that lurk in this modern age of instant communication.
While the benefits of such a modern tool are immeasurable, there are also the accompanying hazards that can
victimize the most vulnerable in our society, our children. It is imperative that we, as parents, are diligent in
protecting our children from the predators that use this medium to prey on innocence and naivety.
Over the past year, the RNCA has been publicly demanding that policing standards be entrenched in regulation and
legislation to ensure the citizens we serve are provided with an optimum level of police service that equips police
officers with the latest in police technologies and training. While our roots are a labor organization and a voice for
front line police officers, we have also assumed the role of a public advocate to ensure citizens are aware of
important issues that affect the level of service which they are provided.
Again, we wish to express our sincere appreciation to all those who, year after year, assist us in this project to
educate and inform on the various topics that we believe are important to safe and secure communities.
Thank You,

Cst. T.W. Buckle
President
RNCA

www.rnca.ca
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Although I am not very skilled with computers or the Internet, my four-year-old grandson has been using the
computer for two years and uses the internet regularly. His parents let him visit kids’ sites that they have checked
in advance and they use it as a tool to look up things that he is curious about.
As I said, my skills are limited, but what I do know about the Internet is that it is a window, and in some ways, a
doorway to the world. As parents, we know that the world is a dangerous place and that children have to be
protected. Just as we wouldn’t let our children wander around in a big city alone, neither should we allow them
to wander around the Internet alone!
The most important thing a parent can do is to treat the Internet as a tool that can be dangerous if not used with
caution and supervision. Install controls to limit the access that your children have, and keep the computer in a
busy place in your house. In addition, just as you would speak with your children about talking to strangers or
crossing the street, speak with them about Internet safety.
This technological age offers a lot of opportunities and benefits for children. As parents, we want to encourage
their development and independence, but we have to be aware of the risks and protect against them.
Sincerely,

Cal R. Rowe
President
RNC Veteran’s Association

www.rnca.ca
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Compliments of

Atlantic Insurance
Company Limited
64 Commonwealth Ave.
Mt. Pearl, Newfoundland

364-5209
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16 Kyle Avenue •
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709.748.4900

PUBLISHER’S
m e s s a g e

I would like to congratulate the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Association on the publication of their 14th
Annual Community Guide, focusing on the important topic of “Children’s Internet Safety.” The efforts of the
RNCA members in the community are worthy of praise and recognition. Their continuing commitment to people
and their communities sets an excellent example for police officers throughout Canada.
In selecting “Children’s Internet Safety” as this year’s topic, the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Association is
focusing on a growing concern for all Newfoundlanders and Labradorians in helping to identify the many dangers
that our young people could encounter on “the net.” We are optimistic that the educational information contained
in this year’s publication will help to assist future generations, their parents, educators and other concerned citizens
in our communities across the entire province. By working together and sharing information we can help protect
and nurture Newfoundland & Labrador’s most precious resource, our children.
I would like to thank the many community-minded businesses, organizations and citizens of this province for
making this annual publication possible. Your participation truly does make a difference. Thank You!
Sincerely,

Bruce Tobin
Publisher
Fenety Marketing Services

Marketing
Services (Atl.) Ltd.

1-800-561-4422

“Providing quality, professional marketing and fund raising services on behalf of high-profile, non-profit organizations.”
This guide was proudly assembled and published by Fenety Marketing Services, with the help and co-operation of the
Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Association.
President - Mark Fenety
Art Director - Kathy Gilbert
Graphic Designer - Krista Allen

www.rnca.ca
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Crime Stoppers Police Officer
of the Year Award ~ 2004
RNC Police Officer of the Year
This year’s recipient of the NL Crime
Stoppers RNC Police Officer of the Year
award is Cst. Steve Knight (far right). Over
the past number of years Cst. Knight has
been known for his acts of bravery and
selflessness in his involvement with
extremely dangerous situations where his
life was often threatened. Cst. Knight never
stopped to think about his own safety, but
rather the safety of the people he was
protecting. He is a dedicated and devoted
police officer who is tireless in his efforts in
pursuit of justice. Also pictured here are
Amy Crosbie, President of NL Crime
Stoppers and Chief Richard Deering.

RNC Constable to Receive Medal of Bravery
June 8, 2005
A member of the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary is being honored with one of
Canada's highest awards for bravery.
Governor General Adrienne Clarkson has
announced that RNC Constable Stephen
Knight will receive the Medal of Bravery,
awarded for acts of bravery in hazardous
circumstances.
The citation reads:
On July 24, 2004 off-duty Constable
Stephen Knight risked his life to rescue a
man from a vicious attack in St. John's.
Constable Knight was in the area with his
wife and some friends when he observed
two individuals armed with knives attacking
a man in a lane way. Although unarmed,
Constable. Knight ran to the scene and, after
identifying himself as a police officer,
attempted to intervene in the altercation.
The assailant turned to Constable Knight,
stabbed him in the back and inflicted knife
wounds to his hand during the ensuing
scuffle. In spite of his injuries, Constable
Knight was able to subdue the fleeing
aggressor and restrain him until other police
officers arrived.

www.rnca.ca

Nominees
NL Crime Stoppers RNC Police Officer of
the Year Nominees (L-R): Cst. K. Dean;
A. Crosbie, President, NLCS; Chief R.
Deering; Cst. S. Knight; Cst. J. Sheppard
9

When they learn from
the experts,
kids get into safety.

Knowledge is everything – especially when it comes
to safety. That’s why your local Tim Hortons
supports programs that teach our kids valuable safety
lessons. They learn from the experts – and find out
who their friends are.

www.rnca.ca
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Awards of Excellence
RNCA President Tim Buckle (left) presents
Cst. Jason Sheppard with the Award of
Excellence.

Cst. Steve Knight
was also awarded
with the Award of
Excellence.

2nd Vice President Warren Sullivan (right)
presents Cst. Douglas Day with the Award of
Excellence.

Each year the RNC Association recognizes the actions, deeds and bravery of police officers who
have exceeded the everyday call to duty. Often placing their own lives in danger to save the lives of
others, these officers represent the finest in Newfoundland and Labrador’s law enforcement
profession. The recipients of these awards are nominated by their peers, which is indeed an honor.
The RNCA would like to congratulate Constables Steve, Jason and
Douglas on their achievements and selection to receive the RNCA
‘Award of Excellence.’
www.rnca.ca
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No fee until you collect. Free consultation.

209 Duckworth St., St. John's, NL A1C 5W1 Tel: (709) 753- 5805 • Fax: (709) 753-5221

www.rnca.ca
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Lobby Day
President Tim Buckle; M.P. Norm Doyle;
Treasurer Todd Barron

Treasurer Todd Barron; M.P. Loyola Hearn;
President Tim Buckle

Labrador West
Association President Tim Buckle on
Snowmobile Patrol during a visit to Labrador
West.

www.rnca.ca
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McCain Foods Limited...
Growing Worldwide

Canada’s International
Food Company

METRO GENERAL INSURANCE CORPORATION LTD.
140 Water Street
ST. JOHN’S • NEWFOUNDLAND
Phone 726-1922

CONTACT AN AGENT NEAR YOU
Wedgewood Insurance Ltd.

85 Thorburn Rd., St. John’s
35 Commonwealth Ave., Mt. Pearl

753-3210
368-4430

Nfld Insurance Agency Co. Ltd.

238 LeMarchant Rd., St. John’s
95 Cormack Drive, Clarenville
42 Fault Drive, Dover

753-9850
466-7545
537-2305

Reid Insurance Ltd.

17 High Street, Grand Falls/Windsor

489-5613

Wiscombe’s Insurance Ltd.

95 Villa Marie Drive, Marystown

279-2416

Vickers’ Insurance Agency

168 Hamilton River Rd., Happy Valley, G. Bay
Carol Lake Shopping Centre, Labrador City

896-2985
944-6613

Sunco Insurance Ltd.

15 Pippy Place, Carnel Bldg., St. John’s

579-7848
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Newfoundland and Labrador
Police and Peace Officers’
Memorial Association
Members of the RNCA place a wreath
for past fallen members at the Memorial
Service on September 26th, 2004.

NL Police and Peace Officers Executive (L to R):
Conservation Officer Michael Parsons (Vice President),
Sheriffs Officer Kim Stockwood (Secretary), Cst.
Georgina G. Short (President) and Correctional Officer
Denis Murphy (Treasurer).

RNC remembers fallen Police
and Peace Officers.

www.rnca.ca
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Same day Service On Most Single Vision Glasses
(Certain Restrictions Apply)

Check Our Prices Before You Buy
One of the Largest Frame Selections
-Thousands In Stock
TACT
CON SES
LEN

EYE EXAMINATIONS CAN BE ARRANGED
58 LEMARCHANT RD

738-1729
FREE PARKING AT THE REAR
Also Serving you from
Bay Roberts Optical
1 Water Street
Bay Roberts
786-2568

www.rnca.ca

Marystown Mall
Dr. Clarence Moore
(Optometrist)
279-2711
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Carbonear
596-7888

Detective Sergeant
Thomas Fraize Scholarship
Mrs. Joan Fraize presents the annual
Detective Sergeant Thomas Fraize
Scholarship to Jessica Crocker and Scott
Cranford. This scholarship is awarded to a
male and female dependent of a present or

Jessica Crocker and Mrs. Joan Fraize

past member of the RNCA. Jessica
Crocker attends Memorial University and
is the daughter of Cst. Gary Crocker. Scott
Cranford is also attending Memorial
University and is the son of Staff Sergeant
Brian Cranford.

Scott Cranford and Mrs. Joan Fraize

Swearing In Ceremony

These new recruits were sworn in January 14/05. This
is the last class to graduate from the Atlantic Police
Academy in PEI. Future recruits will be trained at
M.U.N.
(L-R)James McNeil, Doug Snelgrove, Karolyn Nolan,
Chelsea Dillon, Scott Haye and Harry Patterson.

www.rnca.ca

The official signing
by Chief R. Deering
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Donations to the
Community
First Vice President Marlene Jesso presents
a donation to Don Holloway for the NL
Seniors, Pensioners and 50+ Federation.

Joseph Smallwood Jr. donates a lithograph
depicting the history of the RNC to be
displayed at RNC Headquarters.

RNCA Past President Joe Boland presents a
cheque to Joe Lake for the William Moss
Memorial Softball Tournament Scholarship
Awards.

www.rnca.ca
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NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR
LIQUOR
CORPORATION
The Newfoundland Liquor Corporation is pleased to support the efforts of the
Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Association.
We continue to work together in promoting Responsible Drinking.
You too can be part of this Program.
“Moderation is always in good taste”

Remember, Be Responsible!
Don’t Drink and Drive and Don’t provide alcohol to Minors!

RESIDENTIAL * COMMERCIAL
* INDUSTRIAL
PH: (709)-722-0234 FX: (709)-722-1668
www.economyglass.ca
111 Blackmarsh Rd. St. John’s, NFLD.

All Types of Clear, Tinted & Pattern Glass

“Clear Expertise”

-Custom Cutting
-Mirrors
-Table Tops & Shelving
-Free Estimates
-Showcase & Shelving Glass
-Thermo Panes
-Custom Shower Enclosures
-Automatic Doors
-24 Hour Emergency Service
-All Work Conditionally Guaranteed
Turn Your Bathroom Into A Beautiful Oasis

www.rnca.ca
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Donations to the
Community
President Tim Buckle presents Jim
Greenland with a donation for the
Children’s Wish Foundation.

Recipients of the William Moss Memorial
Scholarship Awards.

RNCA 1st Vice President Marlene Jesso
presents a cheque to Ruth Squires and Karen
Anthony of the Margaret Acreman Society.

www.rnca.ca
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Need the best insurance with the least amount of effort?
For great service and some of the best rates in the province, call
Wedgwood. Our flexible payment plans make it easy as possible.
auto • home • life • accident • commercial • sickness • tenant • travel • bonding

St. John’s office
(709) 753-3210
Clarenville office
(709) 466-6000
Mt. Pearl office
(709) 368-4430
Corner Brook office
(709) 634-1555

info@wedgwoodinsurance.com
www.wedgwoodinsurance.com

simply better rates
simply better service
simply better!

www.rnca.ca
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Donations to the
Community
RNCA Past President Joe Boland presents a
cheque to Gary Stone, President of the
North East Minor Hockey Association.
Proceeds donated were raised from the
RNCA Regatta Booth.

Joe Boland presents a donation to
Cst. Georgina Short, President of the
Newfoundland and Labrador Police and
Peace Officers' Memorial Association.

President Tim Buckle presents a donation to
Linda Billard of the Longside Community
Centre.

www.rnca.ca
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Serving the People of
Newfoundland and Labrador
Newfoundland and Labrador Housing Corporation salutes
the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Association for its efforts in
helping to educate and promote the public’s awareness
of children’s internet safety. Their annual community guide
provides valuable information for everyone. Please take
time to read this important publication.
Honourable Joan Burke
Minister
Newfoundland
and Labrador
Housing
Corporation

Committed to Improving Life and
Supporting Those Who Enrich it.

5 Wing Goose Bay Military Police
proudly supports the
Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary Association
If you have any information regarding any missing
persons in the 5 Wing Happy Valley Goose Bay
Area, please call the Military Police at 896-7111
(Dispatcher) or 896-6900 ext. 7118 (Investigation
Section).

www.rnca.ca
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)@LHKX
A young officer in training in
the RNC Community Services PT
Cruiser

A clown entertains
children by making
balloon animals and
hats

Young ladies
showing off the
latest trends

Children enjoyed all the
activities that were offered


X
'@
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The highlight of Family Fun Day
was Townshend, one of the two
horses from the RNC Mounted
Unit offering children rides
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1 Cunnard Cres
Mount Pearl
368-5300
Proud to Support the RNC Association on
their 14th Community Guide

Powell’s
Supermarket Ltd
& Atlantic Grocery
Distribution
Bay Roberts
786-2102

Harbour Grace
596-0326

Carbonear
596-6644
www.rnca.ca
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Seniors’ 2004

Christmas
Party
Another excellent turn-out for this year's party.

Cst. B. Mesh dancing
with a senior.

Cst. S. Knight poses
with a senior.

Deputy Chief Johnston waltzing with senior.

www.rnca.ca

Minister Tom Osborne
dances with a senior.
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Avalon
BSc. (Hons), LL.B

The Canadian Bar
Association
in
announcing that
Averill Baker was
the
winner
of
the 2002 Young
Lawyers’ (40 and
under) Pro Bono
Service Award said
in a press release:
“She went out on a
limb for a client and
overcame all odds so
that her client had
access to justice.
This case would
have fallen between
the cracks were it not for Averill Baker.” Averill Baker specializes in
Criminal Law - read Court rulings on Quicklaw or Westlaw of over 20
reported cases in the past two years alone in
which Averill Baker defended clients against Call today for your consultation!
charges ranging from corporate fraud to drug
possession to driving violations. If you think
you need a lawyer, you probably do. Averill
140 Water Street,
Baker can be reached at her office in St.
St. John’s, NL
John’s.

Irwin Melamed & Ted Purcell
Ph: (709) 726-0220
Fx: (709) 576-4055
PO Box 21030
St. John’s, NL
A1A 5B2

(709)753-1555

Office Hours:
Monday to Friday, 8:30am to 6:00pm
Evenings & Weekends by appointment
Suite 900 Atlantic Place
Water St., PO Box 1538
St. John’s, NL Canada A1C 5N8

Benson•Myles
BARRISTERS • SOLICITORS • NOTARIES

Our Team...Your Team.
Providing a full range of legal services. Including:
Corporate and Commercial, Real Estate, Wills and
Estates, Administration Law, Labour Law, Wrongful
Dismissal, Civil Litigation, Personal Injury.

24 Hour Voice Mail

Facsimile

579-2081 579-2647
email: info@bensonmyles.com • Web: www.bensonmyles.com

www.rnca.ca
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Seniors’ 2004

Christmas
Party
Participants dance to the music of Siochana.

RNCA Members (L-R): Cst. R.
Devereaux, Cst. B. Mesh, Cst.
D. Doiron. The officers love to
make the seniors happy.

Santa joins in dancing.

Sgt. P. Walsh
dancing with a
senior.

Sgt. M. Jesso dancing with a senior.

www.rnca.ca
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A Complete Service for Users of Folding Cartons

14 Clyde Avenue
Donovan’s Industrial Park
Mount Pearl
Newfoundland
A1N 4S1

OFFICE
Phone:
Fax:
PLANT
Phone:
Fax:

www.rnca.ca

Congratulations
to the RNCA
on their continued efforts

(709) 368-2131
(709) 368-2410
(709) 368-2196
(709) 368-0254
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Seniors’ 2004

Christmas
Party
Siochana has a special guest soloist.

Siochana provided great
dance music and RNCA
1st Vice President Marlene
Jesso draws for the door
prizes.

The Concert
Crowd provided
great music to
sing-a-long and
dance.

1st Vice President Marlene Jesso
presents a gift to Betty Gollop and
Monica Murphy for all their hard
work in organizing this event.
Great job ladies!

www.rnca.ca
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Congratulations
to the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary Association
on their crime prevention initiatives.

Dr. Brendan Lewis

Suite 301, 9 Main St.
Corner Brook

www.rnca.ca

(709) 634-0820
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Regatta Fundraiser
The RNCA raises funds for Children's Charities at the Royal St. John's Regatta

Rick Legrow, hockey volunteer
with Northeast Minor Hockey
Association, calls ticket numbers
for prizes. All money raised was
donated to the Northeast Minor
Hockey Association.
(See page 23)

Many people enjoyed contributing
to this organization.

www.rnca.ca
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Eastern Health and Community
Services Board
Corporate Office, Park Place
50A Manitoba Drive
Clarenville, NL
A5A 1K5

Fishery Products International

Ph: (709)466-6349 Fax: (709)466-6343
Email: ehcsbmail@hcse.ca

Proudly Supports
Community events &
initiatives throughout

HEALTH AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
EASTERN BOARD

Newfoundland & Labrador

Vision: Healthy people living in healthy communities.

TRUCK CENTRE
PARTS & SERVICE
EQUIPMENT RENTALS

Funk Island
Banker Ltd.

Work Together...
Work Safely!
24 Hour Service
Steam Cleaning
Compressor
Truck Parts
Boom Truck
Sand Blast
Crane
Zoom Boom
Scissor Lift
Fork Lift
Licensed Mechanic Tool Rentals
Propane Heaters
Official Inspection Station

82 Clyde Ave.
Mt. Pearl
funkislandbanker@nf.aibn.com

P. O. Box 185
Labrador City
A2V 2K5

747-4221
www.rnca.ca
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Garage: (709) 282-3910
Fax: (709) 944-6452
After Hours: (709) 944-3932 or
(709) 944-1285

Santa Claus Parade
RNCA members and their families participated in the 2004 Christmas Santa Claus
Parade.

www.rnca.ca
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PO Box 1240, Wabush, Labrador A0R 1B0

Harris Ryan

709-282-3453 or 709-282-5474

H

• Welding &
Industrial Piping

Chartered Accountants

• Ready Mix
Cement

&H

Proud Supporters of the
Royal Newfoundland Constabulary
Association and this year’s Community Guide

ENTERPRISES LTD.

• Excavating

44 Austin St.
Suite 204
St. John’s, NL
726-8338

• Snow Removal
• Backhoeing
Roy Hunt

Anslem Rose

Fax: 709-282-3520

Highland Drive
Esso

“Premium Accommodations,
Great Family Rates”

Brushless Car Wash, Gas Bar &
Convenience Store
For Fast, Quality Service
Near the Airport

• Heated underground parking
• Indoor Pool and Fitness Centre
• Pier Restaurant and Lounge
• Aeroplan / Air Miles Rewards
• Meetings and Banquets up to 250 people

390 Torbay Road

Phone: (709) 634-5381
Toll Free: (800) 399-5381

753-7002
Operated By:
Maxwell Squires
www.rnca.ca
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10th Annual
Benefit Hockey Game
On April 24, 2005, the Newfoundland and Labrador Police
Curling Association All Stars took to the ice at Mile One Stadium,
when they hosted their 10th Annual Charity Benefit Hockey Game,
battling the Tim Hortons All Stars.
This annual event is an exhibition, fund-raising event to support
local charities. The Tim Hortons All Stars feature many former NHL
and other professional hockey players from the Atlantic region, including Doug McGrath, Mike Jeffrey,
Brian Ford and Malcolm “Mac” Davis, joined by returning Newfoundland and Labrador Senior Hockey
Legends, such as Sheldon Currie, Danny Cormier and Gordie “Machine Gun” Gallant. As always,
it was an excellent evening of family entertainment, with lots and lots of surprises!
The game was another tremendous success again this year with over $15,000.00 in proceeds raised to
support our Police Curling Association’s many activities in the area, including a generous contribution
to Special Olympics Newfoundland and Labrador.

Friendly Rivals:
NLPCA All Stars and Tim Hortons All Stars pause a moment during their 10th Annual Charity Benefit
Hockey Game.

Anthem singer, Leanne Kane belts it
out for the crowd.

www.rnca.ca
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John Roberts

The
Trimmer

WHEN A HOTEL HAS THIS MUCH
WEALTH OF CHARACTER, ITS GUESTS
LEAVE RICHER FOR THE EXPERIENCE.

For All Your Contracting
& Custom Woodworking
Needs Call:

The Fairmont Newfoundland. A true cultural
landmark. Awash with the hospitality that defines
its island setting...with world-class dining and
ambience that’s second to none. Indulge your taste
for luxury while you explore the rustic culture.

682-TRIM
“Your Friend in Woodworking”

Call your travel agent at 709 726 4980 or 1 800 441 1414
www.fairmont.com
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts: United States, Canada, Barbados, Bermuda,
Mexico, United Arab Emirates

St. John’s, Newfoundland
A1E 3Y4

(709) 579-0121
www.labatt.com

Providing quality insurance products
and services for over 120 years.

For a home or auto quote,
call or visit us online today.

1.800.563.0677
www.johnson.ca

www.rnca.ca

Congratulations to the RNCA
on their
14th Annual
Crime Prevention Community Guide
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10th Annual
Benefit Hockey Game

Special Olympics Athletes Meghan
Arnott and Crystal Young accept a
cheque of $5,000 from the All Star
event.

Special Olympics Athletes
Meghan Arnott and Crystal
Young drop the puck to get
the game rolling.

Excited winners of the 50/50 draw.

www.rnca.ca
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Marshall
Industries
LIMITED

A Newfoundland & Labrador Co.
We fully support the efforts
made by the RNCA to
promote Crime Prevention Awareness
709-944-5515
Fax:709-944-6717

McIsaac
Contracting

Ltd.

PO Box 13516
St. John’s, NL A1B 4B8

863 Torbay Road
Torbay, NL A1K 1A2
Canada

Phone 368-0464
Fax 368-0364

Business: (709) 726-3880
Facsimile: (709) 726-3884

A proud supporter of

RNCA
www.rnca.ca

Email: beverly@metalworld.nf.ca
Web: www.silverweb.nf.ca/metal-world
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Standing Together
By Danette Dooley
The Telegram May 14, 2005

For retired Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary (RNC) deputy chief
Gary Browne, the photo that
appeared on the front page of The
Irish Times on May 4 said it all. In
this case, he says, a picture really is
worth a thousand words.

recognize and officially record
the ties between the RNC and An
Garda Siochana.
For Browne, the event was a long
time coming, but well worth the
wait. It was timely as well, since
the Newfoundland contingent
returned home just a week before
National Police Week kicked off
on May 8.

The photo is a headshot of five RNC
officers in full dress uniform. While
four of the officers look intently at
what’s happening to their right,
•••
Const. Wayne James has his head
turned to the left, offering Ireland
that
welcoming
smile
that
photo by Danette Dooley Browne served for over three
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians Gary Browne reading the The Irish Times. decades with the RNC. His father
and two uncles were also
are famous for.
members of the constabulary. Irish blood runs deep
through his veins. His relatives are from Branch, a
The caption reads: “Happy beat: a smile in the line of
small community on the province’s scenic Cape Shore.
duty.”
The snap was taken just moments before a historic
exchange of colours between the RNC and Ireland’s
National Police Force — An Garda Siochana. The
exchange took place at Garda Headquarters in Phoenix
Park, Dublin.
“To see our guys on the front page in their new
uniforms that are so similar to the Royal Irish
Constabulary’s. To see them looking so sharp and to
see Const. James smiling, to me that says it all because,
visually, it summed up our whole trip,” Browne says,
days after returning from Ireland.
Browne credits the rapport built between Garda press
officers and RNC Insp. Bob Garland — the force’s
media representative on the trip — for what he calls a
photograph with great historic value.
“We were there on a friendly visit to celebrate 150
years of policing between both forces. We were coming
home to our roots and celebrating that rich connection.
So, believe me, we had every reason to smile,” he says.
The trip to Ireland was led by Browne and other
members of the RNC’s historical society. It took place
from May 1-6 and had been in the planning stages for
several years. The purpose of the trip was to celebrate,
www.rnca.ca
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“This trip legitimized the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary’s Irish roots with the Royal Irish Society
and An Garda Siochana,” Browne says.
“And I don’t mind saying that for me it was a dream
come true.”
According to information provided by Browne,
organized policing in Ireland began in 1822 with the
formation of the Irish Constabulary. In 1922, that force
was disbanded with the formation of the Irish Free
State, as the country was then called. This resulted in
the formation of the current force, An Garda Siochana.
The Dublin Metropolitan Police, which had been
founded in 1836, was amalgamated with Garda in
1925.
Today, An Garda Siochana — a Gaelic term meaning
“the guardians of the peace” — is an 11,000-plus
m em b er p o l i ce force with another 3,000 officers
being recruited in the near future. The force provides
the state security service as well as all criminal law
enforcement
functions.
(continued...)
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Standing Together

(cont’d)

The exchange of colours between Browne and Garda
Commissioner Noel Conroy at Garda headquarters in
Phoenix Park was the most memorable part of the trip,
says Browne. Phoenix Park is one of the largest
municipal parks in Europe and has been home to the
Irish police since the mid-1800s.
“In police terms, exchanging colours means
exchanging flags. And the greatest sign of respect and
friendship and loyalty one organization in the
paramilitary or military can show the other is to give
your colours to another organization,” Browne says.
“I wasn’t even able to dream that big, to be able to
stand on Phoenix Park and exchange colours right Sgt. Jim Carroll, far left, has just passed flag to Retired
where our force started with the Royal Irish Dep. Chief Gary Browne who is presenting it to Garda
Constabulary (RIC). We brought their flag back and Commissioner Noel Conroy.
they kept ours.”
Browne says the prominent language spoken in
St. John’s in the late 1700s was Irish Gaelic.
•••
The roots of the Newfoundland Constabulary date back
to 1729, with the appointment of the first police
constables. The RNC’s ties to the RIC stretch back to
1844, when the RIC’s Timothy Mitchell was selected
by the Governor of Newfoundland, Sir John Harvey, to
be a member of the Terra Nova Constabulary, the
predecessor force of the RNC. Harvey was a former
inspector-general of the RIC.

The Irish have been coming to the shores of
Newfoundland and Labrador since the mid-1600s,
when they arrived here to take advantage of the
lucrative cod fishery.

“Harvey knew that Mitchell would be good for the
constabulary and, some day, a fine leader,” Browne
says.
Mitchell served as inspector and superintendent of
police from 1853 to 1871, when the Newfoundland
Constabulary was reorganized with a new Police Act.
Browne says Mitchell played a major role in that
reorganization, ensuring the force was modelled on its
mother force, the RIC.

In front of the officers' mess at Garda in Phoenix Park are,
from left to right: Row 1 (Bottom): (ret.) Sgt. Bob Morgan,
Keith Barry (former director of finance for the RNC),
(Honorary) Insp. Bill Bradley, (ret.) Deputy Chief Gary
Brown, Robert Shaw (Past Pres. of the RNC Historical
Society) Row 2 (Middle): Sgt. Jim Carroll, Bill Mahoney
(Pres. of the RNC Historical Society) Insp. Robert Garland
Row 3 (Top): Sgt. Darrin Feehan, Vince Whithers (member
of the RNC Historical Society), Cst. Wayne James, Fireman
Jim Feehan, Cst. Steve Knight and Cst. Bruce Mesh.

Other officers recruited from the RIC to take command
of the Newfoundland force included Thomas J. Foley
who served from 1871 to 1873, and who, Browne
says, ensured the Constabulary uniform was almost
identical to that of the RIC.

(continued...)
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Standing Together
The RIC’s Paul Carty headed the Newfoundland
force from 1873-1895, and John Roche McCowen
served as constabulary inspector general from
1895-1908.

(cont’d)

The RNC band Siochana, named after its mother force,
rounded out the trip by performing at official police
functions in dress uniform, as well as offering
traditional Irish entertainment that opened hearts and
doors wherever they ventured.

All four Irishmen are buried in St. John’s.
“They sang a cappella at Dublin Castle. They sang a
cappella at the Garda officers’ club. And they were
asked to sing at our formal dinner. They did such a job
as ambassadors. They made us all very proud,” Browne
says.

“All of these four men trained in Phoenix Park, where
we went back to and exchanged our colours,” Browne
says.
“I remember driving in through the gate of Phoenix
Park, a huge police facility. When the security officers
stopped to check us, I looked to the right and there was
our own flag flying, the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary. In my own heart I said, ‘We’ve come
home.’”

•••
RNC Chief Richard Deering and deputy chief Joe
Browne were scheduled to lead the 14-member
contingent to Ireland. However, because of operational
requirements, their priority was to remain in
Newfoundland.

•••
During the Ireland trip, Browne and Garda historian
Sgt. Jim Herlihy gave lectures prior to a formal dinner
between both forces at Garda officers’ club. A
practising policeman, Herlihy is also a prolific Irish
author and assistant secretary to Garda’s historical in
Dublin Castle. Both men summed up the lives of the
four Irish police officers that resettled in
Newfoundland.

Local businessman Bill Mahoney did take part in the
Irish excursion. Mahoney is chair of the RNC
Historical Society. He says the trip went far beyond
anyone’s expectations.
“We were overwhelmed by the reception we received
everywhere we went in Ireland,” Mahoney says. “We
were welcomed with open arms and wonderful
hospitality.”

“Sgt. Herlihy started out by talking about what they did
in Ireland and the medals they received. And my talk
started when they got off the boat here in
Newfoundland and what they did here,” Browne says.

For Browne, who plans on continuing his work with
the RNC’s historical society, the trip holds as much
significance for what it will mean for the future as well
as what it has done to reinforce the ties of the past.

Not only did the men play a major role in
Newfoundland’s policing and social circles, their
families went on to become prominent Newfoundland
families.

Danette Dooley is a Mount Pearl-based freelance
writer and East Coast correspondent for Blue Line
National Police Magazine. This story first appeared in
The Telegram. She can be reached by e-mail at
dooley@blueline.ca

For Browne, the trip to Ireland was bittersweet in that
it was one he talked about making for years with his
good friend, retired superintendent Jim Lynch. Lynch,
who died last year, served as vice-president of the RNC
Veteran’s Association and was a very active member of
the force’s historical society.

Music among friends
www.rnca.ca
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Online predators
Using Internet communication tools such as chat rooms,
e-mail and instant messaging can put children at risk of
encountering online predators. The anonymity of the
Internet means that trust and intimacy can develop
quickly online. Predators take advantage of this
anonymity to build online relationships with
inexperienced young people. Parents can help protect
their kids by becoming aware of the risks related to
online communication and being involved in their kids'
Internet activities.

Kids feel they are aware of the dangers of predators, but
in reality they are quite naive about online
relationships. In focus groups conducted by the Media
Awareness Network, girls aged 11 to 14 initially said
they disguised their identities in chat rooms. They
admitted, however, that it was impossible to maintain a
false identity for long and eventually revealed
personal information when they felt they could "trust a
person."
Building this "trust" took from 15 minutes to several
weeks - not a long time for a skillful predator to wait.

How do online predators work?

How can parents minimize the risk of a child
becoming a victim?

Predators establish contact with kids through
conversations in chat rooms, instant messaging, e-mail
or discussion boards. Many teens use "peer support"
online forums to deal with their problems. Predators,
however, often go to these online areas to look for
vulnerable victims.

• Talk to your kids about sexual predators and
potential online dangers.
• Young children shouldn't use chat rooms, period - the
dangers are too great. As children get older, direct
them towards well-monitored kids' chat rooms.
Encourage even your teens to use monitored chat
rooms.

Online predators try to gradually seduce their targets
through attention, affection, kindness, and even gifts,
and often devote considerable time, money and energy
to this effort. They are aware of the latest music and
hobbies likely to interest kids. They listen to and
sympathize with kids' problems. They also try to ease
young people's inhibitions by gradually introducing
sexual content into their conversations or by showing
them sexually explicit material.

• If your children take part in chat rooms, make sure
you know which ones they visit and with whom they
talk. Monitor the chat areas yourself to see what kind
of conversations take place.
• Instruct your children to never leave the chat room's
public area. Many chat rooms offer private areas
where users can have one-on-one chats with other
users - chat monitors can't read these conversations.

Some predators work faster than others, engaging in
sexually explicit conversations immediately. This more
direct approach may include harassment or stalking.
Predators may also evaluate the kids they meet online
for future face-to-face contact.

• Keep the Internet-connected computer in a common
area of the house, never in a child's bedroom. It is
much more difficult for a predator to establish a
relationship with your child if the computer screen is
easily visible.

Which young people are at risk?
Young adolescents are the most vulnerable age group
and are at high risk of being approached by online
predators. They are exploring their sexuality, moving
away from parental control and looking for new
relationships outside the family. Under the guise of
anonymity, they are more likely to take risks online
without fully understanding the possible implications.

• When your children are young, they should share the
family e-mail address rather than have their own
e-mail accounts. As they get older, you can ask your
Internet Service Provider (ISP) to set up a separate
e-mail address, but your children's mail can still reside
in your account.
• Tell your children to never respond to instant
messaging or e-mails from strangers. For places
outside your supervision - public library, school, or
friends' homes - find out what computer safeguards
are used.

Young people who are most vulnerable to online
predators tend to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

new to online activity and unfamiliar with "Netiquette"
actively seeking attention or affection
rebellious
isolated or lonely
curious
confused regarding sexual identity
easily tricked by adults
attracted by subcultures apart from their parents' world

www.rnca.ca

• If all precautions fail and your kids do meet an
online predator,
don't blame them.
The offender
always bears full
responsibility.
(continued...)
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(...Online predators continued)

How can your kids reduce the risk of being
victimized?

• Your child or teen withdraws from family and friends;
or quickly turns the computer monitor off or changes
the screen if an adult enters the room
• Online predators work hard to drive wedges between
kids and their families, often exaggerating minor
problems at home. Sexually victimized children tend
to become withdrawn and depressed.
• Your child is using someone else's online account
Even kids who don't have access to the Internet at
home may meet an offender while online at a friend's
house or the library. Predators sometimes provide
victims with a computer account so they can
communicate.

There are a number of precautions to take, including:
• never downloading images from an unknown source
- they could be sexually explicit
• telling an adult immediately if anything happens
online that makes them feel uncomfortable or
frightened
• choosing a gender-neutral screen name that doesn't
contain sexually suggestive words or reveal personal
information
• never revealing personal information (including age
and gender) to anyone online and not filling out
online personal profiles
• posting the family online agreement by the
computer to remind them to protect their privacy on
the Internet

What can you do if your child is being
targeted?
• If your child receives sexually explicit images from
an online correspondent, or if she or he is solicited
sexually, contact your local police. You can also
report incidents to the Cybertip! hotline at
http://www.cybertip.ca. For more information, see the
Reporting Trouble section of our Web site.
• Check your computer for pornographic files or any
type of sexual communication - these are often
warning signs
• Monitor your child's access to all live electronic
communications, such as chat rooms, instant
messages and e-mail. Online predators usually meet
potential victims in chat rooms at first, and then
continue communicating with them through e-mail.

How can you tell if your child is being
targeted?
It is possible that your child is the target of an online
predator if:
• Your child or teen spends a great deal of time online
Most children who are victims of online predators
spend a lot of time online, particularly in chat rooms.
• You find pornography on the family computer
Predators often use pornography to sexually
victimize children - supplying it to open sexual
discussions with potential victims. Predators may use
child pornography to convince a child that adults
having sex with children is "normal." You should be
aware that your child may hide pornographic files on
diskettes, especially if other family members use the
computer.

Does Canadian law protect children from
online predators?
Some forms of online harassment are criminal acts
under Canadian law. Under the Criminal Code, it is a
crime to communicate repeatedly with someone if your
communication causes them to fear for their safety or
the safety of others. In 2002, Canada enacted
legislation targeting criminals who use the Internet to
lure and exploit children for sexual purposes.

• Your child or teen receives phone calls from people
you don't know; or makes calls (sometimes long
distance) to numbers you don't recognize
Online predators may try to contact young people to
engage in "phone sex," or to try to set up a real-world
meeting. If kids hesitate giving out their home phone
number, online sex offenders will provide theirs.
Some even have toll-free 1-800 numbers, so
potential victims can call them without their parents'
knowledge. Others will tell children to call collect and then, with Caller ID or Call Display, they can
easily determine the phone number.

Source: Some of the above information was adapted,
with permission, from the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation publication A Parent's Guide to Internet
Safety. It has been rewritten for Canadian audiences
with the assistance of the Ottawa-Carleton Regional
Police Service's High Tech Crime Team.
©2004 Media Awareness Network / ©2004 Corus
Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. Corus and all
related titles, logos
and images are
trademarks of Corus
Entertainment Inc.

• Your child or teen receives mail, gifts or packages
from someone you don't know
It is common for offenders to send letters,
photographs and gifts to potential victims. Computer
sex offenders even send airline tickets to entice a
child or teen to meet them.
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Challenging Cyber Bullying
challenging the ability of adults to monitor and guide
children because, unlike a computer placed in a public
area of a home, school or library, mobiles are
personal, private, connected - and always accessible.
Kids tend to keep their phones on at all times, meaning
bullies can harass victims at school or even in their own
rooms.

The Internet has created a whole new world of social
communications for young people who are using
e-mail, Web sites, instant messaging, chat rooms and
text messaging (STM) to stay in touch with friends and
make new ones.
While most interactions are positive, increasingly kids
are using these communication tools to antagonize and
intimidate others. This has become known as cyber
bullying.

Built-in digital cameras in cell phones are adding a new
dimension to the problem. In one case students used a
camera-enabled cell phone to take a photo of an
overweight classmate in the shower after gym. The
picture was distributed throughout the school e-mail
list within minutes.

Today's young Internet users have created an
interactive world away from adult knowledge and
supervision. MNet research shows that 50 per cent of
kids say they are alone online most of the time, and
only 16 per cent say they talk to their parents a lot about
what they do online. Because bullies tend to harass
their victims away from the watchful eyes of adults, the
Internet is the perfect tool for reaching others
anonymously - anytime, anyplace. This means for
many children, home is no longer a refuge from the
cruel peer pressures of school.

Schools are struggling to address the issue of cyber
bullying among students, especially when it occurs
outside of school. When real world bullying occurs in a
schoolyard or classroom, teachers are often able to
intervene, but online bullying takes place off the radar
screen of adults, making it difficult to detect in schools
and impossible to monitor off school property.

Cyber bullying and the law

The anonymity of online communications means kids
feel freer to do things online they would never do in the
real world. Even if they can be identified online, young
people can accuse someone else of using their screen
name. They don't have to own their actions, and if a
person can't be identified with an action, fear of
punishment is diminished.

Young people should be aware that some forms of
online bullying are considered criminal acts. Under the
Criminal Code of Canada, it is a crime to communicate
repeatedly with someone if your communication
causes them to fear for their own safety or the safety of
others.

Nancy Willard of the Responsible Netizen Institute
explains that technology can also affect a young
person's ethical behaviour because it doesn't provide
tangible feedback about the consequences of actions on
others. This lack of feedback minimizes feelings of
empathy or remorse. Young people say things online
that they would never say face-to-face because they
feel removed from the action and the person at the
receiving end.

It's also a crime to publish a "defamatory libel" writing something that is designed to insult a person or
likely to injure a person's reputation by exposing him or
her to hatred, contempt or ridicule.
A cyber bully may also be violating the Canadian
Human Rights Act, if he or she spreads hate or
discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin,
colour, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, marital
status, family status or disability.

There are several ways that young people bully others
online. They send e-mails or instant messages
containing insults or threats directly to a person. They
may also spread hateful comments about a person
through e-mail, instant messaging or postings on Web
sites and online diaries. Young people steal passwords
and send out threatening e-mails or instant messages
using an assumed identity. Technically savvy kids may
build whole Web sites, often with password protection,
to target specific students or teachers.

The role of Internet service providers
(ISPs) and cell phone service providers
Internet service providers (ISPs) are the companies that
provide Internet access to consumers. Most ISPs have
Acceptable Use Policies (AUPs) that clearly define
privileges and guidelines for those using their services,
and the actions that
can be taken if
those guidelines are
violated.

An increasing number of kids are being bullied by text
messages through their cell phones. These phones are

www.rnca.ca
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(...Challenging Cyber Bullying continued)

ISPs and cell phone service providers can respond to
reports of cyber bullying over their networks, or help
clients track down the appropriate service provider to
respond to.

Taking action on cyber bullying
Cyber bullying is everyone's business and the best
response is a pro-active or preventative one.

What parents can do
• Get involved and be aware:
* Learn everything you can about the Internet and
what your kids are doing online. Talk to them
about the places they go online and the activities
that they are involved in. Be aware of what your
kids are posting on Web sites, including their own
personal home pages.
* Encourage your kids to come to you if anybody
says or does something online that makes them
feel uncomfortable or threatened. Stay calm and
keep the lines of communication and trust open. If
you "freak out" your kids won't turn to you for
help when they need it.
• Encourage kids to develop their own moral code so
they will choose to behave ethically online:
* Talk to your kids about responsible Internet use.
* Teach them to never post or say anything on the
Internet that they wouldn't want the whole world including you - to read.
* Create an online agreement or contract for
computer use, with your kids' input. Make sure
your agreement contains clear rules about ethical
online behaviour. MNet's research shows that in
homes where parents have clear rules against
certain kinds of activities, young people are much
less likely to engage in them.

What schools can do
• Integrate curriculum-based anti-bullying programs
into classrooms.
• Educate teachers, students and parents about the
seriousness of cyber bullying.
• Change the school or board's bullying policy to
include harassment perpetrated with mobile and
Internet technology. There should be serious
consequences for anyone who doesn't follow the
guidelines.
• Update the school or board's computer Acceptable
Use Policy (AUP) to specifically prohibit using the
Internet for bullying.

What kids can do
Because most incidents of bullying occur off adults'
radar screens, it's important that young people learn to
protect themselves online and respond to cyber
bullying among peers when they encounter it.

Guidelines for children and teens:
• Guard your contact information. Don't give people
you don't know your cell phone number, instant
messaging name or e-mail address.
• If you are being harassed online, take the following
actions immediately:
* Tell an adult you trust - a teacher, parent, older
sibling or grandparent.
* If you are being harassed, leave the area or stop
the activity (i.e. chat room, news group, online
gaming area, instant messaging, etc.).
* If you are being bullied through e-mail or instant
messaging, block the sender's messages. Never
reply to harassing messages.
* Save any harassing messages and forward them to
your Internet Service Provider (i.e. Hotmail or
Yahoo). Most service providers have appropriate
use policies that restrict users from harassing
others over the Internet - and that includes kids!
* If the bullying includes physical threats, tell the
police as well.

• Take action if your child is being bullied online:
* Watch out for signs that your child is being bullied
• Take a stand against cyber bullying with your peers.
Speak out whenever you see someone being mean to
online - a reluctance to use the computer or go to
another person online. Most kids respond better to
school may be an indication.
criticism from their peers than to disapproval from
* If the bully is a student at your child's school, meet
adults.
with school officials and ask for help in resolving
the situation.
©2004 Media Awareness Network / ©2004 Corus Entertainment
* Report any incident of online harassment and
Inc. All rights reserved. Corus and all related titles, logos and
physical threats to your local police and your
images are trademarks of Corus Entertainment Inc.
Internet Service Provider (ISP).
* If your child is bullied through a cell phone, report
the problem to your phone service provider. If it's
a persistent problem, you can change the phone
number.
www.rnca.ca
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Internet FAQ
1. At what age should I let my children go
on the Internet?
Children are going online at younger and younger ages in fact, the fastest growing segment of Internet users is
now pre-schoolers! Many kids are using the Internet at
school by six years of age, so realistically, they will
probably want to be going online at home around this
age as well. Children under ten, however, generally don't
have the critical thinking skills to be online alone, so
until this age you must be totally involved in their
Internet use. Sit with them whenever they are online.
Make sure they only go to sites you have chosen. Teach
them to never reveal personal information over the
Internet.

2. Should I let my children have their own
e-mail accounts?
Young children should share a family e-mail address
rather than have their own accounts. As they get older
and want more independence, you can give them their
own address. The mail can still reside in your family
inbox, so you can ask about any suspicious-looking
messages they may get. Ask your Internet Service
Provider (ISP) what options it provides for family
e-mail accounts.
By Grade 7, most kids want to have their own e-mail
accounts, and they'll have no trouble getting one through
free services such as Hotmail or Yahoo! Make sure they
take every precaution to protect their e-mail address so
they don't receive junk e-mail and messages from
strangers.

3. What house rules should I have for
Internet use?
Negotiate an online agreement with your kids outlining
the rights and obligations of computer use at home.
Make sure the agreement clearly sets out: where your
kids can go online and what they can do there; how
much time they can spend on the Internet; what to do if
anything makes them uncomfortable; how to protect
their personal information; how to ensure safety in
interactive environments; and how to behave ethically
and responsibly while online.

Your children's input is critical to the success of the
agreement. Print it out and keep it by the family
computer to remind everyone of the rules. Review it
regularly, and update it as your kids are older.

4. How old should my child be to use
MSN?
Children under thirteen shouldn’t be using MSN because
they also need a Hotmail account to be able to register
for the instant messaging service. Once kids start using
MSN your role is to ensure their safety and privacy
protection and to encourage responsible use of the
technology.
Your MSN rules should include:
- no filling out a personal profile
- never talk to strangers (you should check their
contact lists regularly to make sure they know
everyone on them)
- no spreading rumours and gossip or hateful
messages using MSN

5. Can I read my child’s MSN instant
messaging conversations?
Yes, MSN is set up to automatically save chat logs in a
folder on your computer. You can check your hard drive
for a folder called "My chat logs." The default location
is usually under: C:\My Documents\.
If kids know about these logs, however, it's easy for
them to go into "Options" in MSN and disable this
feature. In the end having good open dialogue with kids
is much more constructive then spying on them. They
will always be one step ahead of us when it comes to
technology. You need to get good rules in place and trust
that your kids will follow them.

6. How can I prevent pop-ups on my
computer?
The easiest way to avoid pop-ups is to use blocking
software that you can buy or download free from the
Internet. You can also use a specialty “toolbar” with your
browser. Many toolbars allow you to click on a button to
block pop-ups, and then click again to disable the
pop-up blocking feature. There are privacy issues
around using specialty toolbars, however, because they
can be used to trace
your Internet tracks.
You can ask at your
local computer store
(continued...)
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(...Internet FAQ continued)

for toolbar and pop-up blocking software suggestions or
check out the CNet site for free downloads:
http://download.com.com/3120-20-0.html?qt=
Pop-up+blocker&tg=dl-20

9. I am concerned about my kids' Internet
use. Can I track where they are going
online?

7. Can kids become addicted to the
Internet?

Yes, you can track where they've been online, but be
aware that computer-savvy kids know how to cover their
Internet tracks. Clear rules about Internet use and open
communication with your kids are more effective than
invading their privacy.

The Internet is a wonderful tool for young people,
especially for those who have difficulties with peer
interactions. Computer-savvy kids can shine on the
Internet because looks and athletic ability are not
important, and this can help build their self-esteem.
However, excessive computer use may further isolate shy
kids from their peers or take away from other activities
such as homework or sleep. Parents and teachers are
often unaware that there is problem until it is serious.
This is because it is easy to hide online activities and
because Internet addiction is not widely recognized.

When you surf the Internet, your Web browser
(Microsoft Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator)
collects information about the places you visit, and stores
it on your computer.
Browsers usually keep 'history' files of recently visited
sites. Most versions of Internet Explorer have a History
button on the top toolbar. If you don't see the button, or
if you are a Netscape user, simply press the Ctrl (control)
and H keys at the same time, which will also bring up
your history listings. Double click on any listing to view
the site.

Establish rules around computer use and try to balance it
with more physical activity. Also, make sure your
Internet-connected computer is out in the open, not in
your child's room.

Browsers also make temporary copies of Web pages,
known as cache files, and stores them on your
computer. Internet Explorer allows users to click on
either Tools or View. Next, select Internet Options and
click on General and then Settings. Finally, click on View
Files to see a list of all the cached Web pages on your
computer.

Finally, look at your own Internet use. Do you spend
hours online? If you do, your children are likely to
follow your example.

In Netscape you select Edit, then Preferences. Click on
Advanced and select Cache. Look beside the Choose
Folder button to see where your cache files are stored on
your hard drive.

8. What should my kids know about
computer viruses?

There are also many kinds of software that will let you
monitor various online activities. To find out more
you can go to the GetNetWise site at:
http://kids.getnetwise.org/tools/ Scroll down to the
bottom of the page to "Find Tools for Your Family" and
search under "monitors."

A virus is a malicious software program that infects
computer files or disk drives and then makes copies of
itself. Many of the activities that kids do online can leave
computers vulnerable to viruses. E-mail attachments are
the most common means of distributing viruses, but they
can also be downloaded using file-sharing and instant
messaging programs. Make sure your children
understand to never open an e-mail attachment they
haven't requested; to configure their instant messaging
program so they cannot receive files from other users; to
never download files ending in ".exe" when using
file-sharing programs; and to never download any
program off the Internet without checking with a parent
first. You can protect your computer by always running
up-to-date firewall and anti-virus software.

www.rnca.ca

You should also check out a good computer store and ask
what products they recommend.

10. What should I do if my child is being
harassed online?
If this occurs, you can 'block' the person sending
the
harassing
messages. There
are 'block' options
(continued...)
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(...Internet FAQ continued)

13. What should I look for in a kids' site
privacy policy?

in e-mail and instant messaging programs. Save any
harassing e-mail messages and forward them to your
child's e-mail service provider. Most providers have
appropriate use policies that restrict users from harassing
others over the Internet.

Privacy policies outline the privacy terms and
conditions of a site. Often, however, these policies are
vague, misleading or non-existent. When you read a
privacy policy, you want to know: what information is
being collected or tracked, and how this information will
be used (especially, whether it will be sold to a third
party); do you have the ability to change or delete data
collected from your children; what steps are taken to
safeguard kids in chat rooms, message boards and
e-mail activities on the site; and does the site try to obtain
verifiable, parental consent before a child releases
personal information online.

If the harassment consists of comments posted on a Web
site, contact your Internet Service Provider (ISP) and ask
for help to locate the ISP hosting the site. You can then
contact the ISP and bring the offensive comments to their
attention.
You should also contact your local police department.
Harassment is a crime in Canada, both in the real world
and on the Internet. It is illegal to communicate
repeatedly with someone if your communication
causes them to fear for their own safety or the safety of
others.

14. I had a big charge on my phone bill
which I’ve been told was caused by a
program downloaded from the Internet to
my computer. Is this true?

11. Does filtering software work?

This situation you describe is known as “modem
hijacking.” It occurs when an Internet user downloads
dialer software -- often inadvertently -- that can
activate the computer’s modem to dial phone numbers in
foreign countries, resulting in large long distance
charges. Internet users with dial-up connections,
including high speed customers who also have a dial-up
connection in place, are vulnerable to this practice.

Filtering tools may be helpful with young children, to
complement - not replace - parental supervision. Filters
and blockers, however, are not foolproof and they often
fail to keep out inappropriate material. According to a
2001 Consumer Report, filters failed to block 20 per cent
of objectionable sites. They can also block a lot of useful
content, which your kids may need for their school
assignments.

To avoid modem hijacking:

While filters may be useful when your kids are young, as
they grow older they will need to develop safe and
responsible online behaviour. Parents and teachers are
best equipped to teach kids how to responsibly use the
Internet.

• Before downloading anything off the Internet, read
carefully through all the disclaimers, Terms and
Conditions and warnings.
• Monitor your children’s Internet activities to ensure
they are not putting your computer at risk.

12. My teen wants to shop online. How can
I be sure the site is secure?

• Create a house rule that forbids downloading any files
from the Internet without prior parental
permission.

If kids and teens shop online, they need solid
guidelines to keep their transactions safe and secure.
Teach them how to tell when it is all right to give
credit information to a Web site by looking for: a Better
Business Bureau quality assurance seal; an unbroken
lock icon at the bottom left-hand corner of the page
(ensuring that only you and the Web site can view
financial transactions); or an "https" in the address box of
your browser, which also ensures a secure environment.
Make sure your browser supports 128-bit encryption to
ensure your credit card number is automatically
encrypted, or scrambled, before it is sent. (The latest
versions of both Internet Explorer and Netscape support
128-bit encryption.)

www.rnca.ca

• Turn off your computer or dialup connection when not
in use.
• Use an “anti-spyware” program to find and remove
the modem hijacking file. Spyware refers to a
number of programs that may be installed on your
computer without your knowledge. You can search the
www.cnet.com site for free anti-spyware
programs.
©2004 Media Awareness Network / ©2004 Corus Entertainment Inc. All
rights reserved. Corus and
all related titles, logos and
images are trademarks of
Corus Entertainment Inc.
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Internet Addiction
The amount of time kids spend online is a source of
frustration for many parents. Initially, parents welcomed
the Internet into their homes, believing they were opening
up an exciting new world of educational opportunities for
their children. However, many parents soon realized that,
instead of using the Internet for homework or research,
their kids were spending hours instant messaging with
friends, playing online games or talking to strangers in chat
rooms.
Maintaining a healthy balance between entertainment
media and other activities in their children's lives has
always been a challenge for parents. The Internet has made
this challenge even more difficult. The engaging nature of
Internet communications and interactive games means
many children and teens have trouble keeping track of time
when they're online.
It is likely that over 10 per cent of students have an Internet
dependency problem. Unfortunately, parents and teachers
are usually not aware that there is a problem until it
becomes serious. This is because it is easy to hide what you
are doing online and because Internet addiction is not
widely recognized by the medical community. (Mental
health practitioners continue to debate whether this
behaviour is an "addiction," with some preferring to
identify it as "compulsive behaviour.")
Children and young people can easily become 'hooked' on
online activities such as multi-user games, instant
messaging, pornography and chat rooms. The most
vulnerable children, according to the Computer-Addiction
Services at Harvard Medical School, are those who are
"lonely and bored or from families where nobody is at
home to relate to after school."
Children who are unpopular or shy with peers are often
attracted to the opportunities for creating new identities in
online communities. Boys, in particular, are frequent users
of online role-playing games, where they assume new
identities and interact with other players. Although playing
these games with thousands of other users may appear to be
a social activity, for the introverted child or teen, excessive
playing can further isolate them from friends and peers.
Harvard Medical School's Computer-Addiction Services
identifies the following symptoms of computer addiction.

Psychological symptoms

Physical symptoms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carpal tunnel syndrome
Dry eyes
Migraine headaches
Backaches
Eating irregularities, such as skipping meals
Neglecting personal hygiene
Sleep disturbances and changes in sleep patterns

Tips for parents
If your kids are spending too much time on the Internet,
you need to establish a healthy balance between Internet
use and other activities.
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Look for symptoms of Internet dependency. Ask
yourself if your child's Internet use is affecting his or
her school performance, health, and relationships with
family and friends.
If your child is demonstrating strong signs of Internet
addiction, consider seeking professional counselling.
Compulsive Internet use may be symptomatic of
other problems such as depression, anger and low
self-esteem.
Examine your own online habits. Do you have trouble
controlling your Internet use? Remember, you are your
child's most important role model.
Don't ban the Internet - it is an important part of most
kids' social lives. Instead, establish rules about where
your kids can go online and what they can do there and stick to them. Such rules might include: a limited
amount of time online each day; no surfing or instant
messaging until they complete their homework; no
chat rooms or online pornography.
Keep your computer in a public area of your house, not
in a child's bedroom.
Encourage and support your child's participation in
other activities - particularly physical pastimes with
other children.
If your child is shy or socially awkward with peers,
consider a social skills class. Encourage activities that
will bring your child together with others who have
similar interests, such as computer classes or hobby
groups.
Investigate software that monitors and restricts
Internet use. Although these tools are helpful, keep in
mind they can be easily disabled by a savvy computer
user. Your ultimate goal should be helping your kids to
develop self-control, discipline and accountability
with the Internet.
If your child seems interested only in playing online
video games, try a tie-in to one of their favourite
games. For example, if your child prefers fantasy
role-playing, encourage her or him to read fantasy
books.

Having a sense of well-being or euphoria while at the
computer
• Inability to stop the activity
©2004 Media Awareness Network / ©2004 Corus Entertainment Inc.
• Craving more and more time at the computer
All rights reserved. Corus
• Neglecting family and friends
and all related titles, logos
• Feeling empty, depressed and irritable when not at the
and images are trademarks
computer
of Corus Entertainment
• Lying to family and friends about activities
Inc. www.bewebaware.ca
• Problems with school or work
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Young Canadians In A Wired World
Parents say they know where their kids are
going online; kids say parents don't know

A Study by the Media Awareness Network
June and October, 2001

National Key Findings

• When asked how much their parents know about the
Web sites they visit, almost 4 in 10 young people
(38%) say their parents know very little or nothing at
all. Fewer than 2 in 10 (16%) say they think their
parents know a great deal about the sites they visit.

Young Canadians In A Wired World: The Students' View
is a nationwide investigation of Internet use among
Canadian youth, exploring what they do online, how
they perceive the Internet and what they know about it.
The research findings are being used to develop
initiatives to help Canadians address Internet education
and safety issues in the home, in schools and in the
community. The Students' View follows Canada's
Children In A Wired World: The Parents' View, a March
2000 telephone survey in which more than 1,000
Canadian parents were asked about their
perceptions of the Internet, and their awareness of its
benefits and potential risks. Selected findings from the
parent survey provide comparative data to the student
survey conducted this year.(For more information on
the parent survey, visit:
< w w w. m e d i a - a w a r e n e s s . c a / e n g / w e b a w a r e /
netsurvey/>.)

• When parents were asked how much they knew
about the sites their children visit, 71% said they
knew a great deal or a fair bit. Fewer than 3 in 10
(28%) parents said they knew very little or nothing
at all about the Web sites their children visit.
• More than one-third (36%) of young people say they
erase the history that shows what Web sites they've
visited, always (12%) or sometimes (24%). About 2
in 10 of all young people (22%) say they don't know
how to do this.

Parents say they often talk to kids about
their Internet use; kids say they don't

Young Canadians In A Wired World was completed by
5,682 Canadian students aged 9 to 17 years, in schools
across Canada, providing the Media Awareness
Network with a robust, representative sample of
Canadian youth. The Government of Canada has
funded Young Canadians In A Wired World: The
Students' View as part of the Canadian Strategy to
Promote Safe, Wise and Responsible Internet Use
<www.connect.gc.ca/cyberwise>.

• When young people were asked how often their
parents talk to them about what they do online, a
large majority (70%) say their parents talk to them
very little (38%) or not at all (32%). Just over 2 in 10
(24%) say their parents talk to them a great deal or a
fair bit.
• When parents were asked how often they talked to
their children about what they do online, 78% said
they talk a great deal or a fair bit. Just over 2 in 10
(22%) said they speak to their children about their
Internet activities very little or not at all.

The survey findings were released in two parts. The
initial findings were released in June 2001. The final
findings were released in October 2001.

Kids are ahead of their parents - and on
their own - in their explorations of the
Internet

June 2001 Findings

Canadian youth are extremely active
Internet users

• A majority of Canadian youth say they have learned
about the Internet from friends their own age (54%).
Slightly fewer than half (47%) say they've learned
by experimenting and exploring on their own.

• Canadian youth are no strangers to the Internet 99% report that they've used the Internet at some
point. Almost 8 in 10 (79%) say they have Internet
access at home.
• Almost half (48%) say they use the Internet from
home at least an hour every day, compared to 79%
who say they watch television for an hour or more
every day.

www.rnca.ca
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(...Young Canadians In A Wired World continued)

Parents think their kids use the Internet for
homework; kids say they like to use the
Internet for a wide variety of activities

• Smaller numbers of young people say they have
learned about the Internet from their parents (27%),
their teachers (22%), older brothers and sisters
(21%), or a friend they met on the Internet (12%).

• When asked what online activities they like to do
most, young people mentioned:

• One-half of young people (50%) think their parents
know less about the Internet than they do. Another
19% say their parents know about as much as they
do.

* playing and downloading music (57%)
* e-mail (56%)
* surfing for fun (50%)
* playing and downloading games (48%)
* instant messaging (IM) (40%), and
* chat rooms (39%) and
* homework (38%)

• A large percentage of young people are alone when
they go online. Half (50%) say they are alone online
most of the time. Thirty-three per cent say they are
alone some of the time.

• As a homework tool, the Internet was ranked first
(44%) among young people as their preferred
information source, followed by books from the
public library (19%) and books from school (16%).

• Most young people say they are not supervised
regularly when they go online. Majorities say their
parents never sit with them while they surf (68%),
never use filters to block sites they don't want them
to go to (65%), or never check to see which sites
they've visited (54%). A majority of young people
(55%) say their parents do "check in" on them,
sometimes or often, when they go online.

• When parents were asked what they thought their
kids use the Internet for, 65% said they thought their
kids use the Internet primarily for schoolwork.
• Smaller numbers of parents said their kids use the
Internet for socializing and entertainment: 29% said
their kids play games, 28% said their kids visit chat
rooms, and 6% said their kids download music.

• A small, but significant number of young people
(15%) say they have met, in person, at least one
friend they've made on the Internet. When parents
were asked if their child had ever met an Internet
friend in person, 4% of parents said yes.

Most youth have their own e-mail accounts,
but many parents are unaware they do

Kids say Internet's biggest benefit is
socializing and communicating, while
parents believe the Internet's biggest
benefit is educational

• When asked if they have their own e-mail account,
71% of youth say "Yes". Of those that do, 8 in 10
(81%) say they have a free Web-based e-mail
account.

• When asked what the biggest benefit of the Internet
is, almost 4 in 10 secondary school students (36%)
say communicating with people they know and
making new friends.

• When asked if their child had their own e-mail
account, 38% of parents said "Yes".
• Among young people with one or more e-mail
accounts, 44% say their parents don't know about all
their e-mail accounts.

• Three in 10 (31%) mention easier access to
information and just under 3 in 10 mention factors
related to entertainment or enjoyment, such as
downloading music, games, entertainment and
having fun. Twenty-four per cent mention
educational benefits.

• Young people are using e-mail to communicate
primarily with friends - almost all (94%) say they
e-mail their friends often or sometimes.
• A significant number (45%) of young people say
they e-mail people they've met only on the Internet,
often or sometimes.

• When parents were asked what was the biggest
benefit related to their child being on the Internet,
66% cited educational factors. Convenience
ranked second for parents (20%), followed by
entertainment benefits (11%) and social benefits
(10%).

www.rnca.ca
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THE ONLY UNIT FOR: 1. WEEPING TILES 2. BASEMENT FLOORS
3. BUILDING FOUNDATIONS 4. DRIVEWAYS 5. DIFFICULT ACCESS AREAS
ADVANTAGE OVER DUMP/MIXER TRUCKS:
1. ABILITY TO SPREAD DELIVERED PRODUCTS 2. SLING UP TO 35 FEET
3. SAVE VALUABLE MAN-HOURS

782-1000

FAX 782-1404

Physiotherapist

BUILDING CONTRACTORS
P.O. BOX 16045 STATION FOXTRAP
CONCEPTION BAY SOUTH, NL A1X-2E2
PHONE (709) 834-3325

11 Point Leamington St.
St. John’s, NF
A1E 5W9

DELUXE DRY CLEANERS LTD.

Supplying ice,
Discharging and other
services to the
Fishing Industry

Premium Dry-cleaning Services

Gerard Fennelly
Bus: (709) 576-2249
Cell: (709) 682-6434
Res: (709) 745-7054
Fax: (709) 745-8054
Fermeuse: (709) 432-2887 - Eric
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159 Pennywell Road

Fall River Plaza Torbay Road

Churchill Square

Mon.-Sat. 8am-6pm

Mon.-Fri. 8am-9pm Sat. 8am-6pm

Mon.-Sat. 8am-6pm

579-5696

739-0018

579-4241

Specialists in: • leather & suedes, • Wedding gowns
• Drapes • IFI Certified • On premise shirt service
• Alterations & repairs
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(...Young Canadians In A Wired World continued)

Kids use IM (instant messaging) to
communicate with real-world and Internet
friends

• Both boys and girls visit chat rooms at similar rates
across all age groupings but boys are more likely
than girls to visit private and adult-only chat rooms.
Fifty-six per cent of the young people who visit
private and adult-only chat rooms are boys
compared to 44% who are girls.

• Almost 6 in 10 young people (56%) say they use IM,
including 27% who use it every day or almost every
day.

• Of all young Internet users, only 39% have a
household rule about talking to strangers in chat
rooms.

• Among those who use IM, 88% say they talk to
friends through IM sometimes or often. Over half
(57%) say they use IM, sometimes or often, to talk to
people they've met only on the Internet.

• The majority of youth who visit private and
adult-only chat rooms indicate that they are at home
but unsupervised when using the Internet (85%) and
that they have no household rule relating to this
practice (82%).

• Twenty-eight per cent of parents said they thought
their children used instant messaging (IM).
Online safety is the main concern at home

In-Person
Meetings
Acquaintances

• According to Canadian youth, the most common
home rules regarding Internet use are:

Internet

• Of all young Internet users, 25% of children and
youth have been asked, by someone they've only
ever met on the Internet, to meet face-to-face.

• Rules regarding certain sites which should not be
visited (61%)
• Rules about giving out personal information about
themselves or their family (60%)

• Fifteen per cent of all young Internet users have met
in person at least one individual whom they first met
on the Internet.

• Rules forbidding in-person meetings with people met
on the Internet (54%)

• Of those respondents who did meet someone in
person, most went with a friend (41%) compared to
15% who went alone. Only 6% were accompanied
by a parent or other adult. Of the youth who went
alone, more males (73%) than females (27%) were
likely to put themselves at risk in this way. The
likelihood of going to meet an Internet acquaintance
increases with age.

• Smaller numbers of young people report having
rules on how much time they can spend online
(42%), talking to strangers in chat rooms (39%) and
telling parents if they find something on the Internet
that makes them feel uncomfortable (36%).
• When parents were asked last year what their biggest
concern was with their child being on the Internet,
51% cited inappropriate material.

• Of the 15% of respondents who went to meet
someone in person, 12% say they had a bad
experience. (Overall, this represents less than 2% of
young Internet users). In an open-ended question,
survey respondents characterized these "bad
experiences" in a variety of ways - ranging from
"didn't like the person" to "person was fat/ugly". The
more serious responses (made by 18 young Internet
users from the entire survey sample) included
"person wanted/made sexual contact", person was
"violent" and "person used vulgar/ sexual language."

October 2001 Findings
Risky behaviour by children and youth in
private and adult-only chat rooms
• Almost one third (30%) of 9-10 year olds indicate
that they go into chat rooms. For 11-12 year olds, the
rate is 58% and for 13-14 year olds, the rate is 70%.
This climbs to 72% for 15-17 year olds.
• The likelihood of young people visiting private and
adult-only chat rooms also increases with age. Of
those respondents who visit chat rooms, 26% of
9-10 year olds visit private and adult-only chat
rooms. This percentage increases to 37% for 11-12
year olds, 54% for 13-14 year olds and 66% for
15-17 year olds.

www.rnca.ca
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• Of those who have met someone in person that they
first met on the Internet, 67% indicate that they have
no specific rule in their household against this
behaviour.
(continued...)
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The Diocesan Synod of
Central Newfoundland
Proud to support the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Association
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(...Young Canadians In A Wired World continued)

Exposure to Sexually Explicit Material and
Sexual Comments

• Almost half (45%) of the respondents who would
give out both their name and address to win a prize
do have a rule in their household against that
behaviour.

• More than half of young Internet users (53%) have
received pornographic junk mail. Of these, the vast
majority (78%) did not tell their parents.

• Most respondents surveyed have their own e-mail
account (71%). Of these, 81% have a free
Web-based account. When registering for these free
accounts, 86% indicated their gender, 68% provided
their real name, 29% their address and 20% their
phone number. Youth in secondary school are more
likely to report having a free Web-based e-mail
account.

• Almost one quarter (24%) of youth have received
pornography on the Internet from someone that they
have met only online.
• Across all age groups, boys are more likely than
girls to have received pornographic junk mail and
to have received pornography from online
acquaintances.

• About one-quarter of youth (22%) have their own
personal Web site. Fifty-seven per cent of these
youth provide their e-mail address on their Web site,
26% provide their full name and 22% provide a
photograph of themselves.

• Almost one-half of youth in secondary school say
someone has made unwanted sexual comments to
them on the Internet. Girls are more likely than boys
to have received unwanted sexual comments.

• More than one-half of youth in secondary school say
they never look at the privacy policies on Web sites
they visit.

Online Bullying and Exposure to Hate
• One quarter of young Internet users (25%) say that
someone has e-mailed them material that said
hateful things about others. Of those, 35% did
nothing about it. Twenty-nine per cent of those
respondents replied to the e-mails themselves.

• Of all young Internet users, 60% have household
rules about not giving out personal information
about themselves or their family.

• More than half of all young Internet users (56%) use
instant messaging. Of these, 14% indicate that
they've been threatened while using instant
messaging.

Data collection and analysis for Young Canadians In A
Wired World: The Students' View were conducted by
Environics Research Group. The margin of error for
this sample is +/-1.3 percentage points, 19 times out of
20. Margins are greater for regional and demographic
sub samples.

• Sixteen per cent of young Internet users say they
have posted comments on the Internet that were
hateful toward a person or group of people. Of those,
60% were male.

For more information on the survey and its findings,
contact:
Jan D'Arcy
Co-Director
Media Awareness Network
Tel: (613) 224-6892
E-mail: jdarcy@media-awareness.ca

• Among youth in secondary school, only 21% say
they have household rules about saying insulting
things in their instant messaging or e-mail.

Divulging
Personal
Information

and

Private

This document is from the Web Awareness section of
the Media Awareness Network Web site.
Posted by the Media Awareness Network.
www.cfc-efc.ca/docs/mnet/00002_en.htm

• Twenty-one per cent of young Internet users
indicated they would give out both their name and
address online in order to win a prize in a contest.
Boys (60%) are more likely than girls (40%) to do
this.

www.rnca.ca
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& Labrador

Architecture Project Management

Family Memorials Ltd.

Facilities Design Group Inc.

Making memories last forever

“Sometimes you just need someone to listen...”
At Family Memorials we see you as “family” and we will do our best to
make sure your wishes are met when it comes to placing a monument for
a loved one.

Gary Walsh, NAA Principal Architect

Call us for a free catalogue or drop in and see us.

117 Springdale St., P.O. Box 8021,
St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada A1B 3M7
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Fraize Law Offices
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FAX:
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(709) 535-3534
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G J Cahill & Company Ltd
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St. Johns, NL
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466-7477
Halliburton Group
Canada Inc.
235 Water St., Suite 406
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Creating a Family Internet Agreement
Sample Family Online Agreements

A family Internet agreement is a set of guidelines
or rules for home Internet use. An online
agreement should offer your kids very clear
guidelines on the following:

Joy and Stephen Smith have three children: Holly
is 7, David is 9 and Justine is 14. Holly loves
anything that has to do with space, and David
thinks dinosaurs are really cool. The are no
museums in the Smiths' small town, so Holly and
David like to go to places on the Internet where
they can learn more about their interests. Holly's
favourite Web site is the Canadian Space Agency's
KidSpace. David searches all over the Web for
great dinosaur stuff, like newsgroups, Web sites
and games. Justine uses the Internet for homework
and chatting with friends.

• where they can go and what they can do online
• how much time they can spend on the Internet
• what to do if something happens that makes
them feel uncomfortable
• how they can protect their personal information
• how to stay safe in interactive environments
• how to behave ethically and responsibly online

The key to an effective agreement is to create it
with your family's input.

Joy and Stephen both work full time, so they sat
down with their kids to determine a family online
agreement that the baby-sitter, Marjory, can refer
to when they're not around. They've also made a
separate agreement for their teenager.

You'll need to do some research before you get
started:
• If they're already using the Internet, ask your
kids what activities they like to do online? Do
they enter contests or fill out surveys or
quizzes? Do they download music files, games
or software? Do they like chatting with people
through chat or instant messaging?

Holly and David's Online Agreement
• Either Mom or Dad or Marjory has to be with
us when we go on the Internet.
• We are allowed on the Web for one hour on
school nights, only after we've done our
homework and cleaned up the supper table.
Holly gets to do the surfing Mondays and
Wednesdays, and David gets to do the surfing
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

• Sit with them and ask them to show you where
they go and what they do online. Check out
their favourite Web sites, visit chat rooms
they've used, look at their instant messaging
contact lists.

• We will only use Berit's Best Sites for Children
or Yahooligans! to find Web sites.

• Learn how they find their way around the
Internet. Do they rely on hyperlinks (links to
other sites), or do they use search engines? If
so, which ones? Ask them why they prefer one
over the other, and how they formulate their
searches.

• When searching for information online we will
use these filtered search engines: Ask Jeeves
for Kids or KidsClick!
• We will not give out any personal information
online without Mom or Dad's permission.
• Only Mom or Dad can download our e-mail.
They will tell us if we have any new mail in the
family mailbox.

Now you can create a family online agreement
based on your children's online interests and
activities. Keep your agreement by the family
computer as a reminder. Review it regularly and
update it as your children grow older.
www.rnca.ca
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Toll Free: 877-466-1158
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Phone:
Crisis Line 753-1492
Administration 722-8272

(...Creating a Family Internet Agreement continued)

• If we get any e-mail from a stranger, we will tell
Mom or Dad right away. We won't open it
without their permission.

• I will not disable any filtering software that my
parents have put on the computer.
• I will not open any e-mail or files from
strangers.

• We are only allowed to use monitored chat
rooms and Mom or Dad must be with us when
we're chatting.

• I will read the privacy policy of a Web site
before giving out any personal information and
make sure they will not share my info with a
third party.

• We will never be rude or mean to anyone
online.

• I will only use monitored chat rooms for teens
and I will stay in the public area and not go off
into private rooms with strangers.

• We will check with Mom and Dad before
downloading software or games from the
Internet.

• I will only talk to people in instant
messaging that I have met in person.

• In signing this family online agreement, we
promise to follow these rules. If we break our
family agreement, we understand that we will
not be allowed on the Internet at all for one
week.

• I will always behave responsibly and ethically
when online. I will always use Netiquette when
using instant messaging, chat rooms and
e-mail.
• If I ever arrange to meet an Internet friend in
person, I will tell Mom and Dad and one of
them will accompany me for the meeting.

Mom___________________ Date:__________
Dad____________________ Date:__________

• I will tell my parents right away if I get into any
kind of trouble or if I feel uncomfortable in any
situation on the Net.

Holly___________________ Date:__________
David___________________ Date:__________

In signing this family online agreement, I promise
to follow these rules. If I break my family
agreement, I understand that I will not be allowed
on the Internet at all for one week.

Justine's Online Agreement
• The maximum I can be online for fun is one
hour on weekdays and two hours on weekends.
There is no time limit when using the Internet
for homework.

Mom___________________ Date:__________
Dad____________________ Date:__________
Justine__________________ Date:__________

• I will not buy or sell anything over the Net
without my parent's permission.

This document is from the Web Awareness section of the
Media Awareness Network Web site.
Posted by the Media Awareness Network.

• I will tell my parents before downloading any
games, music files or software from the
Internet.
• I will not visit gambling sites or sites
containing offensive or illegal material.
www.rnca.ca
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Tracking where kids have been on the Internet
Just as you have the right to know where your kids go
at night, or any time for that matter, you have the right
to know where your children go online.

the button marked "Settings." There, you will see
another button marked "View Files." Click on that
button and you will see a list of all Web pages that are
stored on your computer. You can double-click on any
file name in the left column to view it. If you use
Netscape, simply type in "about:global" (without the
quotation marks) to get a list of recently cached files.

You can find out a lot from your Web browser.
Browsers are software programs that allow users to
visit and read Web sites. The most popular browsers are
Microsoft Internet Explorer (MSIE) and Netscape
Navigator.

To find all Web pages stored on your computer, you can
use a tool in Windows Explorer called Find. The easiest
way to start the Find function is to click anywhere on
your desktop (screen) and press the F3 key. Or, you
can find it listed in your start menu, if you click the
"start" button on your screen. Choose "Files or
Folders."

Web Surfing History
Browsers usually keep a history of sites recently
visited. For Microsoft Internet Explorer (MSIE) users,
there may be a button on your tool bar that says
"History.” If this button is not displayed, then someone
has probably configured MSIE to not allow browsing
of the history files. If you see the History button, then
simply click it to view recently visited sites. If you can't
find it, go to "Help" and search in the "Index" for
"History."

When the Find box is displayed, select the following
options to search for Web pages stored on your
computer.In the "Named:" box type in: *.htm *.html
(be sure to put a space between "*.htm" and "*.html").
In the "Look in:" box select: "My Computer" from the
drop down list.Make sure the "Include subfolders" item
is checked.

Netscape users can search through the menu items
across the top of the computer screen for a selection
called "History." If you're using a recent version of
Netscape, you will find it in "Communicator" at the top
of the screen. Click it, then select "Tools." Choose
"history" and a list of Web sites, dates and times will
appear. Or, press the "Ctrl" (control) and "H" keys
together on your keyboard to view the history. Using
either browser, you double-click on the Web site name
in the left column to visit any Web site listed in the
history.

The Find function will return a list of all Internet Web
pages stored on your computer. Just double click on the
file name in the left column (or icon if the results are
displayed in icon format) and you will be able to view
the file.

Cookies
A cookie is a file sent to your Web browser by another
Web site. Its purpose is to record your activities on
that Web site when you visit it, so that next time
you return, you can be presented with customized
information. Cookies are regularly used by
commercial Web sites and "adult" Web sites.

Cache files
Browsers also make copies of the Web pages viewed
and store them on your computer. This helps the
browser load recently viewed pages much quicker than
if it had to download the pages all over again every time
you visited the Web site. These Web pages are stored on
your computer and are called temporary internet files or
cache files.

The cookie file resides on your computer, so you can
look at it so see where your family has been. Use the
Find tool (described above) to look for "cookies.txt"
(without the quotation marks). When you find it, click
on it. You will see a list of Web site urls that have
placed cookies on your computer.

Microsoft Internet Explorer (MSIE) users will need to
find a menu item called "Internet Options.” Depending
on the version of MSIE you are using, it may be found
under the "View" or "Tools" main menu items. Once
you have located this menu item and click on it, a box
will be displayed with several "tabbed" pages. The tab
page you want to use is the "General" page. Click on

www.rnca.ca
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Personal Picture Danger
If you are thinking about, or already have pictures
of yourself on the Internet, I encourage you to stop
and read the following information.
Placing pictures of yourself online is
a lot more dangerous than you
think. More and more people
are using computers now than
ever before. Their ages range
from 2-100+ and they come
from every walk of life. One of
the most dangerous of them is the
PEDOPHILE. Pedophiles are men
and women that prey on the innocence
of children and youth.

You have the power to protect yourself online. It is
up to you to make decisions that are in your best
interest. Don't let yourself become a play
thing and sexual fantasy for
pedophiles. There are lots of
people online that would love to
place pictures of themselves on
the Internet. The internet seems
like a wonderful place to do that
because it unites people from
around the world to a single
place to see these pictures. Today,
among those visiting your page
might be pedophiles.
This guide realizes that you are proud people and
want to talk about yourself online, and that you
want to protect yourself as best as you can.

This guide realizes that child molesters are
primarily family or friends of the child as opposed
to strangers, BUT what you have to realize is that
the Internet is fast becoming a haven for
pedophiles who find it very easy to locate your
pictures and download them to their own systems.
These people are using your pictures for their
fantasies. They even place your picture on their
web pages and offer them to other pedophiles to
use. Some even use your pictures to represent real
or fabricated stories about their sexual encounters.

Alternatives
√ Draw a picture of yourself, scan it, and use the
picture as a representation of yourself. If
you do not have a scanner, ask your ISP if
they provide this service or call your local
computer dealer.
√ Find a cartoon image on the Internet that you like
and use that as a representation of yourself. You
can find links to hundreds of sites that offer
graphics at the following site: Web Clip Art On
The Net.

These people use search engines such as Yahoo,
Excite, About.com, etc, to locate sites about
children. They will even search through family
sites and communities on such hosts as Geocities,
Tripod, Xoom, Angelfire etc. They are looking for
pictures and information about you and they find
them. The majority of children, youth and parents
online would be horrified to see a picture of
themselves on a pedophiles site being used in
horrific ways.

√ Take a picture of yourself and in a graphics
program remove your face or head. Replace this
with cartoon images or hand draw images. If you
do not have a graphics program, please go to
Tucows and download Paint Shop Pro or some
other graphics
program to use.
(continued...)
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St. John’s, NF
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For more information, call:
25 Rhodora St., St. John’s
579-7466
88 Powell Dr., Carbonear
596-7466
20 McCurdy Dr., Gander
256-4000
48 Hardy Ave., Grand Falls-Windsor
489-1949
55 Maple Valley Rd., Corner Brook
634-2025
35 Utah Dr., Stephenville
643-5003
5 Old Placentia Rd., Mt. Pearl
368-7466

Tel: (Bus) (709) 643-9362
Fax: (709) 643-9363

P.J. Cote Limited
P.O. Box 237 (241 Carolina Ave.)
Stephenville, Nfld.
A2N 2Z4

P.Janes & Sons Limited
P.O. Box 10
Hant’s Harbour, Newfoundland
A0B 1Y0 Canada Tel: (709) 586-2252

Paul Cote: Owner/Operator
Liz Cote: Secretary
Res: (709) 643-2413

Email: pjanes@pjanes.com

www.pjanes.com

Patey & Sons Big Game Outfitting
Moose, Caribou & Black Bear
Box 40, River of Ponds, N.L. A0K 4M0
709.225.3221 or 709.225.5112 Fax: 709.225.5591
email: pateyoutfitting@nf.aibn.com
web: www.biggameoutfitting.com
Offer in remote areas of Northern Newfoundland in areas,
03, 39 & 45
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(...Personal Picture Danger continued)

√ Do not place the URL of this page on any search
engine.

√ Take your picture and manipulate it in a
graphics program. Make yourself into an
animal with whiskers, ears, fun noses and more.
Be creative. Make sure you manipulate the face
to ensure that pedophiles will not want to
download the picture. The program "Paint,"
which is located on your computer under
"Accessories" is perfect and easy to use for this.

√ When naming the graphic image of yourself, do
not use your name or anything with "pic" or "
personal" in it. Use numbers or a mix of letters.
√ Only give out the URL to friends and family.
Please be aware that you never truly know who
is on the other end of the computer line. Unless
you have done a police check on them
(complete with finger prints) you have no idea
who this person is and if they have a criminal
past. You could be giving a pedophile your
picture.

√ Create an original design of your nickname with
little icons around it representing your interests
or special qualities. Let this be a representation
of yourself.

√ Never place the URL of the page which
houses your picture on any bulletin board
system, newsgroup or email list. Anyone can be
reading the boards or receiving the email.
Pedophiles regularly surf family and club
bulletin boards and newsgroups for just such
postings.

Guidelines
√ This guide cannot make your decisions for you.
It can only educate you on how to make the
Internet safe for children. If you insist on
placing your pictures online, then PLEASE
follow these guidelines and realize that they will
not protect you entirely.

√ Entering yourself in a "cute kid contest" is not a
good idea because these pages are always
visited by pedophiles and it is so easy to copy
the pictures to re-use. There are many other
contests on the Net that are safer for kids.

√ Get your parent's permission to place your
picture on the Internet. When asking
permission, be sure to tell them the facts! Let
them make an educated decision.

It takes about 15 minutes to totally redo an
innocent picture of your smiling face into one of a
youth engaged in a lascivious act with someone
else. These redone pictures are often put onto
XXX sites, cd's, private collections and sold to
others. Please take this as a serious warning to
refrain from putting your picture anywhere that it
can be accessed by a pedophile.

√ Make a separate page to place your picture. Do
not link this page to your main page or any sub
pages you may have. You are still taking a
chance.
√ Do not give out any information on the page that
will make it easy for a pedophile to locate you.
Pick out a nickname. Do not give out the
following information; city, address, phone
number, school name, clubs you belong to or
your daily routine.
www.rnca.ca
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Pearl R. Lee
Chartered Accountant

Head Office:
P.O. Box 130, Lanse au Loup, NL A0K 3L0
Phone:709-927-5816 Fax:709-927-5555
www.lfuscl.com

Bruno Plaza
Labrador City, NL A2V 2J8
ph: 709.944.7744

Fish Processing Plants at Cartwright, Lanse au Loup, Mary’s Harbour,
Pinsent’s Arm and Charlottetown
Fresh Atlantic Products from the People’s Seafood Company

PENINSULA ULTRAMAR LTD.
CLAYTON G. DOLIMOUNT
MANAGER
DISTRIBUTORS
RUBEN BRAKE MARYSTOWN
BRUCE INKPEN BURIN
BURNER SERVICE
OFFICE PH: (709) 279-2310 FAX:
HOME PH: (709) 832-1405

(709) 279-3088
(709) 891-1482
(709) 279-1119
(709) 279-4358

Provincial Adjusting
Services Ltd.

634-8100
31 Millbrook Mall
Corner Brook

635-5100

HEAD OFFICE Office Location
St. John’s
GANDER
726-6404
256-2187
Corner Brook
Clarenville
634-5507
466-3266

Deer Lake

634-8038
Murphy’s Square

Puddister Shipping Limited

P

23 Springdale St., St. John’s, NL
PO Box 38, Stn. ‘C’ A1C 5H5
Phone: 709-722-4000
709-726-0015
Fax:
709-722-8008
Email: puddister@firstcity.net

Shipowners - Freighting - Chartering - Towing & Salvage

www.rnca.ca
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Marystown
279-1960
Labrador City
282-2600

Study calls attention to
teenager safety on Internet
LOS ANGELES, May 23 (Xinhuanet) -- To protect
their children, parents must be more vigilant in
keeping tabs on teenagers' activities online,
child safety advocates said in a study
released Monday.

The biggest hurdle for the adults is to keep up with teen
"jargon" on the Internet. That means common
chatting terms like LOL(laughing out loud),
BRB (be right back), and more to the point,
lingo like POS (parent over shoulder) or
P911 (parent alert) used to indicate that
parents are watching.

In a latest survey, slightly more
than half of US parents say they
don't have monitoring software
on household computers that
teenagers use, or don't know
whether their computers
have such software.

Social researchers and child
protect groups said children
may easily become victims
if they are seduced by
criminals in chat rooms.
In fact, many media
reports have disclosed
that children encountered
strangers on the Internet
before they were missing.

The survey was conducted
by US National Center
for Missing and Exploited
Children and broadband
service provider Cox
Communications.

"We all know that the Internet is
a fantastic tool for children to use and
learn from," children's
advocate and famous
TV talk show host
John Walsh said
in a statement.
"However,
parents need
to be engaged
with
their
children's
online habits to
prevent
the
unthinkable from
happening
within their
own home."

Similarly, 42 percent said they don't review what their
teenagers are reading or writing in chat rooms or via
Instant Messenger software, according to a CNEWS
report.
That compares with nearly half of the parents
surveyed, who said they monitor their children's online
activity daily or weekly.
Almost three in 10 respondents were unaware whether
their children chat with strangers online.
Part of the problem for parents
could be where computers are
located. The survey reported that
30 percent allow teenagers to use
computers in bedrooms, home
offices or other private areas.
Parents said they were more
attentive when the teens and PCs
mix in more public areas.

Walsh, best known as the host of TV show
"America's Most Wanted," plans to host a
program on Internet safety, which will be
aired by Cox channels starting in June.

www.chinaview.cn 2005-05-24 09:18:13
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Transport
A Division of Trimac Transportation Services Inc.
Specialists in Dry and Liquid Commodity Transportation
•Bulk and Heavy Hauling
•Contract Cartage
•Transport Consultants
•Administrative Maintenance &
Dispatch
Donovan’s Industrial Park 21 Kyle Ave, Mt. Pearl

368-8314

Fax:368-0508

18 Maple Valley Rd. Corner Brook

634-8809

Fax:632-2673

Roman
Catholic
Archdiocese
of St. John’s

R.S.M. Mining Services
Box 391 Humphrey Rd
718 Churchill
Labrador City, NL A2V 2K7

709.944.5056
Reliable Ambulance Service Ltd.
305 O’Connell Drive, Corner Brook, NL A2H 7E4

24 HOUR SERVICE
PHONE: 634-2235

Owned & Operated
by R.L. Patten

634-9200
email: reliable@nfld.net

22 Sagona Avenue
Donovans Business Park
P.O. Box 993
Mount Pearl, Newfoundland A1N 3C8

Serving Corner Brook and surrounding areas.

ROBERT R. REGULAR LAW OFFICE

753-2277

BARRISTERS, SOLICITORS, NOTARIES

43 Pippy Place
St. John’s

VILLA NOVA PLAZA
P.O. BOX 1060
MANUELS, NL
A1W 1N5
TEL: (709) 834-2132
FAX: (709) 834-3025

747-7477
909 Topsail Rd
Mount Pearl

ROBERT R. REGULAR, B.A., LL.B.

P.O. Box 190
Foxtrap, Newfoundland
A0A 2J0
(709) 834-2181

SALUTES AND

Chris Merrick
Store Manager
54 Maple Valley Rd.
Corner Brook, NL
A2H - 3C5
cmerri3@sears.ca
Phone: (709) 634-6934 Ext. 400
Fax: (709) 634-2811

IS PROUD TO SPONSOR THE

Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Association
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Misinformation
The Internet offers tremendous resources and learning
opportunities. Ten years ago, who would have imagined
being able to e-mail an expert at the Canadian Space Agency
as part of a high school science project?

The following tips will put you on the road to making the
most out of the Internet:
• Start when your children are young. Primary grade
students are now using the Internet to look up
information, so it's important to teach them early on how
to distinguish fact from opinion and how to
recognize bias, propaganda and stereotyping.

Unfortunately, the Internet also contains a great deal of
information that is neither valuable nor reliable. Since
anyone can post comments or information on the Internet,
users need to develop critical thinking skills to judge the
accuracy of online information.

• Ask your kids about information that they find online. For
example:
• What's the purpose of the site? To inform? To entertain?
To persuade? To sell?

This is particularly true for kids who tend to believe that "If
it's on the Internet, it must be true." Research shows that 36
per cent of kids think "most of the information" on the
Internet is reliable.

• Who are the authors or creators of this Web page? Are
they credible?
• Does the site contain contact information for the author or
an "About Us" section?

Traditionally, printed resources have had gatekeepers editors, proofreaders and fact checkers - to weed out
mistakes, lies and inaccurate information. However, the
Internet, in many cases, has no safety guards.

• What sites does this site link to?
• Who links to this site? (Enter the name in a search engine
and see what other sites appear.)

Misinformation can appear on the Internet in many guises,
including:

• When was this Web page created? When was it updated?
• Why did you choose the Internet to find this
information? Is there a better place to look?

• Hate sites that spread malicious misinformation. These
kinds of sites can overtly promote extreme viewpoints or
use a subtle, deceptive approach.

• Make sure your kids check the online information they
collect with other sources. Refer to other Web sites or
media such as newspapers, magazines and books to verify
the information.

• Commercial sites that blend fun and information with the
promotion of products. These sites are essentially online
'infomercials' with advertisers creating their own content
to attract their target market.

• Encourage your kids to use a wide variety of
information resources, not just the Internet. Take them to
the library and buy a good encyclopedia on CD-ROM.
This will give them access to alternative sources of
information.

• Sites that promote and sell bogus or false products. There
are many examples of dangerous products available
through such sites, for example, HIV testing kits and
miracle cures for severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS).

• Teach your kids techniques to effectively search out
information online. This will greatly improve their
ability to obtain quality information. One suggestion is to
encourage them to use a variety of search engines rather
than settling for just one site.

• Personal opinion that is presented as fact. Most of these
sites are home pages of individuals who publish what
they like and claim that it is true.

• Explore commercial Web sites with your kids. Show
them how marketers create virtual playgrounds. These
sites often integrate advertising with graphics, games and
activities to reinforce brand-name loyalty.

• Parody or spoof sites. These sites purposely mislead
users. Some are just for fun, others have a political point
to make, and some are created to show kids how easy it is
to fool others online.

• Discuss hatred and racism with your kids. Software
filters can help block some of this type of material. Your
kids, however, should learn about racism and world
events so they can recognize hateful content.

• E-mail hoaxes. E-mail can spread misinformation
through false virus warnings, bogus money-making
schemes, urban legends and unsubstantiated health
alerts.

• Encourage your kids to talk to you before making any
online purchases. Canada's Office of Consumer Affairs
has a guide for finding reputable online-merchants and
avoiding online scams.

Tips for parents

©2004 Media Awareness
Network. All rights
reserved.
www.bewebaware.ca

Teach kids how the Internet works, and how Web sites can be
established with no questions asked. Train them to use a wide
variety of information resources, and to check and question
what they see online.
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Parish House - St. Bernard’s
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 52
St. Bernard’s, NL A0E 2T0
Telephone No.: (709) 461-2224
St. Annes Church English Harbour East
St. Joseph’s Church Terrenceville
St. Paul’s Church Grand Le Pierre
St. Bernard’s Church St. Bernard’s

Royal Air Force Unit
Happy Valley, Goose Bay
Proud to support the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary.

Sam Roberts Cement
Finishing Ltd.
274 Kenmount Rd.
St. Johns, NL
A1B 3M9

754-2791

 Commercial Corner Brook NL

Micheal A. Lilly
Telephone:
(709) 782-2000
Fax:
(709) 782-3711
Toll Free:
1-800-563-8077

Proud to Support RNCA
SEARS CANADA

Branch Manager
St. Anne’s Industrial Park,
Paradise, NL
PO Box 730 Mount Pearl, NL
• STEEL • STAINLESS • ALUMINUM • NICKEL • COPPER
• BRASS • CHAIN FRP GRATING • GEOTEXTILES
• PLASTICS

Shannahan’s
Investigation & Security Ltd.
•Security Consultants •Private Investigators
•Uniformed Security Officers
PO Box 6237
PH: 709-579-0018
St. John’s, NFLD.
FX: 709-579-8601
A1C 6J9

111 Old Bay Bulls Road
Recently Constructed - 18 hole championship golf courses
Located off Salmonier Line & located next to Southlands
Residential & Commercial
Hydroseeding Specialists

NOW AVAILABLE
Screened Topsoil, Nursery Sod

Golf Course Building & Shaping
of Golf Features
Irrigation Systems Installed

364-8737

Sloan’s
serving you from four locations:
Grand Falls/Windsor 489-8580

1300 Topsail Rd., St. John’s

www.rnca.ca
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Gambling
Young people are gambling more than ever before,
especially since the proliferation of gambling and
betting sites on the Internet. Gambling is now more
prevalent in teen culture than smoking, drinking or drugs,
according to a survey by McGill University in Montreal.
The survey of Montreal-area students showed that 30 per
cent of grade 7 students gamble at least once a week; and
adolescents are two to four times more likely than adults
to become problem gamblers.

Grooming activities help create a generation of kids who
find gambling an attractive and familiar online activity.
The gambling industry does not admit openly that it is
targeting kids. However, an Internet gambling conference
in Toronto in 2001 often referred to young people and
"untapped markets."

Tips for parents
• Discuss gambling and its potential risks with your
kids. Examine your own attitudes and habits around
gambling. Remember, you are the most important role
model for your kids.

Technically savvy young people are turning
increasingly to Internet gambling sites, which are easy,
convenient and anonymous.
In a 2001 MNet survey of students' Internet habits, two in
ten secondary students reported having visited a site that
accepted bets. Most gambling sites only require a major
credit card, which many university and even high school
students possess.

• Know where your kids are going online and what
they are doing. Establish clear rules about what
online games your children can play and keep
Internet-connected computers in an open area, never in
your children's bedrooms.

Although Internet gambling by minors is illegal in Canada
and the United States, enforcement can be difficult. Young
people often conceal their age and location when
registering on Internet gaming sites. In a 2002 study of
100 betting sites, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission
found that 20 per cent of the sites posted no warning about
age restrictions and most had no effective mechanisms to
prevent minors from entering.

• Remind your kids that it is illegal for them to gamble
online.
• The U.S. Federal Trade Commission advises parents to
convey to their kids the following risks associated with
online gambling:
* You can lose your money
Online gambling operations are in business to make
a profit. They take in more money than they pay out.

Kids today don't have to look far to find Internet
gambling sites. Banner ads and pop-ups for casinos are
everywhere on the Web, and often appear on sites
popular with teens and even younger children. Many kids
use sports betting sites where weekly winners are ranked
and earn prizes. These sites are not considered to be
hosting 'real' gambling activities because visitors don't
play for cash. Nevertheless, kids learn how to bet on these
sites, which also often link to online casinos.

* You can ruin a good credit rating
Online gambling generally requires the use of a
credit card. If kids rack up debts online, they could
ruin their credit rating - or their parents'.
* Online gambling can be addictive
Internet gambling is a solitary activity. People can
gamble uninterrupted and undetected for hours at a
time. Gambling in isolation and using credit may
lead to addictive gambling patterns.

"Neopets.com," an immensely popular site with pre-teens
in Canada, allows visitors to create pets and then collect
'Neopoints' to spend on them. The games area offers a
section called 'luck / chance' where kids can play
gambling-based games such as 'Neopoker,' 'JubJub
Blackjack' and 'Diceroo.' In the past, Neopets has
encouraged young users to visit and register with sponsor
sites, which also include online gambling and casino sites.

* Gambling is illegal for kids
The United States (and Canada) prohibits gambling
by minors. That's why gambling sites don't pay out
to kids and go to great lengths to verify the age of
any winner.

Why would a site aimed at eight- to twelve-year-olds
promote gambling and adult betting sites? The answer is
"grooming." The betting industry is one of the Web's
biggest money-makers, and predictions are that Internet
gambling will increase tenfold over the next few years.

www.rnca.ca
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Splash & Putt
Family Fun Park
Trans Canada Hwy
Glovertown, NL A0G 2L0

709.533.2541

St. Theresa’s Parish
Father Keith Goldrup

AAHA
Accredited
335 Freshwater Road
St. John’s, NL
A1B 1C3

709.579.0065

722-7766
722-7771 (Fax)
e-mail: sjvh@sjvh.nf.net

Compliments
of
Stephenville Developments Ltd.
430 Massachusetts Drive, Suite 117
Stephenville, NL A2N 3C2
Ph. 709-643-5962
Fax. 709-643-6891

SDI

753-8138

Structural Design Inc.
Suite 306, Terrace on the Square
Churchill Square, Elizabeth Avenue
P.O. Box 23098
St. John’s, NF
Canada
A1B 4J9

Experience the “Heart” of our menu,
the dishes that made Swiss Chalet famous

Tel: (709) 726-3468
Fax: (709) 726-3422
E-mail: info@sdi.ca
URL: www.sdi.ca

www.rnca.ca

WE NOW DELIVER

726-6849 • 726-6879
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Violent and Hateful Content
Violent content

Parents need to be more aware of where their kids
go online and what they're doing. Seventy per cent
of the kids surveyed by MNet say their parents
"rarely" or "never" ask them about the sites they
visit. That's problematic given the results of a
1999 AOL survey that found that a majority of
parents believe that the Internet is better for their
children than television.

Kids today live in a media culture where they are
constantly exposed to violence in movies and
television, video games and music. Violence has
always played a role in entertainment, but in
recent years dramatic changes have taken place.
Research shows that media violence has increased
in quantity and has also become much more
graphic, sexual and sadistic.

Online hate
There are many forms of hate on the Internet,
ranging from extreme racist sites to the cruel satire
found on many popular kids' Web sites. Sites such
as "uglypeople.com" may seem harmless, but they
contribute to a kids' online culture where cruelty
to others is considered acceptable.

The Internet is adding an entirely new dimension
to the issue of media violence. Kids are exposed to
a continuum of violence on the Internet, ranging
from sites with sophomoric cruel humour to
disturbing depiction of torture and sadism.
Today, children and teens can download violent
music lyrics (including lyrics removed from retail
versions of songs) and access violent images,
video clips and online games, with the click of a
mouse.

It is not difficult to understand how some
impressionable kids move from sites where people
are mocked for their personal appearance to sites
where minorities and homosexuals are attacked.

People can select real-life stars of television
shows, and then describe how they would
kill them through the popular Web site
"whowouldyoukill.com." Murder is also a
staple of the Web site "newgrounds.com," which
features crude animated movies of celebrities
being degraded and killed. A 2001 MNet survey
of students revealed that "newgrounds" was
the twelfth most popular site among 11- and
12-year-old boys.

White supremacist and hate groups are
increasingly turning to the Internet to target young
people for recruitment. Hate mongers look for
vulnerable youth who can be brought into their
community through private chat rooms and
e-mail, far away from the public eye.
These groups also use hateful music to entice
young people to their cause. When kids surf the
Net for music, they can easily come across sites
that sell hate music, or even make it available for
free.

Violent 'gore' sites are also popular with kids.
Seventy per cent of male secondary students say
they visit sites such as "gorezone.com" and
"rotten.com," which feature real pictures of
accident scenes, torture and mutilation.

Some hate sites have areas specifically designed
for young children. The kids' page of the official
Ku Klux Klan site offers homework help and
advice for talking to your parents about racial
superiority, in case they "just don't get it." Other
sites give the appearance of being legitimate
by offering harmless activities and crafts and links
to respected kids'
sites.

Many kids view gore sites as the online equivalent
of harmless horror movies. However, the manner
in which these sites combine violence with sexual
imagery is disturbing. "Gorezone's" front-page
disclaimer describes its images as "sexually
oriented and of an erotic nature." It then warns
viewers that they also contain scenes of death,
mutilation and dismemberment.
www.rnca.ca
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Locations:
392 Duckworth St., St. John’s
Main Hwy., Manuels
High St., Grand Falls
Water St., Hr. Grace

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION
BRANCH #1
57-59 Blackmarsh Rd.
St. John’s, NL
Managed by:

709-579-8281

PERENNIAL

MANAGEMENT LIMITED

PREMIER
Siding & Window Sales
“Finest Quality Materials & Expert Installation”
• Vinyl Siding & Shutters, Continuous Eavestrough, Soffit & Fascia
• Patio & Entry Doors
Royal
• Kohler Solid Vinyl Windows
• Aluminum Storm Doors
Building
• Lifebreath Air Exchangers
Products
• Cellulose Blow-in Insulation
69 Premier Dr., Corner Brook
Over 30 Years Experience

Proud to support the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary
Association on behalf of Mayor, council & staff.

634-4300
Fax: 634-6603 Bob Patten - Owner

Traytown Lounge

The Town of
Twillingate
congratulates the
Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary
Association

Main St., Traytown B.B., NL A0G-4K0

(709) 533-6677
Congratulations to the RNCA on their
14th Annual Crime Prevention Guide on
Children’s Internet Safety Awareness.

Valley Golf
Course

SATURDAY NIGHTS
The Latest DVD Dance Music Videos
and Live Entertainment

St. Andrews, NL
A0N 1W0

FREE COVER BEFORE 11 PM
Regular Beer & Drinks $2.75 9pm to 11pm

709.955.3322

ARRIVE EARLY TO AVOID THE LINE UP

www.rnca.ca
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(...Violent and Hateful Content continued)

use. Generally, children under 10 do not have
the critical thinking skills to surf the Net alone.
It's a good practice to keep connected
computers in a highly visible area, not in your
child's room.

Hate sites often hide keywords in their pages that
can be picked up by search engines. Some of the
keywords on one white supremacist site for
women are children, toys, art, games and fun. If
someone enters one of these words into a keyword
search engine, this site will turn up in the results.

• Teach your kids from an early age about media
violence. Young people need to learn to respect
others and to respond appropriately to violent
media. Talk to them about real violence and its
consequences, and discourage media that
portray killing or pain as entertainment.

The purpose of a hate site isn't always readily
apparent. For example, at first glance,
"martinlutherking.org" appears to be a tribute to
the American civil rights leader. In fact, it is a hate
site created by a white supremacist organization.
Hate groups often cite free speech in defence of
their activities. The Web site of the Canadian
Association for Free Expression appears to be
concerned with civil liberties, yet it promotes the
right to discuss racist immigration policies. For
inexperienced young people, such information on
deceptive hate sites can easily be taken at face
value and not fully understood.

• Educate your kids about online hate. Young
people will better be able to recognize and
avoid hateful content if they are taught the
strategies hate mongers use and the history of
racism. Help them to identify hateful content
and symbols on Web sites; for example,
swastikas, derogatory references to race or
sexual orientation, and cartoon depiction of
various ethnic and racial groups.

Tips for parents

• Direct your kids to anti-racism youth Web sites.
These include "Artists Against Racism,"
"Tolerance.org" and the "Racism.Stop It!" site
for the Canadian government's March 21 Day
Against Racism.

Parents must protect young children from hateful
content on the Internet. They must also teach older
kids how to think critically about online content.

• If you stumble across hateful content on the
Internet, report it to the appropriate Internet
Service Provider (ISP). You can contact your
own ISP and ask for help in locating the host of
the offensive content. You should also report
online hate to your local police department.

• Learn everything you can about the Internet and
what your kids are doing online. Ask them to
show you where they go online and what they
like. Keep the lines of communication open so
your kids feel comfortable coming to you for
help if they come across anything
disturbing.

• Investigate filtering software. While filters can
help block some violent and hateful content,
these technologies are not the complete answer.
As we have seen, online hate often crops up in
subtle forms that are often not identified by
filters.

• Create an online agreement, with input from
your kids. The agreement should have clear
guidelines for where they can go on the Internet
and what they can do. (Statistics from MNet's
survey show that risky online behaviour is
greatly reduced in homes with Internet rules.)

©2004
Media
Awareness Network.
All rights reserved.

• Monitor and supervise your children's Internet
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Victorian Bridal
& Tuxedo Shop

Valley Mall Merchants
Association
1 Mt. Bernard Ave.
Corner Brook, NL A2H 6G1
Ph: 634-2626
Proud to Support The Royal
Newfoundland Constabulary Association

WE SELL & RENT:
- BRIDE & BRIDESMAID’S DRESSES
- MOTHER OF THE BRIDE
- EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVE
FOR MARILYN MAE DRESSES.
- EXPERT ALTERATIONS

- GRADUATION DRESSES
- TUXEDO RENTALS
- FIRST COMMUNION
- HEADPIECES & VEILS

Only our service is old-fashioned 753-4410

Proud to Support the RNCA

Viking Lounge
Port Au Port East

648-9348

WILLIAMS AUTO ELECTRIC LTD.
Nugent’s Lane off Outer Cove Rd.

BILL NUGENT
Over 40 Years Experience
in Alternators & Starting Motors
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 1042
Torbay, NL A1K 1K8

YOUNG’S

AIR LIQUIDE

Joe Stratton

Industrial Refrigeration Ltd.

Senior Account Executive

AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.

1.877.767.9712

P.O. Box 8188, St. John’s, NF A1B 3N4
Tel.: (709) 758-2783 Fax: (709) 758-2800
Cell.: (709) 682-8737
joe.stratton@airliquide.com

www.youngsice.com
www.rnca.ca

Bus: (709)437-6464
Fax: (709) 437-1205
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Privacy Invasions
The ability to interact and communicate with
others is one of the biggest attractions of the
Internet for kids. Talking with people in chat
rooms and instant messaging, playing games,
entering contests and filling out surveys are all
popular online activities. Unfortunately, most
parents don't really understand 'interactivity' and
how such activities can put their children's
privacy at risk or even threaten their safety.

advertising campaigns that target not only
children of certain ages, but also individual
children.
In Canada, there are some industry guidelines that
are designed to protect children's privacy. For
example, the Canadian Marketing Association's
(CMA) privacy guidelines include stipulations
relating to the collection, transfer or request of
personal information from children under the age
of 13. These guidelines, however, are strictly
voluntary.

Privacy is the right to be free from outside
intrusions and to have control over your own
personal information. However, in today's
electronic age, personal data is a valuable
commodity. Protecting information about
yourself, therefore, has become a skill that young
people need to learn.

The United States is ahead of Canada in protecting
children's privacy on the Internet. The Children's
Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) requires
commercial Web sites to provide clear notice of
their information-gathering practices, and to
obtain parental consent when asking for personal
information from children under the age of 13.
COPPA is significant for Canadians because most
of the Web sites visited by Canadian children and
teens are based in the United States. As well, many
Canadian
Web
sites
follow
COPPA
guidelines.

Children's privacy can be invaded online in
several ways. For example, it can happen when
they:
• fill out forms and enter contests on commercial
Web sites
• provide information when registering for
Internet services or software (i.e. file-sharing,
instant messaging, e-mail)

Even with the existence of COPPA, however, there
is nothing to stop someone 13 or younger from
pretending to be older when registering on a
commercial Web site.

• complete a personal profile for an e-mail or
instant messaging account

Safety concerns

• give personal information to strangers in chat
rooms or through instant messaging

Even reputable children's sites gather information
about their visitors. Problems can occur when kids
become accustomed to submitting information as a
regular part of online play and don't stop to think
about sharing personal information in what could
be more risky online environments.

Privacy and commercial Web sites
The Internet makes it easy to collect and store data
from young people. Online marketers encourage
kids to answer surveys, enter contests and fill out
registration forms that include questions designed
to obtain personal information. This information
is often used to create extremely effective
www.rnca.ca

When kids sign
up for instant
messaging
(continued...)
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Walsh’s Store

The Department of Justice is pleased to support The Royal
Newfoundland Constabulary Association and the Annual
Community Guide on “Crime Prevention Awareness.”

170 St. Clare Ave.
St. John’s, NL A1C 2K4
Hon. Tom Marshall
Minister
Department of Justice & Attorney General

579-1025

Kelligrews Irving

Lester’s Farm Market

883 Conception Bay Hwy
Kelligrews, NL A0A 2T0

173 Brookfield Rd.
St. John’s, NL
A1C 3B6

709-834-8447

709.747.3276

Labrador Motors Ltd.
33 Pippy Place
St. John’s, NL
A1B 3X2

80 Avalon Dr.
Labrador City, NL
A2V 2Y2

709.754.7222

709.944.3633

Abott & Haliburton Co.

Paterson Woodworking

Port Au Port, NL
A0N 1T0

Upper Amherst Cove, NL
A0C 2A0

709.648.2225

709.445.4341

Guillevin
International Co.

Torbay Airport
Hanger # 4
St. John’s, NL
A1A 5B5

PO Box 147
Happy Valley-Goose Bay, NL A0P 1C0

709-576-1807

709-896-3361
www.rnca.ca
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(...Privacy Invasions continued)

software, for example, they are asked if they
would like to fill out a personal profile. The fields
include their 'real' name and address as well as
details about their personal life. Once completed,
this profile is available to anyone on the Internet
who wants to pull it up and read it.

see if they also provide a link on pages where
personal information is being asked for. Here's
what to look for when you are reading a
privacy policy:
• What information is being collected
tracked, and how this information will
used. (It is especially important
understand whether it will be sold
transferred to a third party.)

Children who use chat rooms are also at high risk
of revealing personal information. The first
question that is usually asked of someone entering
a chat room is A/S/L? - meaning age, sex and
location. If children reveal personal information to
strangers they meet in chat rooms, this can lead to
'cyberstalking,' having pornography sent to them,
or even being pressured to arrange a personal
face-to-face meeting.

or
be
to
or

• Do parents have the ability to change or
delete any data that has been collected
about their children?
• What steps are being taken to safeguard
children's privacy when they participate in
chat rooms, message boards and e-mail
activities on the site.

Tips for parents
Parents play an important role in teaching their
kids the importance of protecting personal
information while online.

• Create solid guidelines for your kids and teens
if they shop online. Make sure that any site they
use has provisions in place to ensure that
transactions are safe and secure.

• Teach your kids the value of their personal
information - start when they are young. This is
one of the biggest challenges parents face in
today's electronic age.

• Sit with your kids when they're registering for
instant messaging or e-mail accounts to make
sure they protect their personal information and
do NOT fill in an online personal profile.

• Teach your kids to protect their privacy on the
Internet by not sharing personal details when
using chat rooms, bulletin boards, instant
messaging or visiting Web sites. This includes
name, gender, age, home address, e-mail
address, phone number, picture, credit card
information or passwords.

• Encourage your kids to use gender-neutral
nicknames, so no one can tell whether they are
male or female when communicating over the
Internet.
• Choose chat rooms on children's sites that
employ adult monitors, who restrict users from
releasing any personal information. Some chat
rooms offer users the option of going into
private rooms or sharing private messages
(PMs) that no one else can see or monitor. It
is important to encourage your children to never
let themselves be lured out of the public Internet
area.

• Lead young children to high-quality
non-commercial sites for kids that are fun and
educational. Ask other parents, teachers or
librarians for their recommendations, or use
reputable online directories of recommended
children's sites.

©2004
Media
Awareness Network.
All rights reserved.

• Read the privacy policies on the Web sites that
your kids visit. Most responsible sites link to a
privacy policy from their home page. Check to
www.rnca.ca
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Jordan Construction Ltd.

Chantel’s
P.O. Box 160
Botwood, NL A0H 1E0

P.O. Box 562
Mt. Pearl, NL
A1N 2W4

709.257.2903

709.368.3750

Dr. Michael Bense
100 Elizabeth Ave.
St. John’s, NL A1B 1S1

Congratulations!
...to the RNCA on the publication of their
14th Annual Community Guide.

709-579-1447

MUN’s Campus Enforcement & Patrol Section Department of Facilities

Newfoundland
Nova Scotia
14 Pepperell Rd., P.O. Box 1024, Stn. C
48 Duke St., P.O. Box 44042
St. John’s, NF, Canada A1C 5M3
Bedford, NS
Tel: (709) 754-5591
Canada B4A 3X5
Fax: (709) 754-5593
Tel: (902) 832-0917
Cell: (709) 682-5596
Fax: (902) 832-0918
E-mail: ggulliver@allstarrebar.com

P.O. Box 8130
St. John’s, NL
A1B 3N2

Proudly serving seniors throughout the Grenfell region

709-454-3333

709.634.1060

Val Puglisevich
V.P. Operations

Bus: (709) 722-2744 Ext. 226
Puglisevich Building
611 Torbay Road, Suite 1
St. John’s, NL
Canada A1A 5J1

www.rnca.ca

Fax: (709) 722-3208
E-mail: val@puglisevich.com
www.puglisevich.com
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Safety Tips by Age
2 - 4 - Year Olds
According to a 2003 study on children's Internet use, pre-schoolers are now the fastest-growing segment
of Internet users. While children at this age have a limited attention span for online activities, Internet
images and sounds can stimulate their imagination and add to their experiences.
Parents and older siblings take pre-schoolers on the Internet, visit Web sites and play online games. At
this age, adults have an important role to play in teaching safe Internet use and monitoring their
children's reactions to online material.

2-4-Year Olds:

Safety tips
• Always sit with your kids at this age when they're
online.

• will accept media content at
face value

• Create a personalized online environment for your
kids by "bookmarking" a list of acceptable sites.

• don't have the critical thinking
skills to be online alone

• Use kid-friendly search engines or ones with parental
controls.

• may be frightened by media
images, both real and fictional

• Investigate Internet-filtering tools as a complement not a replacement - for parental supervision.

• may be frightened by realistic
portrayals of violence, threats
or dangers

• Protect them from offensive "pop ups" by disabling
Java on your computer or using blocking software.
• Start teaching your children about privacy. Have them
use an online nickname if a site encourages them to
submit their names to "personalizing" the web
content.

• risk moving from appropriate
to inappropriate sites through
hyperlinks

• All family members should act as role models for
children's use of the Internet.

©2004 Media Awareness Network. All rights reserved.
www.rnca.ca
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Tel:
Fax:
Res:
Cell:

(709)
(709)
(709)
(709)

866-2281
866-2296
866-2139
457-7095

Tel: (709) 282-5626
Fax: (709) 282-5372

www.rnca.ca
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Home: (709) 944-4031
Cell: (709) 944-1156

Safety Tips by Age
5 - 7 - Year Olds
Five- to seven-year-old children have a positive outlook and an accepting nature. They take pride in their
new reading and counting skills and love to converse and share ideas. They are eager to behave well;
they are trusting; and they don't question authority.
Kids at this age may be very capable at using computers, i.e. following commands, using the mouse, and
playing computer games. They are, however, highly dependent on adults or older children to help them
find Web sites, interpret online information or send e-mail.

Safety tips

5-7-Year Olds:

• Always sit with your kids at this age when they are
online.
• Create a personalized online environment by limiting
your kids to their list of favourite or "bookmarked"
sites.
• Use kid-friendly search engines or ones with parental
controls.
• Keep Internet-connected computers in an open area
where you can easily monitor your kids' activities.
• Investigate Internet-filtering tools as a complement not a replacement - for parental supervision.
• Start teaching kids about privacy. Tell them never to
give out information about themselves or their family
when online.
• Have your kids use an online nickname if a site
encourages them to submit their names to
"personalize" the Web content.
• Protect them from offensive "pop ups" by disabling
Java on your computer or using blocking software.
• Don't let your kids use instant messaging, e-mail, chat
rooms or message boards at this age.
• Encourage them to come to you if they come across
anything online that makes them feel uncomfortable
or threatened. (Stay calm. If you "freak out" they
won't turn to you for help when they need it.)

• will accept media content at
face value
• don't have the critical thinking
skills to be online alone
• may be frightened by media
images, both real and fictional
• may be frightened by realistic
portrayals of violence, threats
or dangers
• are vulnerable to online
marketers who encourage
them to give out personal
information through surveys,
contests and registration forms
• risk moving from appropriate
to inappropriate sites through
hyperlinks
• may be exposed to search
results
that
link
to
inappropriate Web sites

©2004 Media Awareness Network. All rights reserved.
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KFC
PROUD TO
SUPPORT
THE RNCA
A-1 Plumbing &
Heating Ltd.
50 Mamlon Rd. Suite 472
Saint John’s, NL A1E 5X7

709.229.0400
LakeView Chiropractic

THE FOOT CLINIC

#1 Logy Bay Road
(Top of Kenna’s Hill at the Carpet Factory)

• Sports Related Injuries and/or Disorders •
• Geriatric Foot Care • Pediatric Foot Care •
• Orthopedic Footwear • Custom Orthotic Appliances
41 Cashin Avenue
St. John’s, NL Canada
A1E 3A9

• Back & Neck Pain
• Headaches
• Auto Accidents

Suite #404, CIBC Building
9 Main Street, Corner Brook
NL Canada A2H 1C2

Dr. Randy Follett,
BSc., D.C.

1-800-474-6664 • Tel: (709) 579-7975 • Fax: (709) 579-7505
Email: footdoctor@roadrunner.nf.net

• Joint Pain
• Registered Massage Therapy
• Work Injuries

INSURANCE ACCEPTED

579-3335

Evenings & Weekends Available

Atlantic Aviation Academy
(AAA), a division of Provincial Airlines Limited, holds over 25 years in
the aviation industry. There is no better way to get hired by a professional
airline company than to be trained by an airline owned facility.
Now offering the Professional Pilot and Aviation Administration
Diploma! Call today for details and enrolment starting this month!

HUBERT HUSSEY
Broker/Owner

Toll Free
1-877-HOW-2-FLY
(1-877-469-2359)

1429C Topsail Road
Paradise, NL
A1L 1P9
www.karwood.com

Suite 700
Baine Johnston Centre
10 Fort William Place
St. John’s, NL
Canada A1C 1K4
Tel: (709) 758-8888
Fax: (709) 758-8833
www.vbnc.com

Dr. Phillip Locke,
Chiropractor
Certified Pedorthist
333 LeMarchant Road
St. John’s, Newfoundland
A1E 1R1
709.757.5777 office
709.757.5778 fax

A subsidiary of Inco Limited

discoverchiropractic@nl.rogers.com

www.rnca.ca
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Bus: (709) 782-7777
Cell: (709) 727-1388
Fax: (709) 782-0005
email: hubert@karwood.com

B.Sc., C.Ped, D.C.

Safety Tips by Age
8 - 10 - Year Olds
Eight- to ten-year-old kids have a strong sense of family. They are interested in the activities of older
kids in their lives; they are starting to develop a sense of their own moral and gender identity; and they
tend to be trusting and not to question authority.
Surfing for fun and playing interactive games are favourite online pastimes at this age. They are using
e-mail and may also experiment with instant messaging, chat rooms and message boards (online
forums).

8-10-Year Olds:

Safety tips
• Create a list of Internet house rules with input from your
kids.
• Sit with your kids when they are online or make sure they
only visit sites that you have approved.
• Keep Internet-connected computers in an open area
where you can easily monitor them.
• Investigate Internet-filtering tools as a complement - not
a replacement - for parental supervision.
• Use kid-friendly search engines or search engines with
parental controls.
• Establish a shared family e-mail account with your
Internet Service Provider rather than letting your kids
have their own accounts.
• Teach your kids to always come to you before giving out
information through e-mail, chat rooms, message boards,
registration forms, personal profiles and online contests.
• Use e-mail filters to block messages from particular
people, or those that contain specific words or phrases.
• Don't allow instant messaging at this age.
• Only allow your kids to use monitored chat rooms and
message boards on reputable kids' sites.
• Talk to your kids about their online friends and activities
just as you would about their other activities.
• Talk to them about healthy sexuality because kids can
easily come across online pornography.
• Encourage your kids to come to you if they encounter
anything online that makes them feel uncomfortable or
threatened. (Stay calm. If you "freak out" your kids won't
turn to you for help when they need it.)

• are curious and interested in
discovering new information
• lack the critical thinking
skills to be online alone
• are vulnerable to online
marketers who encourage
them to give out personal
information through surveys,
contests and registration
forms
• may be frightened by realistic
portrayals of violence, threats
or dangers
• begin to communicate with
online acquaintances they
may have not met in real life
• may be influenced by media
images and personalities,
especially those that appear
"cool" or desirable
• may be exposed to search
results with links to
inappropriate Web sites
• are vulnerable to online
predators when using chat
rooms, message boards or
instant messaging

©2004 Media Awareness Network. All rights reserved.
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Home Centre

Cummins Eastern Canada LP
122 Clyde Avenue,
Mount Pearl, NFLD
A1N 4S3

Tel: 709-282-6222
Fax: 709-282-6234
E-mail: rona@crrstv.net

Fitz’s Enterprises Ltd.
6 First St.
P.O. Box 1360
Wabush, NL A0R 1B0

Ed LeGrow
Vice-President NFLD & LAB

Hardware - Building Materials - Flooring - Paint

Tel.: (709) 747-0176
Fax: (709) 747-2283
Direct Line: (709) 747-0192
Cell.: (709) 682-7153
ed.legrow@cummins.com

Newfoundland Labrador
Air Transport Ltd.

FRENCH SHORE

HISTORICAL SOCIETY

9 Airport Rd.
Deer Lake, NL
A8A 1A3

LA SOCIÉTÉ HISTORIQUE
P.O. Box 29, Conche, NL A0K 1Y0
Tel: 709 622-3500 Fax: 709 622-3510
E-mail: frenchshorehs@nf.aibn.com
www.frenchshore.com

709.635.3574

Ian Bridger Ltd.
22 Wight’s Road
Deer Lake, NL A8A 2H5
Phone (709) 635-2766
Fax (709) 635-5305

Land Clearing and Road Construction

Peninsulas
Health Care Corporation
35 Tilleys Rd.
Clarenville, NL A5A 1Z4
323 Freshwater Road
St. John’s Nfld.
A1B 1C3

Bus: (709) 722-3282
Fax: (709) 722-3265

709.466.5211

TH

WEST COAST DISPENSARY LTD.

E

CHURCH ST. - CORNER BROOK - PH: 634-6161

TA
L

D OR CITY
BRA
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Tel. Office: (709) 944-2621
Facsimile: (709) 944-2810
E-mail: marilyn.dicks@labcity.nf.ca

GRAHAM LETTO
Mayor
Town of Labrador City

P.O. Box 280
317 Hudson Drive

www.rnca.ca
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Labrador City, NF
A2V 2K5

Safety Tips by Age
11 - 13 - Year Olds
From pre-teen to teen, is a time of rapid change in kids’ lives. Although at this age they are still quite
dependent on their families, they want more independence. Also, relationships with friends become more
important and they start to take an interest in the world around them.
Kids in this age group use the Internet to research school projects. They also download music, use
e-mail, play online games, and vote for their favourite pop stars on fan sites. Their favourite way to
communicate with friends is by instant messaging.

11-13-Year Olds:

Safety tips
• Create a list of Internet house rules with input from your kids.
• Keep Internet-connected computers in an open area and
out of your kids’ bedrooms.
• Talk with your kids about their online friends and
activities just as you would about their other activities.
• Insist that your kids tell you first if they want to meet an
“online friend.”
• Teach your kids to never to give out personal information
without your permission when using e-mail, chat rooms
or instant messaging, filling out registration forms and
personal profiles, and entering online contests.
• Encourage them to come to you if they encounter
material or messages that make them feel uncomfortable
or threatened. (Stay calm. If you “freak out” your kids
won’t turn to you for help when they need it.)
• Talk to your kids about online pornography and direct
them to good sites about health and sexuality.
• Insist on access to your kids’ e-mail and instant
messaging accounts to make sure that they’re not talking
to strangers.
• Teach your kids responsible online behaviour.
File-sharing and taking text, images or artwork from the
Web may infringe on copyright laws.
• Talk to them about ethical behaviour. They should not be
using the Internet to spread gossip, bully or make threats
against others.
• Only allow your kids to use monitored chat rooms on
reputable kids’ sites.

• feel in control when it comes
to technology
• are intrigued by subcultures
beyond the world of their
parents
• lack the critical thinking skills
to judge the accuracy of online
information
• accept entertainment and
games uncritically
• are vulnerable to online
marketers who encourage
them to give out personal
information through surveys,
contests and registration forms
• are at a sensitive time in
their sexual development;
particularly boys, who may
look for porn sites at this age
• are interested in building
relationships (especially girls)
with online acquaintances
• may be bullied or they may be
bullying others online

©2004 Media Awareness Network. All rights reserved.
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HOUSEHOLD MOVERS
BOYCE BESSEY
BRANCH MANAGER

JACK HARRIS, M.H.A.

HOUSEHOLD MOVERS GROUP
373 HAMILTON RIVER ROAD
PO BOX 278 STATION “C”
HAPPY VALLEY, GOOSE BAY, NL A0P 1C0

SIGNAL HILL-QUIDI-VIDI • LEADER, NDP Opposition

NDP Opposition Office
Confederation Building, St. John’s, NL A1B 4J6

BUS: (709) 896-5534 RES: (709) 896-2650
FAX: (709) 896-8988 CELL: (709) 896-1335

Tel: (709) 729-0270 • Fax: (709) 576-1443
e-mail: jackharris@mail.gov.nf.ca

AGENT FOR NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES

PhotoTec Services Inc.

2 Beer
Or HIGHBALLS

Camera Repairs and Sales
50 Pippy Pl.
St. John’s, NL
A1B 4H7
Phone: (709) 753 - 0047
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E-mail: sales@phototecservices.com

TOPSAIL ROAD
730 WATER STREET
CROSBIE ROAD
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OP Fiberglass and
Marine Supplies Ltd.

NORTH WEST TAXI LTD.

22 Sagona Avenue
Donavans Industrial Park
Mount Pearl, NL A1N 4R2
Office:

Introducing Our NEW Fax Line
FAX: 364-3227
Pre Book your Cab using our fax line!

Fax:
Cell:
Toll Free:

Brush & Trowel Ltd.

P.O. Box 140, Plum Point, NL A0K 4A0

Interior • Exterior • Guaranteed Workmanship
Painting • Stucco Painting • Wall Papering • Vinyl • Plastering

Making Youth’s Entrepreneurship
Dreams a Reality

Stephen Clarke

Toll Free: 888-303-2232
Fax: (709) 247-2042
www.nortip.cbdc.ca

Free Estimates
Tel: (709) 745-2644
Cell: (709) 685-5222

Building Stronger Communities

95 Bonaventure Avenue
Suite 101
St. John’s, NL A1B 2X5
Bus: (709) 757-8326
Fax: (709) 738-6201

www.hgcs.ca

Harbour Grace CS Inc.
P.O. Box 600, 119 Water Street
Harbour Grace, NF
CANADA A0A 2M0
Tel: 709-596-0097
Fax: 709-596-0098

www.rnca.ca

(709) 747-3861
(709) 747-3745
(709) 747-3977
(709) 682-7425
1-877-747-3745

NORTIP Development Corporation

Residential Commercial Industrial

1 Gary Drive
PO Box 819
Gould’s, NL
A1S 1G8

Rick Fitzgerald
Sales Representative

An Independently Owned and Operated Member Broker of Coldwell Banker Affilates of Canada
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Safety Tips by Age
14 - 17 - Year Olds
It is common that younger teens may experience periods of low self esteem, seek the approval of their friends, and
be less willing to accommodate their parents' expectations. Older teenagers need both group identity and
independence, and tend to reconcile their family and peer values. In late adolescence kids also mature and are ready
to interact with the world on an intellectual level. Generally, all teens are open to new ideas but lack the life
experience to judge their validity
Teens download music, use instant messaging (IM), e-mail, and play online games. They also actively use search
engines to find information on the Internet. Most of them visited chat rooms, and many have participated in adult or
private chat. Boys in this age group are more likely to push the boundaries - looking for gross humour, gore,
gambling, or explicit adult sites.

Safety tips

14-17-Year Olds:

• Create a list of Internet house rules with your teens. You should include the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

kinds of sites that are off limit.
Keep Internet-connected computers in an open area and out of your teens'
bedrooms.
Talk to them about their online friends and activities just as you would
about their other activities.
Know which chat rooms or message boards your teens visit, and whom they
talk to. Encourage them to use monitored chat rooms.
Talk to your teens about their IM list and make sure they're not talking to
strangers.
Insist that they tell you first if they want to meet an "online friend."
Teach your teens never to give out personal information without your
permission when using e-mail, chat rooms or instant messaging, filling out
registration forms and personal profiles, and entering online contests.
Encourage your teens to come to you if they come across material or
messages that make them feel uncomfortable or threatened. (Stay calm. If
you "freak out" they won't turn to you for help when they need it.)
Talk to your teenagers about online pornography and direct them to good
sites about health and sexuality.
Insist they stay in public chat room areas.
Help protect them from spam. Tell your teens not to give out their e-mail
address online, not to respond to junk mail, and to use e-mail filters.
Be aware of the Web sites that your teens frequent, and make sure the sites
don't contain personal photos and information or offensive content.
Teach your kids responsible online behaviour. File-sharing and taking text,
images or artwork from the Web may infringe on copyright laws.
Talk to them about ethical behaviour. They should not be using the Internet
to spread gossip, bully or threaten others.
Make sure your teens check with you before making financial transactions
online, including ordering, buying or selling items.
Discuss gambling and its potential risks and remind your teens that it is
illegal for them to gamble online.

• are more critical and selective
in their media interests and
activities
• are more likely to receive
unwanted sexual comments
online
• receive the highest percentage of
pornographic spam
• are interested in building
relationships
with
online
acquaintances (especially true of
girls)
• are more likely to be asked for a
real-life meeting by an online
acquaintance and more apt to
accept
• are still vulnerable to online
marketers who encourage them
to give out personal information
through surveys, contests and
registration forms
• (boys in particular) may look for
porn sites
• may be bullied or be bullying
others online
• are more likely to use credit
cards online
• may be experimenting with
online gambling

©2004 Media Awareness Network. All rights reserved.
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Town of Crow Head
Twillingate, NL
Proud to Support the RNCA’s
Annual Crime Prevention Guide,
focussing on “Children’s Internet Safety”
884-5651

Automobile & Light Truck Tires

Goodyear certified auto service
39 Kenmount Rd.
459 Torbay Rd.
1123 Topsail Rd.

739-6660
754-5000
364-6808

Canadian Helicopters Limited
55 West Haven Drive
Pasadena, Newfoundland
Canada A0L 1K0

Corner Brook Grand Falls-Windsor
634-3322
489-5628
Gander
256-3111

Commercial Tires
with 24-hour emergency service
1123 Topsail Rd. 368-5917
www.citytire.com

“Quality Auto
Service
Just For You”

Business:
Fax:
Cell:

709 686-2095
709 686-2800
709 632-1300

DON BRETT AND ASSOCIATES
Don Brett
Independent Paralegal

709.786.5555
Since 1993, Progressive Management Consulting Limited (PMC) has been dedicated
to personal and corporate excellence. We have helped many companies improve their
success through employee development. Since 1993, Progressive Management
Consulting Limited (PMC) has been dedicated to personal and corporate excellence.
We have helped many companies improve their success through employee development.

Phone: (709) 257-3223, 489-0848 - Fax: (709) 257-2809
A member of the Newfoundland and Labrador
Association of Paralegal Professionals, Inc.

Brian M. Hunt
Sales Representative
email: bhunt@tycoint.com

Pan Maritime Energy
Service Inc.

ADT Security Services Canada, Inc.
6-10 Austin St. PO Box 13514, Stn. A
St. John’s, NL
Canada A1B 4B8

ADT

Hugh Day
Director of Marketing

email: cta@citytire.com

Coley’s Point, N.L. A0A 1X0

Fire &
Security

hughday@canadianhelicopters.com
www.canadianhelicopters.com

City Tire & Auto
Centre Ltd.

Progressive Management
Consulting Ltd.

tyco

Canadian Helicopters

100 New Gower Street # 770
St. John’s, NL A1C 6K3

Tel: 709.753.9004
Fax: 709.753.7106
cell: 709.685.0328

709-754-9014

Guardian Building
Products
Box 129
Mount Pearl, NL A1N 2C2

54 Maple Valley Rd.
Corner Brook, NL A2H 3C5

709.686.2091

709-634-6934
www.rnca.ca
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Safety in Cyberspace - Internet Luring
The Internet has entered the lives of children and
youth at a rapid rate. At the touch of the finger, it
has opened up the world for them to explore
known and unknown places. It serves not only as
an exceptional educational tool but also as a means
of rapid communication, allowing children to talk
to their closest friends and Internet friends living
in other countries. The value of the Internet is
unparalleled.
Nonetheless, it has the potential for children to be
victimized and on occasion, seriously harmed. As
children grow and learn, they may come in contact
with predators on the Internet. Their innocence,
coupled with their trusting and fearless nature,
often leads them to explore computer Internet sites
they do not understand. In doing so, they place
themselves in a position of vulnerability and
danger. In essence, the stranger no longer meets
them face to face but develops a relationship with
them in secret.
The protection of children from Internet predators
is a difficult one. Many parents conclude that the
only way to deal with the problem is to keep the
child offline or monitor them exceptionally close.
This is a drastic step. Parents can be guaranteed
that their child will fall far behind the others in
knowing how to enjoy one of the most powerful
education and communication tools invented to
date. As well, these uninformed children will be
much more vulnerable to dangerous situations
when they use the Internet at school, at a friends
house or in the library.
Safety in cyberspace does not differ greatly from
other child protection approaches. However, the
difference lies in the fact that the average child
probably knows more about the computer and
Internet than their parents do.
www.rnca.ca

If this situation exists consider the following:

Be Informed
Take lessons and learn to use the Internet yourself.
Set up a parent support group and learn from each
other. Invite special speakers to talk to your group.
Talk to computer sales clerks and determine which
software packages are available to safeguard your
child and block out offensive materials. Set up
your child's accounts or have someone
knowledgeable do it for you. Inquire as to the
safeguards used by the school, library and friend's
home where your child may have an alternative
access to potentially dangerous situations. Sit
down with your child and talk about their
computer interests, Internet friends and especially
be aware of any communications with adults.
Watch, learn and ask questions in a nonthreatening way. Monitor credit card usage to
determine if your teen may be accessing a non
acceptable paid site using your credit card. Be
informed of the dangers of the Internet.

Be Smart
Set the rules for Internet use, including when and
how long your child can go on-line. Have your
child use a code name while on-line. Change
passwords frequently. Periodically view the
history of their chat line. Check the computer hard
drive for signs of the nature and scope of
activities. Always maintain access to your child's
on-line accounts and regularly and randomly
check the e- mail messages. Take note of
materials printed, especially pornography type
photographs. Check the diskette collection for
clues of activities like pornography and other
obscene materials periodically. Always position
the computer in a
high traffic area
where you can
monitor some of
(continued...)
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ProfessionalListings
ALIANT ACTIMEDIA

COUGAR HELICOPTERS INC.

10 FACTORY LANE SUITE 2600

40 AIRPORT ROAD

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 753-2422
BLACKWOOD AND WARR

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 758-4800
D. BYRNE & SONS LTD.
BOTWOOD
(709) 257-3808

235 MAJORS PATH

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 726-4561
BOWRINGER ENGINEERING LTD.
ST. JOHN`S
(709) 738-2086
C & W INDUSTRIAL FABRICATION
BAY BULLS
(709) 334-3303
C M R SALES & SERVICE
ST. BERNARDS FORTUNE BAY
(709) 461-2144
CENTRAL DAIRIES
12 BRUCE STREET ( DONAVANS IND PARK )

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 364-7531
CENTRAL TRAINING ACADEMY
BADGER
(709) 539-5150
CHATMAN`S BAKERY LTD.
CHARLOTTETOWN
(709) 664-5181

324 FRESHWATER RD.

DOMINION RECYCLING LTD.
377 EMPIRE AVE.

85 THORBURN RD.

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 753-6158
DR. DAVID MITCHELL

ST JOHNS
(709) 739-4475
GNR HOLDINGS LTD.

CAROL LAKE SHOPPING CTR APT#24

201 HUMBER AVE

LABRADOR CITY
(709) 944-3131
DR. DONALD CHAULK G.P.

LABRADOR CITY
(709) 944-5800

58 ELSWICK RD.

BOX 328

CORNER BROOK
(709) 639-9113
DR. JOHN HAGGIE
APPLETON
(709) 679-5514

HOLYROOD
(709) 229-7363
ISLAND APPRAISERS

HOLYROOD DENTAL OFFICE

25 PINE RIVER RD.

DRAY INC.

TORBAY
(709) 437-6246
JUSTINE MAJOR GROCERY&CONFECTIONARY

14 ARGUS PLACE

BOX 129

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 753-3729
ELI BISHOP LTD.
POLLARDS POINT
(709) 482-2344

PARSONS POND
(709) 243-2838
KERR CONTROLS

FATHER`S PLACE LTD.

CITY HONDA

FIANDER`S MARYSTOWN AMBULANCE SRVS.
MARYSTOWN
(709) 279-2121

ST JOHN`S
(709) 579-1999
COASTAL DELIVERY

FRESHWATER SUZUKI
ST. JOHN`S
(709) 754-4676
G & P ASSOCIATES

CHIASSON CONSTRUCTION LTD.
HAPPY VALLEY, GOOSE BAY
(709) 896-2236

547 Kenmount Road

FRED JACOB`S MEATS
OCHRE PIT COVE
(709) 598-2752

3 MCCURDY DR

GANDER
(709) 256-2312

FITZPATRICKS AUCTION

43 MAPLE VALLEY ROAD

CORNER BROOK
(709) 634-5323
LONG ISLAND ACADEMY
BEAUMONT
(709) 264-3526
LOTEK WIRELESS INC.
114 CABOT ST.

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 726-3899
MERCER’S AMBULANCE SVC
BOYSCOVE
(709) 534-2522

74 O’LEARY AVE.

7 MULLALY

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 726-4430
CONSUMER CARPETS LTD.

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 579-4261
FOREST FLOORS & PANELLING

33 STAVANGER DR.

BOX 100

REFINERY RD

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 579-3554
www.rnca.ca

COLD BROOK
(709) 643-5151

CHURCHHILL SQR, POST OFFICE
(709) 463-2918
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NEWSUL ENTERPRISES INC.

(...Safety in Cyberspace - Internet Luring continued)

the activity. Advise children not to give their name
or family names, addresses, telephone numbers,
the name of the school he/she attends, parent's
workplace or any other pertinent identifiers that
might help a predator locate them. Also, advise
them not to discuss family vacation plans and
other pertinent information over the Internet. This
might result in a house burglary or car theft while
the family is away from home; or may lead to an
abduction.

Be Alert
Watch for signs of behaviour change, such as:
withdrawal, from conversation regarding Internet
activities; attempts to be secretive; noticeable
signs of embarrassment when asked certain
questions about activities; and the apparent use of
language uncharacteristic of the child's age group.
Also, question activities involving the scanning
and sending of photographs, particularly of self.
Predators often request photographs for personal
use or mass distribution. Look for hidden photos of
children and adults having sex, which are often
used to break down the child's inhibitions.
Report any on-line activity to police considered
potentially dangerous.
Some Internet Luring Flags for Parents and
Caregivers

The child or youth:
• is obsessed with computer activity
• has none or only a few friends - seems to spend
all his/her spare time on the computer
• shows noticeable changes in character and
behaviour
• appears secretive and non-communicative
regarding computer met friends and activities
• seems unusually preoccupied with chat room
communications
• appears sheepish and uncooperative when
asked about computer activities
www.rnca.ca

• changes the screen or shuts off the computer
when an authority figure enters the room
• receives questionable mail, e-mail, gifts,
packages
• receives excessive telephone calls from adults
or friends not known well to the family
• requests photos to be taken of self and scanned
by computer to send to friends
• changes the style of dress suddenly and
uncharacteristically
• seems to dress to look older, and perhaps more
seductive
• downloads offensive materials found by parent,
such as: pornography
If you notice changes in your child's appearance,
behaviour and activities, approach them in a
non-threatening way and discuss your concerns.
Your approach will determine your success in
determining their activities or the nature of the
way they respond.
Protecting your child and youth in cyberspace
requires Team Work - you and your child, and you
and your friends and neighbours. So don't shy
away! Be Informed, Be Smart and Be Alert.
Your child's safety is in your hands.
For more information, please contact :
Dr. Marlene Dalley
Research Officer
Telephone: (613) 990-9833
E-mail: Marlene.Dalley@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
our missing children
c/o RCMP National Missing Children Services
1200 Vanier Parkway, P.O. Box 8885
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3M8
Toll free 1-877-318-3576
facsimile (613) 993-5430
Or visit our web-site at : http://www.ourmissingchildren.ca
The our missing children Program is a federal government
program consisting of : RCMP; Canada
Border Services Agency; Citizenship and Immigration
Canada;
Foreign
Affairs Canada; and
Department of Justice
Canada. June 2004
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NFLD ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS LTD
1154 TOPSAIL RD

MOUNT PEARL
(709) 364-6122
NFLD DESIGN ASSOCIATES LTD.
280 TORBAY RD.

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 726-4490
NORTHERN ALARM & SECURITY APPL. INC
LABRADOR CITY
(709) 944-6272
NORTHLAND ENTERPRISES LTD
HOPEDALE
(709) 933-3891
O`FLAHERTY`S IRISH PUB & EATERY
2 SEASONS INN

LABRADOR CITY
(709) 944-5644
ORKIN PCO SVC

RONCALLI CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
PORT SAUNDERS
(709) 861-3624

TERRA NOVA MOTORS LTD.
496 TOPSAIL RD.

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 364-4130

SACRED HEART PARISH
MARYSTOWN
(709) 279-1625

TIMEMASTERS INC

SCAMPER`S SNACK BAR

TITAN CONSTRUCTION

47 O`LEARY AVE.

1904 MAIN HGWY

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 726-1856
SERVICE STORE

TOPSAIL
(709) 781-0195
TOWN OF BADGER
BADGER
(709) 539-2406

THE GREEN, BOX 1201

BELL ISLAND
(709) 488-3828
SILVERDALE MANOR
MT. CARMEL
(709) 521-2377
SKY TEC MECHANICAL

33 KENMOUNT RD

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 754-3654

UNITED RENTALS
1269 TOPSAIL ROAD

MOUNT PEARL
(709) 368-7368

UNIVERSAL ENVIRONMENTAL SVC
JERSEY SIDE
(709) 227-4289

18 DUFFY PL

21 ROUND POND RD.

ST. JOHN’S
(709) 722-1844
PAUL FOWLER/ REMAX

PARADISE
(709) 781-3100
ST. FRANCIS FOUNDATION

11 NEWMAN ST.

623 TOPSAIL RD.

47 POUCH COVE ROAD

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 726-8300
PORT REXTON FOODSTOP/VINTAGE HOLDINGS INC.
DISCOVERY TRAIL/PORT
REXTON
(709) 464-2165
PRO GLO KROWN RUST CONTROL

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 368-6542
SUPERIOR WOODWORKING

BAULINE
(709) 335-2988
VICTORIA`S VARIETY
HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY
(709) 534-2038

37 O`LEARY AVE.

BOX 483

ST. JOHN`S
(709) 579-5115
PW PARSONS SALES LTD

ST. LAWRENCE
(709) 873-3260
TABLES RESTAURANT

PO BOX 502

BIRCH HILL

APPLETON
(709) 256-3431
QUALITY COATING SYSTEMS

BAY ROBERTS
(709) 786-7373
TANKER INN
ARNOLDS COVE
(709) 463-2313

1 LITTLEJOHN AVE.

PARADISE
(709) 773-6861

www.rnca.ca

703 KENMOUNT RD.

ST. JOHNS
(709) 745-4860
SWEEPERS LOUNGE

URBAN FLOORING CONTRACTOR LTD.

ZED IT SOLUTIONS
100 SIGNAL HILL RD.
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ST. JOHN`S
(709) 739-9000

Thank You
for supporting
Children’s Internet Safety
initiatives.

Web Safety
Parents:

Kids/Teens:

1) Be aware that people may not be who they say 1) Be aware that people may not be who they say
they are on the Internet. An adult could pretend
they are on the Internet. An adult could pretend
to be a kid your age just to get to know you.
to be a child the same age as your child just to
Sometimes they can do this over a long period
get to know your child. Sometimes they can do
of time to develop your trust.
this over a long period of time to develop trust.
2) Do not give out or send personal information
such as your address, your phone number,
2) Parents should be familiar with their
where you go to school or photographs to
children's use of the computer on-line. Get
someone that you only know through the
involved with their children and ask questions
Internet unless you have your parent's or
guardian's permission. Do not give out any
about what they're doing and how they're doing
information that you shouldn't give to a stranger
it.
in a park, on the telephone or anywhere else.
3) Parents should establish rules for use of the 3) Do not agree to meet people that you have met
computer on-line. The rules should limit access
through the Internet until you check with your
parents or guardian, and be sure that your
time, duration and type of use depending on the
parents or guardian attend the first couple of
age and maturity of the child (e.g. surfing the
meetings with you. The first meeting should
net vs. chat rooms, etc.). Be sure that your
always be in a public place. Explain to your
children understand that they should not be
parents why it is important for them to attend
sending personal information to people that
the first couple of meetings for your safety and
their comfort.
they have only met over the Internet.
4) Do not respond to any messages that ask
4) Keep the computer in a high traffic, highly
for personal information, messages that are
visible location in the house so that parents can
mean or messages that make you feel
routinely walk by and see what their
uncomfortable. You do not have to continue -sign off and surf off to somewhere else.
children are doing on the Internet. The child's
bedroom may be a convenient location to place
the computer, but it's probably not the best 5) Talk to your parents about setting up some rules
to ensure that your use of the Internet will be
place to ensure safe use.
rewarding, fun and safe. Get your parents
involved and show them how much fun the
5) If parents are concerned about the sites or chats
Internet can be.
that their children are participating in or have
access to, talk to their kids about their concerns To report a crime, or for immediate police
assistance, contact your local RCMP Detachment
and contact their service provider about
or the police force
techniques and software that is available to of jurisdiction in
block access.
your area.
For more information,
please visit rcmp-grc.ca

www.rnca.ca
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BoosterBoxes
A 1 TRANSPORTATION LTD.

BAR NONE

CALVARY PENTECOSTAL CHURCH

CORNER BROOK (709) 785-2475

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-2110

POOLS COVE (709) 665-3211

ABC SIDING & WINDOWS INC.

BAYSTEEL INC.

CANON RICHARDS HIGH SCHOOL

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-8288

HOLYROOD (709) 229-7016

FLOWERS COVE (709) 456-2010

ACREMAN`S STORE

BAYVIEW ELECTRICAL LTD.

MARY`S HARBOUR (709) 921-6987

CANWEL LTD.

ST. JOHN`S (709) 722-6220

DEER LAKE (709) 635-3772

ADESA AUCTIONS

BEAVER CONTRACTING LTD
KILBRIDE (709) 368-7143

CAPITOL DRUGS (1981) LTD.

ST. JOHN`S (709) 364-3250

AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES

BENOIT BROS. CONTRACTING LTD.

CAR - FIX (BALL HOLDINGS INC.)

ST. JOHN`S (709) 747-6800

MT. PEARL (709) 364-9141

ST. JOHN’S (709) 745-4200

ALLAROUND THE CIRCLE DINNER THEATER

BIANCA`S

CARDIOLOGY CONS. ( DR. BARRY ROSE )

PIPESARM (709) 884-2687

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-9016

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-5311

ALL CARE HOME SUPPORT LTD

BIG BEN`S LTD

CARIBOU LANES

NEW HARBOUR T B (709) 582-2050

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-8212

CLARENVILLE (709) 466-7751

ALLANDALE PROPERTIES LTD.

BILL`S CYCLE & SPORT LTD.

CATHELIA CRAFTS

ST. JOHN`S (709) 754-7980

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-6410

HARBOUR BRETON (709) 885-2550

ALLIANCE SECURITY SYSTEMS

BISHOP`S PLUMBING & HEATING 1998 INC.

CATHERINE FENWICK

CARBONEAR (709) 754-7702

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-7344

LOURDES (709) 642-5254

ANGLICAN CHURCH OF CANADA

BITTERS RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
ST. JOHN`S (709) 737-3300

CENTRAL AUTO DIESEL CLINIC

ST. JOHN`S (709) 576-6697

ANGLICAN CHURCH-BADGER`S QUAY/POOL`S

BLACK & MACDONALD

NEW-WES-VALLEY (709) 536-2485

ST. JOHN’S (709) 747-1406

AROMA`S PLUS BAKERY & EATERY

BLACKMARSH COLLISION CENTER

CENTRAL TRUCK CAPS & ACCESSORIES

CORNER BROOK (709) 632-2255

ST. JOHN`S (709) 364-1908

GANDER (709) 256-2777

ATLANTIC MARKETING CTR.

BONNE BAY CONTRACTORS LTD

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER

PARADISE (709) 782-5500

NORRIS POINT (709) 458-2268

PASADENA (709) 686-2336

AVALON BOOKKEEPING SERVICES LTD

BOTANY BAY GARDENS INC.

CHEF TO GO

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-2999

MANUELS (709) 834-1674

ST. JOHN`S (709) 754-2491

AYLWARD’S MINI MART

BOTWOOD FOODLAND/LIQUOR AGENCY

CHESTER DAWE LTD.

ST LAWRENCE (709) 873-2603

BOTWOOD (709) 257-4206

ST. JOHN`S (709) 782-3101

B & B CONVENIENCE

BROTHER T I MURPHY LEARNING RSRCE CTR.

CHRIST THE KING SCHOOL

GLENWOOD (709) 679-2195

ST JOHN`S (709) 579-6606

RUSHOON (709) 443-2293

B & B SNACKS LTD.

BURIN TAXI

CLARENVILLE HOME HEATING CENTER

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-4038

BURIN (709) 891-2834

NORTHWEST BROOK (709) 546-2211

B & L COLD STORAGE LTD.

BUTLER’S BYE THE SEA B & B

CNN AUTO BODY LTD.

BOYDS COVE (709) 656-4321

BONAVISTA (709) 468-2445

SPANIARD`S BAY (709) 786-3996

B & W MEAT MARKET

C & J RUMBOLT LTD.

CODROY VALLEY CREDIT UNION

GRAND FALLS - WINDSOR (709) 489-6001

NORRIS POINT (709) 458-2122

ST MCKAYS (709) 645-2512

BAE-NEWPLAN CONSULTANTS LTD

C & V VARIETY

COMMUNITY & HOME SUPPORTS INC.

MT. PEARL (709) 368-0118

PORT AUX CHOIX (709) 861-3840

GRAND FALLS (709) 489-5334

www.rnca.ca
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ST. JOHN`S (709) 576-4028

GRAND FALLS WINDSOR (709) 489-8884

CENTRAL REHAB INC
CBS (709) 834-7390

Pornography
For parents, one of the most disturbing aspects of the
Internet is the easy access it gives kids to pornography.
Hard-core sexual images, which were once very
difficult to acquire, are now just a mouse click away.
It's important, however, to put Internet pornography into
context.
Online pornography is part of a larger picture, where
'sexualized' images of young people are increasingly
used to sell everything from perfume to clothing. Kids
are also exposed to explicit sexual material in the video
games they play, the magazines they read and the
movies and TV they watch.
Online pornography grabs our attention largely because
of the aggressive marketing techniques that adult sites
employ. Yet, in spite of all the
sexually explicit popup windows, e-mail spam and search results,
pornographic sites actually make up a very small
portion of Internet content. According to the U.S.-based
Online Computer Library Center, in 2002, sexually
explicit Web sites represented only 3 per cent of all
public sites. On the other hand, over half of Canadian
kids say they've ended up on an adult site
accidentally, usually while:
•
•
•
•

doing an online search for something using a search
engine
typing in the wrong Web site address
clicking on a link in an e-mail, instant message or
chat room posting
using file-sharing software that allows easy access
to pornographic images and videos

the home page back to its original setting appears to
solve the problem until the computer is
rebooted, then the offensive site re-appears as the
home page.
•

'Stealth' sites: These are porn sites that steer users
their way through a variety of techniques,
including buying up expired domain names,
exploiting common misspellings, or using
well-known names of companies or artists.

•

Using hidden key words that are picked up by
search engines: Porn operators bury key words,
including brand names of popular toys, in the code
of their Web sites to attract children.

Trying to control porn in a global medium like the
Internet is difficult at best. Most Internet pornography,
while offensive and distasteful to many users, is not
illegal. As well, countries have different cultural
standards and legislation regarding sexual material, and
content that is banned in one jurisdiction may be easily
accessible on servers in another jurisdiction.
Unfortunately, even if pornography is banned in a
country, it can still have a significant presence. For
example, Australian legislation bans Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) from hosting pornographic material on
their servers. Yet a 2002 study showed that 84
percent of boys and 60 percent of girls in Australia have
been
exposed
accidentally
to
online
pornography.

Impact on children and young people

With more than a half a million adult sites on the
Internet, the online pornography industry is highly
competitive. Adult marketers are continually developing
new strategies to drive traffic to their sites. Some of
their tactics are:

While there is little research on whether viewing
pornography harms children, several recent studies have
shown
that
when
young
children
are
accidentally exposed to online pornography they
find it disturbing.

•

'Click-throughs': Every time someone clicks
through an adult site to another one, the site's
advertising revenues go up. To increase the
number of click-throughs, some sites use pop-up
windows. Known as 'mouse napping,' this
technique traps users in an endless loop of porn.

•

'Home page hi-jacking': This involves planting a
Java script command on computers to change the
user's default home page to a porn site. Changing

Teens, particularly adolescent males, have always been
driven by natural curiousity to seek out
pornography. This hasn't changed. What's different is
the easy access the Internet gives kids to deviant or
violent sexual content, which may have an influence on
their developing attitudes towards sexuality and
relationships.

www.rnca.ca
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BoosterBoxes
CORMIER’S DAIRY LTD.

DRAGON RESTAURANT

FOWLOWS WHOLESALE LTD

DOYLES (709) 955-2140

8 CARIBOU RD. (709) 634-4213

PORT AUX BASQUES (709) 695-2144

COUNTRY KEEPSAKES

DRS. PETERS & PETERS DENTAL PRACTICE

FRED COLE

ST. JOHN`S (709) 576-3353

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-2831

PASADENA (709) 686-2336

CRAWFORD - ADJUSTERS CANADA

DYNAMIC DRILLING CO LTD

FREERIDE MOUNTAIN SPORTS

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-6351

MANUELS (709) 834-8281

ST. JOHN`S (709) 722-7433

CRONINS GUEST HOME

E A BUTLER CENTRAL SCHOOL

GARDEN GIFTS LIMITED

CONCEPTION BAY SOUTH (709) 834-9639

MCKAYS (709) 645-2330

CARBONEAR (709) 596-7680

CROWN PAVING LTD.

E F C O ENTERPRISES LTD.

GATEWAY CABS

MT. PEARL (709) 782-2212

STEPHENVILLE (709) 643-5001

PORT AUX BASQUES (709) 695-9700

CURRIE ENTERPRISES

EARLE, BARCLAY & COMPANY INC.

GHD WHOLESALE LTD

LABRADOR CITY (709) 944-5314

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-5690

SANDY COVE (709) 456-2050

D.A.S.I.T. RECHARGING

EARLE`S GROCERIES LTD

GRAND FALLS - WINDSOR (709) 489-1468

GLOVERTOWN ACADEMY

L`ANSE AU LOUP (709) 927-5822

GLOVERTOWN (709) 533-2443

DARRELL`S MUFFLER SHOP

ED BARNEY & SONS LTD

GNR ENTERPRISE LTD.

PORTUGAL COVE (709) 895-2081

L`ANSE AU LOUP (709) 927-5674

PLUM POINT (709) 847-4300

DAWE AND ASSOC.

ELAINE’S GROCERY

GORDON WOOLFREY FUNERAL HOMES

BAY ROBERTS (709) 786-7100

MUSGRAVE HARBOUR (709) 655-2215

LEWISPORTE (709) 535-6940

DISCOVERIES UNLIMITED INC.

EMERALD SOD PRODUCERS INC.

GREENWOOD LODGE & MOTEL

TORBAY (709) 437-5028

ST. SHOTTS (709) 438-2306

MT. PEARL (709) 364-5300

DISTINCTIVE MOULDINGS

EXCEL ELECTRICAL LTD.

HALLETT ENTERPRISES

BLAKETOWN (709) 759-3014

MT. PEARL (709) 747-2256

MOUNT PEARL (709) 747-5224

DOLLAR PLUS LTD.

EXECUTIVE TAXI LTD.

HARBOUR VIEW TAKE OUT & LOUNGE

LABRADOR CITY (709) 944-3566

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-4393

CATALINA (709) 469-2170

DOMINO PIZZA HOUSE “45 YRS OF SVC”

EXPLOIT`S CABS

HARRIS-RYAN CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT

STEPHENVILLE (709) 643-2742

GRAND FALLS-WINDSOR (709) 489-9666

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-8347

DON CHERRY`S SPORTS GRILL

EXPLOITS HEARING AID CENTER

HARTERY`S FAMILY RESTAURANT

ST. JOHN`S (709) 576-2583

GRAND FALLS (709) 489-8900

STEPHENVILLE (709) 643-2242

DORSET FISHERIES

FAST SIGNS

HARVEY CODNER BROKERAGE LTD.

ST. JOHN`S (709) 739-7147

ST. JOHN`S (709) 722-7446

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-6860

DOWNTOWN PHARMACY

FIRST COASTAL CREDIT UNION

HAYNES GENERAL STORE LTD.

ST. JOHN`S (709) 576-3004

EASTPORT (709) 677-2849

NAIN (709) 922-2822

DR. & MRS. THOMAS POOLE

FIRST PENTECOSTAL CHURCH

HICKEY`S BUS SERVICE

GRAND FALLS (709) 489-9264

CORNER BROOK (709) 634-4641

HOLYROOD (709) 229-2300

DR. JOHN T. DENNIS

FITZPATRICK`S LOUNGE

HICKEY`S FUNERAL HOME

STEPHENVILLE (709) 643-9657

CONCHE (709) 622-4371

HOLYROOD (709) 229-7221

DR. K. T. JIM

FOUR-A CONSTRUCTION & GARAGE LTD.

HIGHLIGHT RESTAURANT

GRAND FALLS WINSOR (709) 489-1200

BONAVISTA (709) 468-2659

GANDER (709) 256-3347

DR. SEAN BUCKINGHAM

FOWLOW`S STORE

HILLIERS AUTOMOTIVE

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-3975

BUCHANS (709) 672-3981

ST. LUNAIRE (709) 623-2005
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(...Pornography continued)

Tips for parents
Regardless of the evidence that exists concerning the
effect of pornography on kids, as parents, we know we
don't want our children accidentally stumbling across it
when they are young, or developing an appetite for it
during their teen years. You can help protect your kids
by taking an active role in their Internet use.

ISP as well as computer-based filtering software
that you can administer yourself. These
technologies can be helpful - but keep in mind that
they're not foolproof and are no substitutes for
parental supervision.

For older kids and teens
•

Set clear rules about what kind of sites your kids
are not allowed to visit. Create an online
agreement or contract, with their input, and make
sure you establish and enforce the consequences of
visiting such sites.

•

Keep your computer in a highly visible area, never
in a child's room. Older teens can have an Internet
connection in their bedroom but you should still
talk about their activities and have clear house rules
about accessing pornography.

•

Talk to your kids openly about sexuality and
pornography. Direct them to good-quality Web
sites that provide information for young people on
sexuality and health. If the only information your
kids are receiving about sexuality is from porn
sites, you have a problem. Explore with them the
differences between normal, healthy sexual
expression and the exploitive and deviant activity
that is so prevalent online.

•

Discuss sexual messages in all media. Help your
kids understand the impact of exploitive and
degrading images of women and girls.

•

Check to make sure that if your kids are using
file-sharing software they are only downloading
music files (MP3s). Many people use file-sharing
networks to post pornographic images and videos.

•

If you have concerns about your kids' online
activities, talk with them. You can also monitor
where they are going on the Internet by looking
at the history, cookie and cache files on your
computer. However, keep in mind that computersavvy kids know how to erase their Internet tracks.
Open, honest communication is always preferable
to invading their privacy.

For young children
•

•

•

•

Talk to them about sex from a very early age. They
are being exposed to sexual images in various
media so you need to establish an open and honest
dialogue with them so they will come to you with
their questions.
If they stumble across pornography, remain calm.
In many cases these sites pop up accidentally and
are difficult to leave, which can be very upsetting
for kids. Don't freak out or act accusingly - you
want your kids to feel comfortable turning to you
for help and advice when these incidents happen.
Sit with them and make sure they are going to sites
that you've chosen. There are thousands of
wonderful kids' sites, but it takes a bit of work to
locate them. Ask other parents, teachers or
librarians for suggestions or use a kids' Web
directory, like Yahooligans!.
Make sure you know where you're going on the
Web. Links on reputable sites are generally safe. It
helps to bookmark favourite sites so you can get
there quickly without having to type in an address.
But be aware that porn operators often purchase
expired Web addresses, including those for kids'
sites, when the original sites cease to exist.

•

Use kid-friendly search engines such as Ask Jeeves
for Kids, or adult search engines that offer filtering,
such as Google. Test the different search engines to
see which ones give the best results.

•

Disable Java and JavaScript in your browser
preferences. This will prevent your children from
getting caught in a cycle of pop-up pornographic
windows.

•

Investigate filtering technology. There are
server-based filtering options offered through your
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BoosterBoxes
HISCOCK FINANCIAL SERVICES

LEWISPORTE AUTO SUPPLIES

NFLD. KOIN KING

ST. JOHN`S (709) 747-4737

LEWISPORTE (709) 535-6881

BISHOP`S FALLS (709) 258-6662

HOGAN`S CABINS

M. J. OPTICAL LTD.

NOEL MOTORS & TRANSIT LTD

NORTHERN BAY (709) 598-2506

CLARENVILLE (709) 466-3104

CARBONEAR (709) 596-5193

HOTEL HARBOUR GRACE

MAC MIX CONCRETE LTD

NOLAN INSTRUMENTATION SRVS. LTD.

HARBOUR GRACE (709) 596-5156

CONCEPTION BAY SOUTH (709) 682-5797

ST. JOHN`S (709) 722-9324

HUMBER ROAD AUTO CLINIC

MAJOR RECREATION LTD.

NORD MARINE SERVICES

CORNER BROOK (709) 634-6130

ST. JOHN`S (709) 738-7669

MT. PEARL (709) 747-7733

ICE BREAKER LOUNGE

MALLARD COTTAGE ANTIQUES

NORRIS POINT LIONS CLUB

NORTHERN BAY (709) 584-3829

ST JOHN`S (709) 576-2266

NORRIS POINT (709) 458-2400

INDIAN HEAD CONSUMERS CO-OP

MANGROVES STORE

NORTHERN HOMECARE SVC

STEPHENVILLE (709) 643-5675

ST. LEWIS (709) 939-2216

ST ANTHONY (709) 454-0019

IRA CLARKE HAIR DESIGN

MERCER`S AMBULANCE SERVICE

NORTHERN NEWS & VARIETIES 1987

GRAND FALLS (709) 489-9885

BOYDS COVE (709) 656-4511

LABRADOR CITY (709) 944-3456

ISLAND FROZEN FOODS INC.

MILLER’S SUPERMARKET

NORTHLAND COMPUTERS

PORTUGAL COVE (709) 895-3633

FOGO (709) 266-2407

HAPPY VALLEY-GOOSE BAY (709) 896-3772

J & J PAVING

MOO MOO`S ICE CREAM INC.

NORTHWEST FOREST RESOURCES LTD.

HARRY`S HARBOUR (709) 785-5978

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-0999

REIDVILLE (709) 635-8164

JAMES HORNELL BOYS GIRLS CLUB

MORGAN`S FURNITURE/APPLIANCES

NU QUEST DISTRIBUTION INC.

EAST BUCHANS (709) 672-3342

CLARKES BEACH (709) 786-2100

MT. PEARL (709) 745-8884

JIM`S TAXI

MOUNT CARMEL BUILDING SUPPLIES

OAKE`S TRUCKING LTD.

CARBONEAR (709) 596-5131

MOUNT CARMEL (709) 521-2730

WINDSOR (709) 489-3975

JOHN HACKETT

MOUNT PEARL FLORISTS 1989 LTD.

OCEANIC CONSULTING CORP.

HALFWAY POINT (709) 789-2283

MT. PEARL (709) 364-4095

ST. JOHN`S (709) 747-3570

KEITH GREEN LTD.

MY BROTHER’S PLACE

ORKIN P C O PEST CONTROL

GOOBIES (709) 542-3426

ST. JOHN’S (709) 754-2767

ST. JOHN`S (800) 726-7378

KEVIN MAYNARD

NEVILLE FRAMING & ART GALLERY

PAFFORD GLASS

ST. JOHN`S (709) 722-8772

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-2914

CORNER BROOK (709) 634-1113

KILLICK BROKERS

NEW VALLEY DRILLING CO. LTD.

PARK AVENUE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH

GOULDS (709) 364-4278

SPRINGDALE (709) 673-4418

MT. PEARL (709) 368-3777

KP`S FIBERGLASS & MARINE LTD.

NEWFOUND RESOURCES

PASADENA DENTAL OFFICE

BURIN BAY ARM (709) 891-2229

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-7676

PASADENA (709) 686-2185

L&R CONSTRUCTION LTD.

NEWFOUNDLAND FASTENERS LTD.

PBS SERVICES TRUCK/TRAILER REPAIR

BAY ROBERTS (709) 786-9666

CORNER BROOK (709) 634-4142

MT. PEARL (709) 747-4900

LABRADOR COMMUNITY DEV. CORP.

NEWFOUNDLAND HATCHERY LTD.

PENINSULA PHARMACY

HAPPY VALLEY, GOOSE BAY (709) 896-5814

ST. JOHN`S (709) 895-2371

ST BERNARDS (709) 461-2121

LABRADOR INN

NFLD & LAB. ASSOC.OF OPTOMETRISTS

HAPPY VALLEY G BAY (709) 896-3351

PENNECON LTD.

ST. JOHN`S (709) 739-8284

ST. JOHN`S (709) 782-3404

LEONARD`S CONVENIENCE

NFLD. HEARING HEALTH CENTRE

ST. JOHN`S (709) 754-7970

CORNER BROOK (709) 634-1183

PENTECOSTAL TABERNACLE
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PORT DE GRAVE (709) 786-6481

Spam
Spam refers to unsolicited junk or mass Pornographic spam used to arrive with raunchy
e-mailing. In just a few years, this e-mail
subject tags, which, though disturbing to
nuisance has increased dramatically
read, made them easy to identify and
and it now makes up the largest
delete. Now, many of these
share of mail in most users'
messages come with deceptive
inboxes. In the past year alone,
subject lines, often containing
spam has increased tenfold and it
the receiver's name. Users are
is estimated that nearly half of all
enticed into opening these
e-mail traffic in North America is
messages only to find graphic
now spam.
sexual images or links to hardcore porn sites or sexually explicit
The financial costs of spam are huge.
chat rooms.
Junk e-mails clog up large amounts of bandwidth
on the Internet and the expense of filtering junk
Tips for parents
mail for Internet Service Providers (ISPs),
governments and corporations is substantial.
Kids are particularly vulnerable to the scams,
hoaxes and disturbing messages that can show up
Spam is pervasive because it is easy and cheap in their e-mail accounts. Here are some tips for
and it works. Spammers, as they are called, can
protecting and educating children and teens about
send out millions of e-mails with one click of a
e-mail spam:
mouse. The cost of sending an e-mail spam is next
to nothing, so you don't need a high response rate
to make a profit. And believe it or not, there are • Instruct your kids to protect their e-mail
addresses. This is the most important rule - they
actually people out there who reply to spam and
should never share their e-mail addresses with
purchase the products being flogged.
someone they don't know, give them out when
$US12 billion was spent last year on
chatting online or post them on a Web site.
products and services advertised
(One way spammers collect e-mail
through legitimate spam. So, the
addresses is by using programs called
problem is not going to go away
spiders, crawlers and bots. These
any time soon.
programs search the Web, collecting
e-mail addresses and adding them to
Most Internet spam can be
spamming lists.)
categorized under marketing pitches,

Click
Here to
Win A 52”
Plasma
T.V.

Free
Vacation
Click
Here

pornography, and scams and hoaxes.
•
For parents, graphic pornographic spam is one of
the most troubling aspects of their children's use of
e-mail. The amount and explicitness of porn spam
has exploded recently, challenging the ability of
parents to protect their children from disturbing
messages.
www.rnca.ca

Tell your kids, "When in doubt, doubt." You
need to help them develop a healthy
skepticism about any information they receive
in e-mail - if it sounds too good to be true, it
probably is.
(continued...)
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BoosterBoxes
PERMA REFRIGERATION LTD

RUSSELL`S RADIATOR & BRAKE SHOP

TAYLOR`S HOME HEATING LTD.

WABUSH (709) 282-5088

STEPHENVILLE (709) 643-2752

BURIN BAY ARM (709) 891-1323

PETER’S AUTO WORKS INC.

RYDER`S LUMBER CO. INC.

TECHNI-SERVICES LIMITED

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-2004

BONAVISTA (709) 468-7585

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-3434

PIONEER INSULATION LTD.

S&K BLDG. CONTRACTORS LTD.

TERRA NOVA GOLF RESORT

CLARENVILLE (709) 466-3313

PORT AUX BASQUES (709) 695-7760

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-4411

PONDVIEW MANOR

SEAVIEW COTTAGES

THE CABINET MAKER

SHEARSTOWN (709) 786-7051

EASTPORT (709) 677-2271

TORBAY (709) 437-1552

PORT HOPE HARDWARE & SUPPLIES

SHAMROCK LOUNGE

THE DUKE OF DUCKWORTH

PORT HOPE SIMPSON (709) 960-0405

LAWN (709) 873-3005

ST. JOHN`S (709) 739-6344

PRETTY`S ONE STOP

SHERRY’S MINI MART

THE SECOND PAGE BOOKSTORE

BISHOP`S FALLS (709) 258-5141

BENOIT’S COVE (709) 789-3349

ST. JOHN`S (709) 722-1742

PRINCESS WOODWORKS LTD

SHIP INN

TLC WHOLESALE

CONCEPTION BAY SOUTH (709) 834-4411

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-3870

MT. PEARL (709) 747-5027

R & C ENTERPRISES

SMITH & ASSOCIATES

TOWN OF COME BY CHANCE

MT. PEARL (709) 747-0178

COME BY CHANCE (709) 542-3240

R & L CONTRACTING

SMITH STOCKLEY LTD.

TOWN OF GAMBO

MOBILE (709) 334-2334

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-0073

GAMBO (709) 674-4476

RANGERS LODGE/RESTERAUNT & CONV.

SOUTH BROOK PARK

TOWN OF RODDICKTON

LODGE BAY (709) 921-6206

PASADENA (709) 686-2931

RODDICKTON (709) 457-2413

RAYMOND FARR & SONS LTD

SOUTHBROOK CONVENIENCE

TOWN OF SPRINGDALE

CARTERS COVE (709) 629-3231

SOUTH BROOK G B (709) 657-2243

SPRINGDALE (709) 673-3439

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT ASSOC.

ST PETER`S PARISH

TOWN OF WOODSTOCK

ST. JOHN`S (709) 576-0933

MOUNT PEARL (709) 364-8606

WOODSTOCK (709) 251-3176

RIDEOUT DAIRY INC.

ST. CHRISTOPHER`S HOTEL

TRACEY’S HOUSE OF FIREWORKS

CORMACK (709) 635-7316

PORT AUX BASQUES (800) 563-4779

ST. JOHN’S (709) 738-7222

RITEWAY CONSTRUCTION LIMITED

ST. GEORGE`S LOUNGE

TRANS CANADA ULTRAMAR

L`ANSE AU LOUP (709) 927-5553

ST GEORGES (709) 647-3444

GANDER (709) 256-8678

ROBERTS BARBERING/STYLING LTD.

STARBOARD WOODCRAFT LTD

TRANSMISSION EXPERTS LTD.

MOUNT PEARL (709) 368-9276

DOYLES (709) 955-2826

CORNER BROOK (709) 634-3559

ROCKY RIDGE DINER

STEPHENVILLE MOBILE & SHOP WELDING

TRENT DRUGS WHOLESALE LTD

MUSGRAVE HARBOUR (709) 655-2120

STEPHENVILLE (709) 643-4770

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-5812

ROD`S RESTAURANT

STRUGNELL`S WOODSWORK INC

TRICCO ELECTRIC

CLARENVILLE (709) 466-1555

PORT HOPE SIMPSON (709) 960-0250

ST. JOHN`S (709) 726-8991

ROWE BROTHERS CARPET CO.

SUNRISE DAIRY LTD.

TRIMM`S ENTERPRISES

CORNER BROOK (709) 639-1458

MUSGRAVETOWN (709) 467-2164

GRAND BANK (709) 832-2281

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION BR#18

SWILERS RUGBY CLUB

TRINITY LOOP CABINS & TAKE OUT

BELL ISLAND (709) 488-2072

ST. JOHN`S (709) 739-7597

PORT REXTON (709) 464-3474

ROYAL TAVERN

TAJ MAHAL RESTAURANT

TRIPLE G FARM

STEPHENVILLE (709) 643-9108

ST. JOHN`S (709) 753-8125

MUSGRAVETOWN (709) 467-5624

PORT DE GRAVE (709) 786-6402
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(...Spam continued)

•

•

Double-check any dubious e-mail offers or
warnings on one of the many Web sites that
track and expose Internet scams, pranks
and hoaxes. Urban Legends and
Folklore or the Hoaxkill
Web site can quickly
verify whether or not
such e-mail messages are
$
legitimate.

has an 'unsubscribe' option. If users respond
they are confirming that their e-mail address is
accurate. (For the same reason, never enable
your "I'm on vacation" notification in
your e-mail program.)

Instant
•
Forward all offensive spam
Approval
to your Internet Service Provider,
5000.00 USD who works hard to block junk mail
at the server level. If you are
Credit Card receiving
too much junk mail check

Suggest to your kids that they
use a 'made-up' e-mail address on
sites where an address is required before they
can access the site's activities.

with your ISP to see if stricter filtering
levels can be applied to your account.
•

•

•

Help them set up a 'dummy' e-mail address
through a free Web-based service such as
Hotmail or Yahoo!. If your kids must give out
an e-mail address on a Web site to receive
information they need, they should use the
dummy address. This keeps their primary
address for correspondence with friends and
family while avoiding spam.
Make sure your kids have a cryptic e-mail
address consisting of a combination of
letters and numbers. For example, instead of
maryjones@..., choose m248ar00lly@....
This kind of an address makes it difficult for
spammers to randomly find your e-mail
account using software that combines people's
first and last names.

Find
Mr. Right.
Singles
Online

•

If your kids have a free
Web-based e-mail such as Hotmail or Yahoo!,
there are simple ways to protect their e-mail
addresses during the registration process.
Make sure they "opt out" of any offers to
receive additional services or promotions or to
be included in an Internet directory.
Encourage your kids never to
respond to a message from a
company asking for security
information, including passwords,
account logons or credit card
numbers. No legitimate company
would ever send out a request for
sensitive information such as this in an
e-mail.

Lose
10lbs
in 5 days
guaranteed!

•

Teach your kids to not open emails from people they don't
know. They should also be
told to never open an
attachment in an e-mail,
even from someone they
know, unless they have
specifically requested it.

•

Reinforce to your kids that they should never
respond to spam, even if the e-mail message

www.rnca.ca

U s e y o u r computer's e-mail filters. Most
e - ma il programs offer some filtering options
and there are many
software
products on
the market
that can
be used to
control spam.

•
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BoosterBoxes
TROPHY SHOP

WADE LOVELL’S GARAGE

WILTON’S FRESH DAILY

CORNER BROOK (709) 639-7442

LAMALINE (709) 857-2604

DEER LAKE (709) 635-2585

TWIN RINKS

WEST COAST AUDIO TRONIC

WOODFORD TRAINING CTR. INC.

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-9681

CORNER BROOK (709) 634-7676

STN.KELLIGREWS/CBS (709) 834-7000

UNISOURCE

WEST END ELECTRONICS LTD

WOODLAND NURSERIES LTD.

MT. PEARL (709) 748-2297

ST. JOHN`S (709) 579-2222

ST. JOHN`S (709) 368-0472

VICKERS INSURANCE AGENCY LTD.

WEST NEWFOUNDLAND PRESS CLUB

ZAHANOV ENTERPRISES INC.

HAPPY VALLEY G BAY (709) 896-2985

CORNER BROOK (709) 634-2902

CORNER BROOK (709) 639-3466

VIPOND FIRE PROTECTION INC.

WESTERN SIGNS LTD.

MOUNT PEARL (709) 364-2898

DEER LAKE (709) 635-3137

Thanks Again!

BusinessPatrons
A & A ENTERPRISES
A & B CONSTRUCTION LTD
A & G AUTO
A & L ENTERPRISE
A & P MANUFACTURING LTD.
A & P SERVICE & SUPPLY LTD.
A & S REBUILDERS
A & T PRINTING
A 1 TAXI
A A TOWING LTD.
A BUCK OR TWO
A D I NOLAN DAVIS
A PLUS BOILERMEN
A. MALONEY LTD.(LOGY BAY KWIK STOP)
A.C. PRODUCTIONS LTD.
ABDEEN A Z , DR
ACADEMIC ASSESSMENTS & TUTOR
ACE ROOFING LTD
ACREMAN ELEMENTARY
ACT - ALLIANCE FOR THE CONTROL OF TOBACCO
ACTIV-TIME PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE
AD LIB EDITING
AD SPEC PROMOTIONS
ADAMS BED & BREAKFAST
ADAMS ELECTRIC
AIM AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES LTD. (1996)
AIRPORT RESTAURANT
AKITA MOVERS & STORAGE
ALDA ELECTRIC LTD
ALLANDALE NURSERIES (1978) LTD
ALMA`S FAMILY RESTAURANT
AMERICAN LEGION
ANCHOR CAFE
ANDREWS` AUTO CENTRE LTD.
ANNE`S BAKERY
ANNE`S CERAMICS
ANNETTE COMERFORD
ANTHONY AUTOTECH LTD
ANTHONY J. SMITH CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
ANTHONY PADDON SCHOOL
APPALACHIN HIGH SCHOOL
APPLIANCE CARE
AQUA FISHERIES LTD.
ARCH COLLINS & SONS LTD.
ARCHBISHOP W.A. CAREW
ARLIM CO.
ARTISTIC KITCHENS LTD.
ASHTON WINDOW COVERINGS
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ATLANTES PLUMBING AND HEATING
ATLANTIC ELECTRONICS LTD
ATLANTIC MARKETING
ATLANTIC WOODWORKING
ATLAS PIZZA
AUTO CHOICE PARTS AND PAINTS
AUTO MAGIC
AUTO TRIM DESIGN
AVALON CONTROLS LTD
AVALON DENTAL
AVERY`S GAS BAR
AXIS CONSULTING INC.
B & D SUPERETTE
B S G ENTERPRISES LTD.
B.OTOOLE GENERAL CONTRACTING
BACKSIDE ACRES
BADCOCK`S MEAT MARKET
BAKER`S PLUMBING
BANBERRY HOUSE BED & BREAKFAST
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
BAR HAVEN LOUNGE
BARB’S CAFE AND BAKERY
BARTLETT`S IRVING
BASCILLICA OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST PARISH
BAY BULLS SEA KAYAKING TOURS
BAY BULLS TRADING CO. LTD.
BAY OF ISLANDS ELECTRICAL LTD
BAY ROBERTS UNITED CHURCH
BAYTONA RITEWAY & GAS BAR
BAYVIEW FARMS LTD.
BDI CANADA INC.
BEACHES BAR & GRILL
BEACHSIDE STORE
BEACON BED
BEACON PENTECOSTAL TABERNACLE
BEN DUFFETT PLUMBING
BENNETT LODGE
BEOTHUCK ULTRAMAR
BERDINA FORD
BERNICE`S PET BOUTIQUE
BEST DISPENSERS
BIDS
BIG BITE PIZZA
BILLARD`S TRUCKING RENTAL LTD
BISHOP WHITE SCHOOL
BLACK DUCK GARDEN
BLACKWOOD PRINTING
BLAGDON TILLEY @ CO
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BLAKES UPHOLSTERY
BLUE JAY PHOTO
BLUE MIST MOTEL &SKIPPER’S RESTAURANT
BLUEBIRD INVESTMENTS LTD
BLUEWATER AGENCIES
BLUNDEN`S ULTRAMAR
BMO NESBITT BURNS
BO PEEP NURSERY & DAY CARE CTR
BOATHOUSE RESTAURANT
BOB CLARKE
BOJO`S RESTAURANT
BOLD SIGNS LTD.
BOND`S STORE
BOTWOOD RECYCLING GREEN DEPOT
BOYD`S ULTRAMAR SELF SERVE
BRACE`S STORE
BRADBURRY, BUTT, BUSSY& ASSOC.
BREAKWATER BOOKS LTD.
BRIGHTON TOWN COUNCIL
BROCKLEHURST & COMPANY LTD.
BROOKFIELD/DAIRY GROUP
BROOKSIDE CONVENIENCE
BROTHERS FIVE FISHERIES
BROWN AND WAY SURVEYS
BROWN RABBIT CABINS
BRUSHETT`S AUTO REPAIRS
BUCYRUS
BUDGELL’S CONSTRUCTION LTD
BURDEN`S FOOD TOWN
BURFITTS T.V. & RADIO
BURKE REALTY
BURSEY SIGNS LTD.
BUTT`S SALES & SERVICE LTD.
BYRANT`S CLUB
BYRON G SHEPPARD SURVEYS
C & D TRANSPORT LIMITED
C & M CRAFTS N’ STUFF
C & N APPLIANCE PARTS & SERVICE
C & S PLOWMAN LTD.
C A W CANADA
C.A. HUBLEY LTD.
C.B. LUMBER LTD.
C.C. LOUGHLIN SCHOOL
CABOT ACADEMY
CABOT ELECTRONICS
CABOT ERIKSSON 1998 INC.
CABOT HIGHWAY CABINS
CADDRAFT

Internet Safety Quiz for Adults
1. Where is the best place to locate your 6. According to Online Victimization: A
family computer?
Report on the Nation's Youth, ©ˆ how
many children received a sexual
a. Child's bedroom
solicitation or approach over the
b. Family Room
Internet in a one-year period of time?
c. Home office in remote area of house

2. Which is the best example of how to
protect your children online?

a. 1 in 5 children
b. 1 in 100 children
c. 1 in 500 children

a. Post clear, simple, easy-to-read house rules
7. If you are not familiar with computers
on or near the monitor and supervise your
and the Internet you should
child's online activity.
b. Only allow your child to use the computer at a. Take a basic class to become familiar with
the public library or school.
them.
c. Do not allow your child to surf the Internet b. Sit down with your children to have them
without having a friend nearby.
show you web sites they visit and how they
navigate through the world wide web.
3. Your children are completely safe c. Both.

if they only
chatrooms.

visit

child-friendly

a. True
b. False

4. What should you do if your children tell
you that their online friend has asked
for their telephone number and wants
to meet them in person?
a. Take away their computer privileges.
b. Praise them for being honest with you about
this information and discuss with them the
reasons why it is unsafe for them to meet in
person with someone they have first met
online without your supervision.
c. Tell them that it's okay to meet their friend as
long as you know where they are going.

5. Of the choices below, which is the worst
screen name for a child?
a. katie_ny13
b. CuteLitlAngel
c. BlueEyes7642
www.rnca.ca

8. What should you do if you suspect
online "stalking" or sexual exploitation
of a child?
a. Ignore it, and hope that it goes away.
b. Report it to your local law-enforcement
agency and the CyberTipline.
c. Change Internet Service Providers.

9. If your children have their own
personal web page and ask you if they
can put their photographs on it, what
should you do?
a. Tell them that they can put their photograph
on the web page only if they promise to give
the web-site address to people they know.
b. Tell them that it is not safe to put photographs
on web sites.
Check Answers on page 123.
www.missingkids.com
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BusinessPatrons
CALVARY PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
CALVERY PENTECOSTAL TABERNACLE
CANADA POST
CANADIAN MANUFACTURERS & EXPORTS LTD
CANNING & PITT ASSOCIATES
CANPOLAR EAST INC.
CANTWELL HOUSE BED & BREAKFAST
CAPE BROYLE SEA PRODUCTS LTD
CAPITAL CATERING
CAPITOL VIDEO
CAPTAIN COOKS GALLEY
CAR - FIX (BALL HOLDINGS INC.)
CAROL BEAUTY BAR
CAROL COURTNEY
CAROL SPARKS
CAROLANN`S STYLING SALON
CAROLYN RALPH REALTY
CARPENTER`S CONVENIENCE VIDEO
CARRIAGE HOUSE INN
CASHIN’S RED & WHITE STORE
CATHY`S HAIR STUDIO
CATHY`S UNISEX
CBS HOUSE CLEANERS
CEDAR’S GENERAL STORE
CENTRAL SERVICE STATION LTD
CENTRAL TV LTD.
CENTRE TAXI
CHAFE`S AUTO SUPPLIES LTD.
CHANTELLE WEIR
CHARLIE NOSEWORTHY
CHATTER BOX PRE-SCHOOL AND DAYCARE CENTRE
CHC COMPOSITES
CHEEKS DISTRIBUTORS LTD
CHERRY LANE MANOR
CHILLY WILLYS
CHOW`S RESTAURANT
CHRISTINE`S CONFECTIONARY
CHRISTOPHER`S FINE QUALITY CLOTHING
CINDERELLA FASHIONS
CITY TIRE & AUTO
CLARA`S MINI MART
CLARENVILLE REALTY LTD
CLASSIC CUTS HAIRSTYLING
CLAUDE MARSH CONTRACTING
CLAUDINE`S BARBER SHOP
CLAYCO CONSTRUCTION LTD
CLEARVIEW FARMS
CLOVER FARMS
CLUB 63
COASTAL GLASS
COHEN`S HOME FURNITURE
COLINET ENTERPRISES LTD
COLLINS AMBULANCE SERVICE
COMMONWEALTH MEDICAL CLINIC
COMMUNITY CREDIT UNION
COMPASS LTD
COMPRO SERVICES LTD.
CONCEPT APPRAISALS LTD
CONDON`S HOMES INC.
CONGREGATION SISTERS OF MERCY
CONNIE`S CONVENIENCE STORE
CONNORS QUALITY MART
CONRAD FITZGERALD ACADEMY
CONSEIL SCOLAIRE FRANCOPHONE
CONSOLIDATED TECHNOLOGIES
CONSTANTINE CYLINDER HEAD SRV
CONVENT MARIA REGINA
CONVENT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
CONWAY FUNERAL HOME
CONWAY`S ULTRAMAR
COPY CANADA
CORMACK REALTY LTD.
CORNER MARKET
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CORNER POCKET BILLARD SERVICE
CORNING CABLE SYSTEMS
COTTLE`S ISLAND LUMBER CO. LTD.
COWHEAD SCHOOL COMPLEX
CRAFTERS ATTIC
CRANE SERVICES LTD.
CREATIVE KIDS
CROCKER`S COLLISION
CROSBIE ENGINEERING LTD
CROSSING DENTAL CLINIC
CROSSROADS BAR & GRILL
CROUCHERS TRUCKING
CULL`S ELECTRICAL INC
CUMBERLAND HOUSING CO-OP
CURLEW`S WELDING & MECHANICAL
CURTIS POWERWORKS INC
CUSTOM DRY CLEANERS & TAILOR
CUSTOM GLASS & ACRYLIC
CUTS AND CURLS
CYRIL & CLAUDETTE HAYDEN
D & L APPLIANCE SERVICES
D & L CONVENIENCE LTD
D & L FARMS
D & M SERVICES LTD
D & R BED & BREAKFAST
DEAL
D L HOUNSELL WHOLESALE LTD.
D N’ R MINI MART
D&J CONVENIENCE
DAPHNE TUCKER
DARLENE`S HAIR CARE
DARREN CONWAY
DAVE LEGGE
DAVE PURCHASE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
DAVE RIDEOUT ENTERPRISES
DAVID B BAIRD
DAVID BADRUDIN
DAVIS AUTOMOTIVE
DEALERS CHOICE AUTO NETWORK
DECKER STORE LTD.
DEER LAKE AUTOMOTIVE
DEER LAKE FLOWERS & GIFTS LTD
DEER LAKE IRVING BIG STOP
DEERING CARPENTRY SERVICES LTD.
DELIA PEWTER
DELOITTE & TOUCHE
DENISE`S HAIR DESIGNS
DENNIS EDGAR
DENVERS FINE FOODS LTD
DESIGN PLANNING SERVICES
DETECTION SYSTEMS LTD.
DIAMOND TAXI
DIANE`S CRAFTS & GIFTS
DIANNE`S BEAUTY SALON
DIOCESE OF WESTERN NFLD.
DISCOUNT BUSINESS SUPPLIES & SERVICE
DJ`S SALVAGE
DOCKSIDE MOTEL
DOGS DIVINE
DON`S DRIVING SCHOOL
DON`S UNISEX SALON
DONNA O`QUINN
DOROTHY`S PROF. HAIR STYLING
DORSET COLLEGIATE
DORSET COUNTRY INN
DOYLE`S OLDER WOOD FURNITURE
DOYLES RESTAURANT & GAS BAR
DR D MITHANI
DR GEORGE COLBOURNE
DR PAUL HISCOCK
DR ROBERT F QUIGLEY
DR SANDRA J TAYLOR OPTOMETRIST
DR. S. SAHA
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DR. A. ABDEL-RAZEK
DR. A. HAMED
DR. A.R. COOPER, CHIEF OF PAEDIATRICS
DR. ABDELLA HANNA
DR. ANNE WILLIAMS
DR. B. L. BOWDEN
DR. B. R. POLLETT
DR. C. HEUGHAN
DR. C. HUTTON.
DR. C. NEVILLE SMITH
DR. C.U. HENDERSON
DR. CHRSTOPHER HEALEY
DR. D. MACDONALD
DR. D. W. INGRAM
DR. DAVID S. ARTISS
DR. DETLEF BIEGER
DR. DONALD S. BUELL
DR. DONALD VANCE
DR. DOUGLAS J. EATON
DR. DOUGLAS TAYLOR
DR. E. EASTON
DR. EDMUND COLLINS
DR. FUNG LEUNG
DR. G. W. BATTCOCK
DR. GARY BUTLER
DR. GEORGE COLBOURNE
DR. GEORGE PENDLETON
DR. GLENN CRANE
DR. GREEN
DR. GREG O`BRIEN
DR. GREGORY RUSSELL
DR. H EL-TA-HAN
DR. H. MARZOUK
DR. HAROLD WILLIAMS
DR. IAN HENDERSON, OPTOMETRIST
DR. IAN MCDERMOTT
DR. IAN RUSTED
DR. IGOR KRIZAN
DR. J J O`DEA
DR. J. C. JACOB
DR. J. M MAGUIRE
DR. JACOB VAN GELDER
DR. JAMES F. SEVIOUR
DR. JAMES HANLEY
DR. JEAN FINNEY-CRAWLEY
DR. JEFFREY HISCOCK
DR. JEREMY HILLYARD
DR. JOE CURTIS
DR. JOE GAMBA
DR. JOSEPH TUMILTY
DR. JUANITO BATISTA
DR. KEITH NOBLE
DR. KELLY HICKS
DR. KEN BARTER
DR. KEVIN MELVIN
DR. MACDONALD
DR. MAMMEM CHERIAN
DR. MICHAEL NEWTON
DR. MORITZ
DR. NEBOJS DENIC
DR. NIZAR LADHA
DR. NOEL MURPHY
DR. P. LOCKWOOD
DR. PADDI REDDY
DR. PAT PARFREY
DR. PETER HARRIS
DR. PHYLLIS JOHNSON
DR. PIOTR WACLAWEK
DR. R. J. BRAKE
DR. R. J. SIMMS
DR. RALPH BUTLER
DR. ROBERT H. DEANE
DR. ROBERT HUXTER

Internet Safety Quiz for Kids
1. As I travel through "Cyberspace,"
information I should never give out
to someone I meet online is ...

4. If someone is on my E-mail "buddy
list," "friend list," or "contact list"
and I only know that person online,
he or she is ...

a. the names of my favorite
books and movies.
b. my real name, address,
telephone number, the
school I attend, or my
photograph.
c. the name of my pet.

a. my friend and someone I
can trust.
b. the person he or she
claims to be.
c. someone I should be
cautious about, because I
don't know him or her well.

2. If someone sends
me an inappropriate
message/material, I
should ...
a. never reply to these messages and tell my
parents, so that they can notify our online
service provider.
b. keep it a secret.
c. reply to the message and ask the sender to
stop sending me messages.

3. If someone I meet online asks me to
keep a secret from my parents I
should ...
a. keep the secret because they are my
"cyber friend."
b. tell all of my friends, because it's hard for
me to keep a secret.
c. tell my parents, because no one should
ever ask me to keep secrets from my
parents.
www.rnca.ca

5. As I travel through
"Cyberspace," I should never ...
a. take a break and have a snack.
b. use the Internet to help me with my
homework.
c. agree to meet someone in person who I
have met online.

6. The "CyberTipline" is ...
a. a cool, new video game.
b. my online source to report child-sexual
exploitation.
c. a web site where I can find information
about UFO's.
Check Answers on
page 123.
www.missingkids.com
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BusinessPatrons
DR. ROBERT MACDONALD
DR. RUFUS DOMINIC
DR. S. M. BRIDGER
DR. S. MOOKERJEA
DR. SHARON PETERS
DR. STUART C. BROWN
DR. SURENDER MANHAS
DR. T. B. O`DWYER
DR. T. R. PATEL
DR. T.C. FARRELL
DR. THOMAS DUNNE
DR. THOMAS MCGARRY
DR. TILLER
DR. TOM DANIELS
DR. V.H. CONWAY, M.D. F.R.C.S.
DR. W. A. FELIX
DR. W. ARSENAULT
DR. W. HENEGHAN
DRAFTING & APPRAISAL SEVS. LTD
DUFFY & ASSOCIATES
E & E DRIVE-IN
E & M BOOKKEEPING LTD
E W GALE LTD
E. & E. FISHERIES
E.L. BUGDEN LTD.
EARL`S VIDEO & CONVENIENCE
EARLE INDUSTRIES LTD.
EASON`S MEATS & LIVESTOCK
EASON`S PERSONAL CARE HOME
EASTERN BUS LINES CO. LTD.
EASTERN CONTRACTING LTD.
EASTPORT AUTO SALES & SRVS.
EASTPORT CONSUMERS CO OP LTD
EASY STREET PUB
ECOLE NOTRE DAME DU CAPE
ECOLE ST. ANN`S
ECONOMY PRINTING LTD
EDGAR MARSH TAXI
EDWARD COLLINS CONTRACTING LTD.
EDWARD L. CARTER CO. LTD.
EL GRECO
ELAINE`S B & B BY THE SEA
ELAINE`S GROCERY & HARDWARE INC.
ELEGANT TOUCH
ELIZABETH BUTLER
ELIZABETH MURPHY INT. DESIGN
ENCON CONSTRUCTION MGMT.
EPIPHANY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ERIC BURRY
EUROPEAN FURNITURE LTD
EVANGEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
EVERCLEAN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
EXPLOITS DESIGN MANUFACTURER
EXPLOITS MANOR PERSONAL CARE HOME
EXPLOITS SALVAGE, DEMOLITION
EXPLORE & DISCOVER PRE SCHOOL
F J WADDEN & SONS
F Y R AUTO
F.G.P. INVESTMENTS LTD.
FABRIC BOUTIQUE
FABULOUS FOODS LTD
FAITH PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
FAMILY CONVENIENCE
FAMILY THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
FASTLANE EXPRESS
FATHER FRANK PUDDISTER
FATHER W.J. BROWNE
FDS ASSOCIATES LTD.
FELSBERG ENT.
FFAW LOCAL MARYSTOWN
FIRST CHOICE FLOWERS
FIRST CHOICE MOBILE WASH
FIRST CHOICE VISION CENTRE
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FIRST CLASS SERVICES LTD.
FISHERMAN`S MANAGEMENT SERVICES
FITZ`S COLD BEER
FITZGERALD TAXI
FLICKERS BAR AND GRILL
FLOWER HILL GROCERY
FONTAINE MART LTD
FOOTE TAXI 1995 INC.
FORD`S ACCOUNTING SERVICES
FOREST POND TRUCKING LTD.
FORRESTER`S POINT SEAFOODS LTD.
FOR-SHORE MASSAGE THERAPY
FORTUNE VIDEO
FRANCES LITTLE FRIENDS DAYCARE
FRANK`S AUTO REPAIRS
FRANK`S AUTOBODY
FRED CARTER`S STORE
FRED WELLS LUMBER
FREDERICK C. NOEL
FREEMAN RUSSELL & SONS LTD.
FRENCH SHORE INN
FRONTIER ENTERPRISES
FROST & GREEN AUTOBODY REPAIR
FUDGE`S RESTAURANT
FUSION SERVICES
FUTURE VIDEO 2002 INC.
G M FITZGERALD SURVEYS LTD
G&H REPAIR
G. PELLEY LTD.
G.G.D. ELECTRICAL INC.
GAFFER`S GOURMET INN BISTRO
GALLERY PHARMACY
GAMBO DRUGS
GANDER ACADEMY
GANDER CAR CARE
GARDENER EQUIPMENT RENTALS
GARY CAMP
GATEWAY RESIDENCE
GATEWAY SENIOR CITIZENS CLUB
GENE`S AUTO
GENE`S AUTO BODY
GENEVIEVE M. DAWSON
GENTLEMAN`S CHOICE & LADIES
HAIRSTYLES
GEORGE ROBERTS CEMENT
GERALD MILLER CONTRACTING
GERALD`S MACHINE SHOP LTD.
GERARD`S MUFFLER & BRAKE SHOP
GILLAM`S LOGGING
GILLETT`S MOTEL LTD.
GILLYD PET & HOME CARE
GLAD TIDINGS PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
GLEN`S REFRIGERATION LTD.
GLENDA`S HAIR FASHIONS
GLOBAL BENEFIT PLAN
GLORIA`S BED & BREAKFAST
GLOVER FARMS
GLOVERTOWN PHARMACY LTD
GOLDEN ARM PARK INC.
GOLDEN SANDS CABINS & RESORT
GOOBIE`S SALES AND SERVICE
GOODHOUSE LOTTO
GORDON & SILVER
GOUGH BROTHERS
GRANDY`S RIVER COLLEGIATE
GRANT MOTORS LTD AUTO BODY
GRANT THORNTON
GREELEY`S PAINTING LTD
GREEN BAY WHOLESALERS LTD
GREEN SEAFOODS LTD
GREG SUTHERLAND
GREGORY D WHITE C.A
GREY RIVER LODGE LTD.
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GROS MORNE CABINS LTD.
GROS MORNE RESORT
GUY J. BAILEY LTD.
H & F ELECTRICAL
H & P LOUNGE
H & R MECHANICAL SUPPLIES LTD.
H MURPHY CONVENIENCE STORE
HAIR TODAY
HAIRWAY 410
HAMILTON CONVENIENCE
HAMILTON`S GROCERY
HAMPTON VENTURERS
HANCOCK`S FOODLAND
HANN -BILT CONTRACTING LTD
HARBOUR AUTHORITY OF WESLEYVILLE
HARBOUR MILLE GROCERY & CONV.
HARBOUR SEAFOODS LTD
HARBOURVIEW BED & BREAKFAST
HARDWOODS
HARMON SERVICE CENTRE
HARRIE LAKE SHOPPING CENTER
HAVA JAVA
HAWBOLDT NFLD. LTD.
HAYWARD PORTER TRUCKING LTD
HAZEL`S HAIR AFFAIR
HAZEL`S HAIR DESIGN
HEADWAY HAIRSTYLING LTD.
HEATHER MORONEY
HENNESSEY`S GUEST HOME
HERITAGE ACADEMY
HIGDON`S COURIER
HIGHLAND BUSINESS CTR.
HIGH-TIDE ENTERPRISES
HILLIARD`S PERSONAL CARE HOME
HILLIER`S ESSO SERVICE
HILLIER`S GARAGE
HILLSIDE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
HILLVIEW GROCERY
HISCOCK`S 10 TO 10
HISCOCK`S DRIVE IN
HOLLOWAY`S GENERAL STORE
HOLY FAMILY PARISH
HOLY REDEEMER PARISH
HOLYROOD MEDICAL CLINIC
HOME HARDWARE LTD.
HOME TASTE BREWING
HOOK & LINE LOUNGE
HORWOODS
HOUSE L OF ASHER
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE REPAIR
HOWLEY TOURIST LODGE
HULAN COTTAGES
HUMBER VALLEY BAKERY
HUMBERS GARAGE
HUMPTY DUMPTY DAY CARE
HUNT`S DISTRIBUTING
HUXTER`S BED & BREAKFAST
IBEW
ICON SIGNS
IDA`S SENIOR HOME
IGA
IMPERIAL PAVING EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT
INTER CITY EQUIP LEASING LTD.
INTERFACE HAIRSTYLING
IONEX LTD
IRENE`S VARIETY STORE
IRISH LOOP DRIVE RESTAURANT
ISLAND INK JET
J & D CONVENIENCE
J & T CONSTRUCTION
J & T ELECTRONICS
J & W POWER`S SERVICE STATION
J C CONSULTING LTD.

Internet Safety Quiz - Answers
Internet Safety Quiz for Adults
1. ANSWER: B. The safest location for the computer is in a room
where there is sufficient adult supervision.
2. ANSWER: A. Posting clear, simple, easy-to-read house rules is an
excellent way to set boundaries for your child's Internet use. The rules
can be signed by you and your child and should be periodically
reviewed. Visit www.NetSmartz.org for examples of rules. At this site
you can also find safety tips and definitions to help you better
understand the many different areas of the world wide web. Remember
that nothing beats your supervision of and attention to what your
children do while online.
3. ANSWER: B. Although it is recommended that your child only visit
child-friendly sites, realize that anyone can access these sites. Child
predators have been known to entice children in child-oriented
chatrooms. Nothing can replace your supervision.
4. ANSWER: B. Rewarding your child for being forthcoming with
information is an excellent way to keep the lines of communication
between you open. Furthermore, your acceptance and praise of this may
encourage them to report incidents to you in the future. You should
remind your child not to give out personal information or meet anyone
in person without your prior knowledge and consent. If you want to
consider a meeting, ask to talk to the other child's parents. If you agree
to the meeting, accompany your child and meet with the other child and
his or her parents in a public place.
5. ANSWER: A. Internet predators often use screen names to select
their potential targets. A screen name should never reveal any
identifying information about a child especially things like a name, age,
location, year of birth, school name, and year of graduation.
6. ANSWER: A. David Finkelhor, Kimberly J. Mitchell, and Janis
Wolak. Online Victimization: A Report on the Nation's Youth.
Alexandria, Virginia: National Center for Missing & Exploited
Children, 2000, page ix.
7. ANSWER: C. Taking a class is an excellent way to begin to learn
about the Internet. Check your local adult community education
schedules or with computer retailers for suggested classes. There are
also many excellent books available on computers and the Internet that
you could either check out from your local library or purchase.
Furthermore, sitting down with your children at the computer is not
only an excellent way to learn, it is also a great way to connect with
them. This can be a pleasurable experience for both you and your
children.
8. ANSWER: B. Immediately report the information to local law
enforcement and the CyberTipline at www.cybertipline.com or
1-800-843-5678. The Federal Bureau of Investigation recommends - if
your child or anyone in your household has received child
pornography, your child has been sexually solicited by someone who
knows that your child is younger than 18, or your child has received
sexually explicit images from someone who knows your child is
younger than 18 - that you keep the computer turned off in order to
preserve any evidence for future law enforcement use. Unless
directed to do so by law enforcement, you should not attempt to copy
any of the images and/or text found on the computer.
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9. ANSWER: B. Remember that anyone in the world can access a web
page. It is not recommended to put any personal information on the
Internet such as information that may be used by online predators to
identify children as targets for molestation. Publishing a child's
photograph on any web site can be a risk. If your child has a
personal web page, NetSmartz recommends against posting the child's
photograph on the page. If your child is a member of a group with a
web site, photographs of children published online should not be
accompanied with identifying information. Group shots are preferable
to individual pictures. The group may be identified as "Members of the
basketball team." Remember, even a first name can be a tool that
empowers those who use the Internet to identify and stalk children.
Also many schools are now posting individual information about
students in Internet yearbooks. Check with your child's school to
determine their policy about posting information online.

Internet Safety Quiz for Kids
1. ANSWER: B. I should always remember never to give out
personal information in E-mails or to web sites, even if they're
offering free merchandise, without checking with my parents first.
I should also let my parents know about anything unusual or
inappropriate that I discover while I'm online.
2. ANSWER: A. I need to let my parents know right away if I get
messages that make me feel frightened or confused, so that they can let
our online service provider know. I will not respond to these
messages, and it isn't my fault if I get a message like that.
3.ANSWER: C. No one I meet online should ask me to keep secrets or
do things that I wouldn't ordinarily do. It's easy to be anonymous
online, and that's why I need to let my parents know who my "cyber
friends" are.
4. ANSWER: C. Just because people say they're my buddy, doesn't
mean that they are. I should also be careful not to use screen names that
give out personal information about me, because that may make it
easier for someone to pretend to be my friend.
5. ANSWER: C. I should always tell my parents if anything bothers me
about someone I meet online or if someone is asking for
information about me. I should let my parents know if I am confused
about how the information is going to be used, so that they can
contact our online service provider.
I should always tell my parents if someone I meet online wants to meet
me in person, and I should NEVER agree to meet someone in person
who I have met online.
6.ANSWER: B. I can report anything that is threatening or involves
child pornography to the CyberTipline by visiting their web site at
www.cybertipline.com or by calling 1-800-843-5678. They will ask
questions about what happened and give my parents and me
information about people
who can help me.
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BusinessPatrons
J G MOTORS LTD
J N AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY LTD.
J. COLLIER CONST. CO. LTD.
J. PAUL SNOW, C.A.
J. PERRIER
J.C. ERHARDT SCHOOL
J.T. MARTIN & SONS LTD.
JACK BYRNE M H A
JACK`S AUTO REPAIRS
JACKIE`S RESTAURANT & TAKEOUT
JADE GARDEN RESTAURANT
JAMES G. REID & SONS
JAMES HARRIS
JAMES MAHAR LTD.
JAMES RANDELL & SONS
JAMES RICE
JAMIESON SHEET METAL LTD
JC VARIETY STORE
JENKINS POWER SHEET METAL
JEWELLERY PLUS
JIM HUNT TAXI
JOAN MACNEILL SEWING MACHINE SALES
JOHN F. POWER CONSTRUCTION
JOHN HOWARD SOCIETY HOME FOR YOUTH
JOHN MANUEL
JOHN WATKINS ACADEMY
JOHNNY`S GROCERY
JOHNSON AMUSEMENTS
JUANITA LESTER
JUDY TULK
JUDY`S GENERAL STORE
JUNE`S UNISEX HAIR SALON
JUST FOR MEN
JUST NEW RELEASES
K & D GROCERY LTD.
K & P ENTERPRISES
K & T CRAFTS SUPPLIES
K AND M ENTERPRISES
K. B. TRANSPORT LTD.
K. ROY SMITH ENTERPRISES
KAREN TREMBLETT
KARENS UNISEX
KAVANAGH & ASSOC.
KAVANAGH`S CONSTRUCTION LIMITED
KAVANAGH`S FISH & CHIPS
KEARNEY`S VARIETY II
KEEP KOOL REFRIG. & AIR COND.
KEITH COOMBS
KELLIE`S RESTAURANT
KELLIGEWS DENTAL CLINIC
KELLIGREWS MASSAGE
KELLIGREWS MEDICAL CLINIC
KELLY`S ISLAND ANTIQUES
KELLY`S PERSONAL CARE HOME
KELLY`S STORE
KELLYS CONVENIENCE
KELLY’S CORNER
KELWAY`S PHARMACY LTD.
KEN DILLON’S AUTO BODY
KENDELL`S AUTO
KENMOUNT AUTO BODY LTD
KEVIN NOEL INSURANCE SRVS.
KINGS LOBA 1410
KINSELLA LANDSCAPING
KITCHEN PLUS LTD.
KLIP N` KURL
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS MONSIGNOR FINN COUCIL
KOOL RITE LTD.
KOUNTRY KORNER FOODS
KYLE`S LANDING
L & C CONSTRUCTION LTD.
L N G BUSINESS ADVISORS INC.
L P PURCHASE ACADEMY
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LABRADOR GLASS & ALUMINUM
LABRADOR INUIT HEALTH COMM.
LABRADOR STRAITS ARENA
LAHEY`S TAXI
LAKEVIEW INN
LANDMARK MANAGEMENT LTD
LARKHAMS STORE
LARRY SQUIRES SURVEYS LTD.
LATENITE VIDEO
LAURENTIDE ATLANTIC
LAWLOR`S CYCLE & RECREATION LTD.
LAWN & WEED EXPERTS LTD.
LAWRENCE GLASS & ALUMINUM
LEAPS & BOUNDS DAY CARE CTR. LTD.
LEMOINE`S SCHOOL HAIR DESIGN
LEO`S GENERAL STORE
LEO`S RESTAURANT & TAKE OUT
LEVI C TEMPLE STORE
LEWISPORTE ACADEMY
LEWISPORTE SAVE EASY
LIDSTONE`S IRVING
LIFESTYLE WELLNESS COACHING
LIGHT UP PORTABLE SIGNS
LIGHTHOUSE RESTAURANT
LINDA`S HAIR STYLING BOUTIQUE
LIONS CLUB
LITTLE DARLINGS DAYCARE
LIVING FAITH PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
LODER`S IRVING
LONG HARBOUR DEVELOPMENT CORP.
LONG RIDGE COTTAGES
LORNA ROBERTS INS. AGENCY LTD.
LORRAINE`S BEAUTY SALON
LOURDES SUPERETTE
LUCY BOSCH
LUSH LTD.
LYALL ENTERPRETER TRANSLATOR
LYNDA`S HOME COOKING
LYNK AUTO PRODUCTS INC.
M & B AUTO CRAFTS
M & G AUTOMOTIVE
M & M PRE PAK SALES LTD
M & R AUTOMOTIVE
M & R VARIETY
M & S AUTO SERVICE LTD
M D MANAGEMENT
MADELINE FLORENT
MADI’S PIZZERIA LTD.
MAE`S VARIETY
MAGNET SIGNS AVALON
MAIL BOXES ETC.
MAIN STREET SEWING
MAINLAND GAS BAR
MAJOR LOGGING LTD.
MAJOR`S PATH AUTOMOTIVE
MANUEL`S TRUCKING LTD.
MARCH`S ENTERPRISES
MARCUS CONTRACTING LTD.
MARIA REGINA PARISH
MARINE & LAND BUILDERS LTD
MARITIME RECYCLING NFLD. LTD.
MARK 1 SALES LTD
MARK OF ELEGANCE
MARLENE BAYERS
MARSH`S SNACK BAR
MARTHA PEDDL
MARTIN HAMMOND WELLS
MARTIN`S CABINS
MARTIN`S FLOWERS
MARTINEAU CONTRACTING
MARY`S GROCETERIA
MARYSTOWN ESSO
MASTER`S TRUCKING
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MASTERPIECE FRAMING
MATT`S AUTO SERVICE
MATTHEWS ELECTRICAL SRV LTD
MATTHEWS TAXI
MATTHEWS UPHOLSTERY
MAX DUFFETT AND SONS
MCGINNIS COOPER
MCGRATH MANOR
MCINNIS COOPER
MEGHA HOLDINGS LTD.
MELVIN`S ATV PARTS & ACCESSORIES LTD
MEMORIAL CENTER
MERRYMEETING LAUDROMAT LTD.
METAL SPECIALTY LTD
MICHEAL RABINOWITZ
MICHEL`S BAKERY LTD.
MICROPLAY VIDEO GAMES
MIDLAND CONSTRUCTION
MIDTOWN GROCETERIA
MIDTOWN LAUNDRY
MIDTOWN VARIETY STORE
MIDWAY IRVING
MIKAN INC.
MIKE HANDRIGAN OIL LTD
MILLER MECHANICAL
MILLER’S SUPERMARKET
MILLS & GALLANT
MILLS, HUSSEY & PITTMAN
MITCH`S LOUNGE
MOBILE 01 METAL PRESS INC.
MODERN HAIR CARE
MONA`S PLACE
MONROE HOUSE
MONTSHIP INC
MORETON`S HARBOUR MUSEUM
MOREY`S STORE
MORGAN`S MUSIC
MORRIS FOODS LTD.
MOUNTAIN VIEW GROCERY TAKE OUT
MR. ALLEN SHEPPARD
MR. CARL MAJOR
MR. CLARENCE EDDY
MR. CYRIL GRANT
MR. FRANK GALGAY/ WARD 2 COUNCILOR
MR. GEORGE Y. MILLER
MR. GERALD MEWS
MR. JACK ROSE
MR. LLOYD KELLY
MR. PETER QUINLAN
MR. ROBERT MURPHY
MR. STEWART KING
MR.JIM`S PIZZA
MRS FISHER
MRS. BLUNDELL
MRS. ENID CULLUM
MRS. LINDA BUCKLE
MRS. MURPHY`S COUNTRY STORE
MS. ANNE MACKEY
MS. B. NIGHTINGALE
MS. CAROL HANN
MS. CLARA GALE
MS. JUANITA OSBOURNE
MS. RUBY CHAPMAN
MS. WAVEY ELLSWORTH
MT. PEARL CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
MULLETT`S CONTRACTING & BUILDING SUPPLIES
MURPH`S CUSTOM FURNITURE
MURPHY`S UPHOLSTERY
MUSGRAVETOWN FIX & RENT
MVP RECYCLING
MYLE`S GROCETERIA
MYRT`S STORE
N S B OFF SHORE INC.

BusinessPatrons
N. JOHNSON LTD.
NAN & POP RESTAURANT
NAPE LOCAL 7701
NATURAL TOUCH UNISEX SALON
NEEDS, HOLYROOD
NEIL BUTLER SIGNS 1ST
NELLIE`S FASHIONS LTD.
NEVILLE J KEAN
NEVILLE`S TRUCKING
NEW DIMENSIONS
NEW LAURIER LOUNGE
NEW PRODUCT SALES
NEWELL`S ENTERPRISES
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR CREDIT UNION
NEWISLAND RESOURCES
NEWSULT LTD.
NFLD & LABRADOR NURSES UNION
NFLD MARINE SAFETY SYSTEMS
NFLD. ADVENTURES LTD.
NFLD. BRAIN INJURY ASSOCIATION
NINE TO NINE MINI MART
NIP`S TRUCKING
NITA`S UNISEX
NOBLE`S GAS BAR & CONVENIENCE
NORFAR AGENCY LTD.
NORMAN WICKS
NORRIS ARM MINI MART
NORTH SHORE ROOFING LTD.
NORTHERN AUTO BODY SHOP LTD
NORTHRIDGE DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
NORTHWEST BED AND BREAKFAST
NOVUS WINDSHIELD REPAIR
O/L ENTERPRISES INC.
O`KEEFE TECHNOLOGY INC.O.T.I. TELECOM
OCEANVIEW MOTEL
OLD MILL LANES
OLIVER`S
OTIS GILLINGHAM & SONS LTD.
OUR LADY FATIMA PARISH
OVERHEAD DOOR NFLD. LTD.
OWEN GRIMES REALTY (2000) INC.
P & D HARDWARE
P & P FOOD MART LTD
P K`S TAKE OUT & DINING ROOM
P W JEWELLERY SERVICES
PARADISE BAKERY
PARADISE ESSO
PARROTT`S HEARING CLINIC INC.
PARSON`S ULTRAMAR
PARSONS BROTHERS ELECTRICAL LTD.
PASTOR CECIL YOUNG
PASTOR ELISHA POPE
PASTOR ERIC INGS
PASTOR FRED ROBERTS
PASTOR GRANT CASSELL
PASTOR J.H. WELSH
PASTOR RALPH SACREY
PASTOR ROBERT HANN
PASTOR ROY KING
PASTOR W G BURTON
PAT`S PLACE
PATEY`S GROCERY
PATHSIDE GROCERY & CONVENIENCE
PATRICK COMERFORD HOLDINGS LTD
PEGGY`S HAIR DESIGN AND TANNING
PENNEY`S CONVENIENCE STORE
PENNEY`S ENTERPRISE
PENNEY`S SUPRETTE
PENNY PINCHER 2003
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
PERRY MAINTENANCE
PETALS & POSIES
PETER BYRNE METO
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PETER MACDONALD PRODUCTIONS
PETER PAN SALES
PETER R. ROBERTS LTD.
PETER`S PIZZA & CHINESE FOOD
PETS DAY OUT
PETTY HARBOUR CONVENIENCE AND GIFT SHOP
PEYTON`S PINS
PHILL`S AUTO REPAIRS
PHILLIPS ULTRAMAR
PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICES
PIK FAST EXPRESS INC.
PIKE`S FOODTOWN
PIKE`S PRO HARDWARE
PIKE`S SERVICE STATION
PILGRIM`S VARIETY STORE
PINE RIVER CONSTRUCTION
PINSENT`S ARM SCHOOL
PIONEER ENTERPRISES LTD.
PISTOLET BAY SCHOOL
PITTMAN ENTERPRISES
PITTMAN`S RESTAURANT
PLUM POINT MOTEL LTD.
POINT LEAMINGTON ACADEMY
PONDVIEW FARM
PORT ANSON GENERAL STORE
PORT AUX BASQUE SAVE EASY
PORT HOPE SIMPSON CRAFTS
PORT LOUNGE
POS CENTRAL INC.
POSEIDON MARINE CONSULTANTS
POWELL`S STORE
POWER AND ASSOCIATES
POWER`S TIRE & GLASS SUPPLIES
POWER`S TRUCKING
PRECISION COMPUTER SERVICES
PRESCOTT CONVENIENCE
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
PRESENTATION CONGREGATION ST. PATRICK`S
PRESSURE KLEEN INC.
PROFESSIONAL TIRE LTD.
PROP SHOP
PRO-VENT LTD.
PUB LOUNGE
PUB LOUNGE
PUBLIC SERVICE ALLIANCE OF CANADA
PUP N’SUDS
QUALITY BRAND MEATS
QUALITY PLUS INC.
QUAY ENT.
R & R REALTY CHECK
R & R SUPERETTE AND GINA’S PUB
R E GOODLAND
R P HUNT SURVEYS
R. H. SPURRELL ROOFING
R.C. DIOCESE OF GRAND FALLS
R.P. NOSEWORTHY
R.P.M. REBUILT PUMPS
R.S. KING
RAINBOW CONSTRUCTION
RALPH PETTEN
RANDOM DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
RANDOM ISLAND CHARTER BOATS
RANDOM UPHOLSTERY
RAYMOND AUCOIN STORE
RECREATIONAL PARTS & ACCESSORIES
REDLINE MOVING & STORAGE
REID BROS. LTD PAINT & PLASTER
REID`S FABRIC & CRAFTS
REMOTE ACCESS TECHNOLOGY
RENTER BYE NFLD LTD
RESTAURANT 99
REV CLAYTON PARSONS
REV JAMES MILLER
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REV MERCER
REV MORLEY BOUTCHER
REV WILLIAM BOWERING
REV. CAROL DALEY
REV. CLARENCE SELLARS
REV. FRED PARROTT
REV. GEORGE M. SAUNDERS
REV. JACOB ROGERS
REV. JAMES REID
REV. JOAN COLES
REV. JOAN SHORT
REV. MUNDEN WAYE
REV. P. JILL CURD
REV. T. C. RODGERS
REV. VERONICA BRETT WILLIAMS
REV. WALTER HAMMOND
REV. WILLAIM REYNOLDS
REVEREND KATHY BRETT
RICE’S GROCERY
RICHARD FELSBERG
RICK`S RELIABLE AUTO PARTS
RIDEOUT CARRIERS INC.
RIDEOUT TOOL & MACHINE INC.
RIDEOUT`S BODY SHOP
RIFFS LMT.
RINK RAT PRODUCTIONS
RITA HAGAN
RIVERSIDE MINI MART
RJS TERMINALS
ROBERT CANDOW PLASTERING & PAINTING
ROBERTS ARM MOTEL
ROBERTS IRVING
ROCK CONSTRUCTION
RODEAN TRUCKING
ROGER KELSEY CAR SALES
ROMAN HALITZKI ARCHITECTURE
ROPEWALK TAILORING
ROSE ANNE`S HAIR DESIGNS
ROSEANN`S HAIRSTYLING
ROSEANNE PAUL HAIRSTYLING
ROSEDALE MANOR
ROULE`S CARPENTRY AND UPHOLSTERY
ROXANNE`S HAIR STYLING
ROY”S TV
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION BRANCH 13
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION BRANCH 11
ROYAL LEPAGE
RSC GROCERY LTD.
RUDY’S RESTAURANT & GAS BAR
RUMBOLT`S GENERAL STORE
RUSSELL`S CONVENIENCE
RUTH FLOWERS
RYAN PREMISES NATIONAL HISTORIAL
RYCO FINANCIAL
S & R VARIETY
S & S CONVENIENCE
S&S AUTO SALES
SACRED HEART PARISH
SACREY`S AUTO
SACREY`S USED CARS
SAINTS JOHN FISHER & THOMAS MOORE SCHOOL
SALTWATER CHARM
SALVATION ARMY CITADEL
SAN CAN FISHERIES LTD.
SANDY COVE BEACH COTTAGES
SAPUTO FOODS LTD
SEABREEZE B & B & R.V. PARK
SEABREEZE LOUNGE
SEACOM CONSULTING
SEAGULL LOUNGE
SEAL COVE GROCERY
SEALAND MARINE ELECTRONIC SYS.
SEASIDE RESTAURANT

BusinessPatrons
SENIOR CITIZENS FEDERATION
SERENITY FUNERAL HOMES
SEWING WORLD INC
SHARON`S NOOK
SHARPE`S GARAGE
SHEAR EFFECTS SALON
SHEARS BUS SERVICE LTD
SHEARS HOUSE BED & BREAKFAST
SHEARSTOWN LIONS CLUB
SHEILA GILLETT ENTERPRISES INC.
SHEILA`S VARIETY
SHEPPARD DISTRIBUTORS LTD.
SHEPPARD`S VARIETY
SHEPPARDS STORE
SHIRLEY`S HAVEN
SHORELINE OFF LOADING LTD.
SHORT ATLANTIC INC.
SILVER SCISSORS UNISEX SALON
SILVER THREAD
SIMPLY BOOKKEEPING
SIMPLY NAILS
SISTERS OF MERCY GENERALATE
SKIFFINGTON AGENCIES LTD.
SLADE`S B & E
SMALL`S BARBER SHOP
SMALL`S STORE
SMART HOMES SECURITY
SMITH`S AMBULANCE SERVICES
SMITH`S FOOD TOWN
SMITH`S TAKE OUT
SNOOK’S TAXI GASKIERS
SNOW`S CARPENTRY & KITCHEN
SPEEDY MUFFLER KING
SPENCER`S FUNERAL HOME
SPENCER`S LEE TAXI & PARCEL EX
SPIRIT OF NFLD. PRODUCTIONS
SPRACKLIN ENTERPRISES
SPRUCE GROVE COTTAGES
SQUIRES SERVICE STATION & FUNERAL HOME
ST EDWARD`S PARISH
ST GABRIEL`S ALL GRADES SCHOOL
ST MARY`S CHURCH
ST MARY`S SCHOOL
ST MICHAEL`S SCHOOL
ST THERESA`S ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ST. BARBE SERVICE STATION LTD.
ST. COLUMCILLE PARISH
ST. JAMES UNITED CHURCH
ST. JOHN`S NATIVE FRIENDSHIP CENTER
ST. KEVIN`S PARISH
ST. MARKS CHURCH
ST. MICHEALS PARISH
ST. PATRICK`S PARISH
STACEY`S FUNERAL HOME & CREMATORIUM LTD
STACEY’S AUTO REPAIR
STAR VARIETY
STARLITE ELECTRIC LTD.
STARS STORE LTD.
STARTING MOTOR EXCHANGE LTD
STEADY GAS BAR LTD.
STELLA MARIS ACADEMY
STEPHENVILLE TRUCK CTR 1991 LT
STOKES GROCERY STORE
STONEVILLE GARAGE
STONEVILLE LOCAL SERVICE DISTRICT
STRAIGHT SHORE LOUNGE
STRAND
STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS INC.
SUGAR HILL INN
SUMMERFORD PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
SUMMERVILLE FISHERIES LTD.
SUN MICROSYSTEMS
SUNBURST FARM LTD
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SUNSET MANOR
SUNSHINE ROOFING
SUPERIOR CLEANERS
SUPREME FIELD SERVICE CENTRE
SWEET ENTERPRISES LTD.
SWIFT CURRENT ACADEMY
SYLVIA`S TREASURE CHEST
T & D ENTERPRISES
T & D LOCK LIMITED
T & R HOLDINGS
T C SERVICES
TWL
T.J. MCDONALD ACHVMNT. HOME
T.L.C. NURSING HOME CARE SERVICES LTD.
T`N`T TRUCK
TABLELAND BED & BREAKFAST
TERRY DALTON
THE BOOK CLOSET
THE BOOK WORM
THE CARPET FACTORY
THE CHERYLTON
THE CLEAN TEAM
THE COMFORT SPECIALIST
THE CORNERSTOP
THE ELECTRONIC CENTRE
THE EWING GALLERY
THE EXTREME PITA
THE HAIR HUT
THE HAIR LINE
THE HAIR SHOPPE
THE HAIR TEAM
THE HAVEN INN
THE JUNCTION INN
THE LAW OFFICE OF GORDON W. SEABRIGHT
THE MEDICINE CABINET LTD.
THE NEEDLE NOOK
THE NEW IMAGE 2001
THE OASIS LOUNGE
THE ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION BRANCH 162
THE SALVATION ARMY
THE SEWING STUDIO
THE SIGNATURE SALON
THE UPTOWN BARBER
THE WOOD WORKER
THERESA LEWIS
THRIFTY SUPERMARKET
THRUWAY MUFFLER CENTRE
TIBBS OIL & BURNER SERVICES
TILLY`S HAIR & NOW
TINA`S UNISEX STYLING
TINY TOTS PRESCHOOL
TIRE MART
TIZZARD`S NURSERY & GARDEN CTR
TOBIN`S TAXI
TONY`S COLLISION CTR
TONY`S TAILOR SHOP
TORBAY ROAD MALL CLINIC
TORRENT RIVER INN
TOTAL IMAGE
TOTALLY TANNED LTD.
TOVI ENTERPRISES
TOWN COUNCIL OF COLLIERS
TOWN OF MAIN BROOK
TOWN OF PACQUET
TOWN OF RED BAY
TOWN OF STEPHENVILLE CROSSING
TOWN OF WABUSH
TRAVERSE ENTERPRISES
TRAVERSE GARDENS PLANT NURSERY
TREK GUNSMITHING
TRI CON GRAPHICS INC
TRICK O MATIC LTD.
TRICON PHARMACY
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TRILIN SERVICES
TRINITY PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
TRIPLE AUTOMOTIVE AND INDUSTRIAL LTD
TRIPLE D VIDEO
TRIPLE K ENTERPRISES LTD
TUCKER`S COTTAGES & SERVICE STATION
TUCKER`S MACHINE SHOP
TULKS QUALITY MART
TURNER`S WRECKER SERVICE
ULTRAGRAPHICS LTD.
UNIVERSAL REPAIR SERVICES
UPPER DECK LOUNGE
UPSHALLS GROCERY
V & M FRESHMART
V A FRENCH GEOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS INC
V C R KING
VALLEY BROOK FARMS
VALUE VIDEO
VARDY`S FUNERAL HOME
VIDEO CONNECTION INC.
VIGILANT TECHNICAL SALES LTD
VIKING AGENCIES INC.
VILLA NOVA JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
VON
VOYCE COVE GENERAL STORE
W & L ENTERPRISES
W N S ENTERPRISES
W. AND REV. WOODMAN
WABANA MEDICAL CLINIC
WABUSH MINES CLEVELAND-CLIFFS INC.
WALSH`S AUTOMOTIVE
WANDA`S CONVENIENCE
WANDA`S HAIR DESIGN
WATER STREET VARIETY
WATERWORKS SUPPLIES A DIV. OF EMCO
WAYNE`S AUTO REPAIR
WAYNE`S WORLD REST. & LOUNGE
WEATHERFORD CANADA PARTNERSHIP
WELSH`S MIDWAY STORE
WENTZELL`S TAKE-OUT&RESTAURANT
WEST COAST ELECTRICAL LTD
WESTERN NFLD MODEL FOREST CORP
WESTERN STAR AND STERLING TRUCKS
WHISKERS ALL BREED GROOMING
WHITBOURNE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
WHITBOURNE IRVING RESTAURANT
WHITE`S EXCAVATING & TRUCKING
WILLIAM CHIPP & SONS LTD (I.G.A.)
WILLIAM NORMORE LTD.
WILLIAM`S BUILDING SUPPLIES
WILLIAMS HARBOUR SCHOOL
WILSON AUTO SALES
WILSON J. BURTON
WISCOMBE`S CLEANING
WKN ENTERPRISES LTD
WOODMAN`S WELDING
WOODY ISLAND RESORT
XPRESSION HAIR STUDIO
XXIX VENTURE LTD
YELLOW CABS
YESTERDAY`S BAR & TAVERN
YOUNGS HOME HARDWARE
ZACHARY`S
ZAPATAS MEXICAN RESTAURANT
ZION PENTECOSTAL CHURCH

Advertisers Index
5 WING CFB GOOSEBAY
24
A & W RESTAURANT
26
A D T CANADA INC. (SECURITY SERVICES)
104
A I M SERVICES ACCESS IND. MOBILITY
60
A-1 PLUMBING & HEATING LTD
98
ABBOTT & HALIBURTON CO.
92
AIR LABRADOR
56
AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
90
ALL SEASON INSULATION LTD
90
ALLARD DISTRIBUTING LTD.
60
ALLSTAR REBAR LTD.
94
APOTEX INC.
24
ARTHUR FOWLOW LTD.
60
ATLANTIC AVIATION ACADEMY
98
ATLANTIC GROCERY DISTRIBUTION
26
ATLANTIC INSURANCE CO LTD
4
ATLANTIC MINERAL
60
ATLANTIC RECREATION LTD.
60
ATLANTIC REPAIR 2004 LTD.
60
AVALON MALL
26
AVALON STEAMATIC LTD
28
AVALON TOWING SERVICE INC. [1986]
60
AVERILL BAKER LAW OFFICE
28
B & B CONVENIENT MART
62
B & B LINE CONSTRUCTION LTD.
62
B & R ENTERPRISES LTD.
60
BALTIMORE PHARMACY
62
BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA
62
BARRETT`S FUNERAL HOMES LTD.
28
BARRY, WALSH & ASSOC.
62
BAYVIEW APARTMENTS
62
BENSON & MYLES
28
BESSEY`S MOVING SERVICES INC.
102
BOB BUCKINGHAM LAW
62
BOLAND`S SECURITY SERVICE
62
BOOSTER BOXES
110
BRIDGEPORT WIRE ROPE
62
BRUCE`S RECREATION
64
BRUSH & TROWEL LTD.
102
BUGDEN`S TAXI (1970) LTD.
100
BURSEY CLEANERS
64
BURTONS COVE LOGGING & LUMBER LTD.
64
BUSINESS PATRONS
118
C E I CLUB
64
C G I ADJUSTERS INC
64
CAL LEGROW INSURANCE LTD.
100
CAN DO SHEET METAL
64
CANADA POST CORP
64
CANADIAN FOLDING CARTONS INC.
30
CANADIAN HELICOPTERS LTD.
104
CAPITAL CRANE LTD.
64
CARE GIVERS
64
CAROL WABUSH CO OP SOCIETY LTD.
98
CHANTEL'S
94
CHAPEL ARM PHARMACY
64
CHARLIE HARRIS (REALTOR)
102
CHELSEA FOOD SERVICES LTD.
98
CHURCHILL FALLS CORP. LTD.
66
CIMCO REFRIGERATION
66
CITY SAND & GRAVEL LTD
66
CITY TIRE
104
CITY WIDE TAXI
66
CLIFFORD COOPER CONSTRUCTION
66
COCA COLA BOTTLING LTD.
30
COMMONWEALTH PHYSIOTHERAPY
66
CONCEPTION CONSTRUCTION LTD.
66
CO-OPERATORS GRAND FALLS WINDSOR
12
COUGAR ENGINEERING
30
CUMMINS EASTERN CANADA LP
100
D & M MAINTENANCE LTD.
66
D W I SERVICES LTD.
66
DALEY BROTHERS LTD.
32
DELUXE DRY CLEANERS LTD.
66
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
92
DEPT.OF TOURISM CULTURE & RECREATION
96
DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON
32
DIOCESAN SYNOD OF CENTRAL NFLD.
68
DODGE CITY/ROYAL GARAGE
68
DON BRETT, PARALEGAL
104
DONOVANS IRVING
96
DOWNEY'S PHOTOGRAPHY & CUSTOM
68
DR PHILLIP LOCKE
98
DR. BRENDAN LEWIS
32
DR. DEREK PEARCE, OBST. & GYNE
68
DR. KEVIN DELANEY
68
DR. L. BOULAY
68
DR. LARRY JACKMAN
68
DR. MICHAEL BENSE
94
DR. RANDY FOLLETT
98
DR.D.F. CRAIG (DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY)
68
EAGLE CONSTRUCTION LTD.
96
EAST SIDE MARIOS
32
EASTCOAST SAMPLE SERVICES
68
EASTERN HEALTH & COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD 34
EASTERN SCHOOL DISTRICT
30
EGG PRODUCERS OF NFLD & LABRADOR
70
EIMSKIP
92
EMERALD PALACE RESTAURANT
68
EREAUT`S HOME HEAT SALES
96
ESSO (IMPERIAL OIL)
70
EXPLOITS VALLEY FAMILY RESOURCE CENTRE 58
FACILITIES DESIGN GROUP INC.
70
FAMILY MEMORIALS
70
FESTIVAL 500
8
FISHERY PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL
34
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FITZ ENTERPRISES LTD.
100
FOOT CLINIC
98
FRAIZE LAW OFFICE
70
FREAKE`S AMBULANCE SRVS LTD
70
FRENCH SHORE HISTORICAL SCTY
100
FUNK ISLAND BANKER LTD.
34
G J CAHILL & SONS LTD
70
GARY DAVIS TRUCKING LTD.
70
GRANT THORNTON
80
GRENFELL REGIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
94
GSC INC.
34
GUARDIAN BUILDING PRODUCTS
104
GUILLEVIN INTERNATIONAL CO.
92
H & H ENTERPRISES LTD.
36
H. BURTON ELECTRICAL LTD.
70
HALLIBURTON GROUP CANADA INC
70
HANDICAP EQUIPMENT LTD
16
HARBOUR GRACE C.S. INC.
102
HARBOUR LOCK LTD.
72
HARRIS-RYAN CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
36
HICKEY CONSTRUCTION
72
HICKMAN MOTORS LTD.
18
HICKMAN SATURN SAAB ISUZU
72
HIGHLAND DRIVE ESSO/MAX SQUIRES LTD.
36
HOLDEN`S TRANSPORT LTD.
72
HOLIDAY INN
36
HON. NORMAN DOYLE M.P.
72
HOSKIN`S FUNERAL HOME
72
HOTEL NEWFOUNDLAND (FAIRMONT NFLD)
38
HOUSE MAN LTD
72
HSBC BANK CANADA
96
HUGHES CHRISTENSEN
6
HUMBER MEMORIALS
72
IAN BRIDGER LTD.
100
IDEA FACTORY
18
INSURANCE CORPORATION OF NFLD.
94
INTERPRETING SERVICE OF NFLD & LABRADOR INC. 58
INTL. BROTHERHOOD BOILERMAKERS
72
IRIS KIRBY HOUSE
72
J B HAND & SONS LTD.
74
J S TRANSPORT
74
J.GRAHAM`S SERVICE CENTRE LTD.
74
JACK HARRIS (NDP) SIGNAL HILL/QUIDI VIDI
102
JACQUES WHITFORD LTD.
74
JAMES R EALES RENTALS EQUIPMENT LTD
74
JIMS CARPENTRY & UPHOLSTERY LTD
74
JOHN ROBERTS THE TRIMMER
38
JOHNSON INC.
38
JORDAN CONSTRUCTION LTD.
94
JUNGLE JIM`S
74
KARWOOD REALTY
98
KEITH PENNEY CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
74
KELLIGREWS IRVING
92
KELLOWAY CONSTRUCTION LTD.
74
KING`S TRANSPORT CO. LTD.
74
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
76
KUSCO TILING LTD.
96
LAB FISHERMAN`S UNION SHRIMP CO. LTD.
80
LABATT COMMUNITY INVESTMENT
38
LABRADOR CONSTRUCTION LTD
76
LABRADOR MOTORS LTD.
92
LABRADOR REWINDING INC.
96
LABRADOR SCHOOL BOARD
76
LACEY`S USED CARS
76
LAWTONS DRUGS
76
LEGROW'S TRAVEL AGENCY LTD.
76
LESTER`S FARM MARKET
92
MARINE SERVICE CTR , SEALAND ENTERPRISES 96
MARITIME PAPER PRODUCTS LTD.
40
MARSHALL INDUSTRIES LTD.
40
MAXIMUM HOME SUPPORT SERVICES
54
MCCAIN FOODS( CANADA )
14
MCDONALD'S
76
MCISAAC CONTRACTING LTD.
40
MCLAUGHLIN SUPPLIES LTD.
96
MCNAMARA CONSTRUCTION
76
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY CAMPUS ENFORCEMENT 94
MERCER,MACNAB,VAVASOUR & FAGAN
76
METAL MANU-WORKS LTD
76
METAL WORLD INC.
40
METRO GENERAL INSURANCE CORP
14
METROBUS CHARTER SERVICE
42
MINUTE MUFFLER
42
MODERN PAVING LTD.
42
MUNN INSURANCE
42
NL CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION
58
NL HYDRO
44
NL TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
44
NEWFOUNDLAND HARD ROK INC
96
NEWFOUNDLAND LABRADOR AIR TRANSPORT LIMITED 100
NL LIQUOR CORP.
20
NEWFOUNDLAND POWER
44
NEWFOUNDLAND STYRO INC.
78
NEWTRANS EQUIPMENT CARRIERS
78
NL DEPT. OF EDUCATION
78
NKHK CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
78
NL HOUSING CORP.
24
NOEL`S FOODLAND
44
NORTH ATLANTIC REFINING
cover
NORTH EAST FOUNDATIONS LTD
78
NORTH WEST TAXI LTD.
102
NORTIP DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
102
NOVA CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
58
NOVA RECYCLING (NL) LTD.
78
O`DEA EARLE LAW OFFICE
94
OP FIBERGLASS & MARINE
102
P J COTE LTD
78
P. JANES & SONS LTD.
78
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P.C.S.L. LTD.
94
PAINT SHOP HOME DECORATING CENTER
78
PAN MARITIME ENERGY SVC INC
104
PAPA`S PIER 17
46
PARSONS AND SONS TRANSPORTATION
46
PATERSON WOODWORKING
92
PATEY & SONS
78
PAUL COOPER LANDSCAPING
80
PEARL R. LEE CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
80
PENINSULA ULTRAMAR
80
PENINSULAS HEALTH CARE CORPORATION
100
PENNEY MAZDA
80
PHOTO TEC SERVICES INC.
102
PIZZA DELIGHT
80
POOLE, ALTHOUSE
46
PREMIER SIDING & WINDOW SALES
88
PRESENTATION SISTERS
46
PROFESSIONAL LISTINGS
106
PROGRESSIVE MANAGEMENT CONSULTING LTD. 104
PROVINCIAL ADJUSTING SERVICES
80
PUBLIC SERVICE CREDIT UNION LTD.
48
PUDDISTER TRADING CO. LTD.
80
PURITY FACTORIES LTD.
80
QUINNSWAY TRANSPORT
82
R J G CONSTRUCTION LTD
82
R.C. ARCHIDIOCESE ST. JOHN`S
82
R.S.M. MINING SERVICES
82
R.W. PARROTT SIGNS LTD.
82
RE NEW SHINGLES LTD.
62
RELIABLE AMBULANCE SERVICES LTD.
82
REMAX UNITED
48
RENT A WRECK
82
RIVERSIDE LODGE
98
ROBERT R REGULAR LAW OFFICE
82
ROEBOTHAN, MCKAY, & MARSHALL
12
ROTHSAY
82
ROYAL AIR FORCE UNIT
84
ROYAL BANK
48
RUNNER LOUNGE
102
RUSSEL METALS INC.
84
SACRED HEART PARISH
84
SALVATION ARMY DIVISIONAL HEADQUARTERS 48
SAM ROBERTS CEMENT FINISHING LTD.
84
SCOTT`S MOTORSPORT
84
SEA BASE LTD.
50
SEARS CANADA INC
84
SEARS CANADA INC.
104
SHANNAHAN`S INVESTIGATION LTD.
84
SHELL AERO CENTRE
92
SIMMONDS KENNEDY
50
SINNOTT'S HYDRO SEEDING
84
SLOAN`S SAVE EASY
84
SMITH`S FURNITURE & APPLIANCES
84
SOBEY`S NEWFOUNDLAND
50
SONNY TERRIO
86
S'PAIRS OPTICAL
16
SPECIALTY APPAREL LTD.
104
SPLASH & PUTT PARK
86
ST JOHNS YOUTH SOCCER ASSN
50
ST. JOHN`S DOCKYARD LTD.
52
ST. JOHN`S LIONS CLUB
52
ST. JOHN`S VETERINARY HOSPITAL
86
ST. THERESA`S PARISH
86
STEERS LTD.
52
STEPHENVILLE DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
86
STETSON LOUNGE
86
STIRLING COMMUNICATIONS INT'L
86
STRICKLAND`S AUTO AND GAS LTD.
86
STRUCTURAL DESIGN INC.
86
SWISS CHALET
86
TDL GROUP CO.
10
TERRA NOVA SHOES
88
THE COMMUNITY VET HOSPITAL
88
THE NEW MOON RESTAURANT
52
THE ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION ST.JOHN`S BR#1 88
THOMAS ECONOMY GLASS
20
TOWER CONSULTANTS
88
TOWN OF BAY ROBERTS
88
TOWN OF CROW HEAD
104
TOWN OF LABRADOR CITY
100
TOWN OF TORBAY
56
TOWN OF TWILLINGATE
88
TRAYTOWN LOUNGE
88
U.N.D.E.
54
ULTRAMAR LTD.
54
UNION STATION
88
UNITED ASSOC. OF JOURNEYMEN
94
VALLEY GOLF COURSE
88
VALLEY MALL
90
VICTORIAN BRIDAL
90
VIKING LOUNGE
90
VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTRE
90
VIOLENCE PREVENTION INITIATIVE
22
VOISEY'S BAY NICKEL
98
WAJAX INDUSTRIES LTD
90
WAL-MART
54
WALSH`S STORE
92
WEDGWOOD INSURANCE LTD.
22
WESMOUNT REAL ESTATE LTD.
90
WEST COAST DISPENSARY LTD.
100
WHITE OTTENHEIMER BAKER
56
WILLIAMS AUTO ELECTRIC
90
XWAVE SOLUTIONS
56
YOUNG`S INDUSTRIAL & REFRIG.
90

To find out more about the Internet, you can visit some
of these interesting sites.
www.media-awareness.ca
safekids.com
safeteens.com
kids.getnetwise.org
www.police.ns.gov.ca
www.k12planet.com
www.pctattletale.com
www.safe2read.com
www.cybersitter.com
www.theteachersguide.com
www.kidssmart.org.uk
www.cybersafety.us
familyinternet.about.com
www.cyberbee.com/safety.html
www.kidproofcanada.com
www.kidsdomain.com
www.bewebawre.ca
www.youthonline.ca
www.kidsprotect.ca
www.safebeaware.ca
www.safecanada.ca

www.canadianparents.ca
kids.getnetwise.org
www.missingkids.com
safesurfing.itgo.com
www.netsmartz.org
www.protectyourkids.info
www.webteacher.org
www.mistycity.com
www.pioneerthinking.com
www.elmer.ca
www.ssp.k12.nf.ca
www.beristsbest.com
disney.go.com
www.ou.edu/oupd/kidsafe/start.htm
www.ftc.gov
yahooligans.yahoo.com
www.kidscom.com
www.cfc-efc.ca
www.internet101.ca
www.schoolnet.ca

Safe surfing...
www.rnca.ca
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After years
of working around the world,
we’re coming home.

The hard work of everyone who

and depend on our products.

economy. Over 700 jobs.

works at North Atlantic has earned

And that brings good things back

Newfoundland a reputation for

home to Newfoundland. Good things

promising future for the next

refining superior quality fuels.

like three-quarters of a billion dollars

generation of Newfoundlanders.

In fact, people in over 13 countries
from the Arctic to Australia demand

in exports.
$103 million into the local

And most importantly, a very

